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Introduction
After eight years, the change to board composition in Canada is now obvious and widespread 
as Canadian boards have surpassed several important diversity milestones on their journey to 
include more diverse perspectives in decision-making at senior levels within the organization. 
There is still much work to be done to achieve board and executive leadership that reflects the 
mosaic of Canada, but in this, our eighth annual comprehensive report on diversity disclosure 
practices in Canada, we take a moment to recognize the significant progress that has been made.

Our report provides detailed disclosure on the representation of women in senior leadership positions at  
TSX-listed companies as well as the representation of women, members of visible minorities, Indigenous 
peoples and persons with disabilities at publicly-traded corporations governed by the Canada Business 
Corporations Act (CBCA). We also highlight disclosed best practices to improve diversity and inclusion  
and samples of excellence in disclosure.

Halfway to parity
Across all TSX-listed companies, more than one in every four directors is female as women now hold 26% of 
the board seats. This is a significant change from 2015 when we reported women on average represented 10% 
of the number of directors.

Looking at larger issuers, the news is even more encouraging. One-third of all board seats among the  
S&P/TSX Composite Index companies are held by women, and among the S&P/TSX 60 companies women 
hold 36% of all board seats.
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At the same time, single gender boards have become an anachronism. For the first time, there are no all-male 
boards among the S&P/TSX Composite Index companies and none of the S&P/TSX 60 companies has less 
than two female directors. Across all TSX-listed companies only 11.6% of boards have no women directors, 
compared to 47.1% in 2015.

It has taken a keen and deliberate focus on recruiting women directors to get to this stage. This focus is 
reflected in high levels of adoption of board diversity policies and, in recent years, the adoption of targets for 
women directors. These efforts resulted in 43.6% of new board positions being filled with women candidates 
last year. Institutional investor pressure to increase diversity has been a key driver of change.

10% of all directors reflect diversity beyond gender
Based on Canada’s experience with disclosure requirements relating to the representation of women in senior 
leadership, achieving diversity with respect to characteristics beyond gender will take time. However, change 
has begun. Across all CBCA corporations, just under 10% of board positions are held by directors who are 
members of visible minorities, Indigenous peoples or persons with a disability.

Some small progress in building the pipeline
Every year we have highlighted the lack of any meaningful progress in increasing the proportion of women 
executive officers among TSX companies, and in recent years we have noted the lack of representation of 
visible minorities, Indigenous peoples or persons with a disability among executive officers. However, as 
we note in our report this year a significant majority of executive teams today include at least one woman 
and one in every five executive officers (19.8%) is a woman. This represents a significant improvement from 
2015 when women accounted for only 13.5% of the executive officer positions on average. And this year we 
have started to see some progress in the number of executive officers who are visible minorities, Indigenous 
peoples or persons with a disability.

More to come
Eight years is a long time to achieve the milestones that have been reached to date. And it will take considerable,  
sustained effort to achieve gender parity and representation by other diverse groups that approximates the 
demographics of the population in Canada. We hope that the disclosure and best practices highlighted in our 
report will help companies in their diversity, equity and inclusion journeys.
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Targets for women directors 
have been adopted by 79.6% of 
S&P/TSX 60 companies but only 
41.4% of TSX-listed companies

The percentage of CBCA public 
company board seats held by 
visible minorities is 8.3%

The number of CBCA public company 
board positions held by Indigenous 
peoples is 17

The number of CBCA public company 
board positions held by persons 
with disabilities is 10

7.4% of the time, the chair 
of a TSX-listed company 
is a woman

5.3% of the time, the CEO 
of a TSX-listed company 
is a woman

of TSX-listed companies 
have targets for women 
executive offi  cers 

At S&P/TSX 60 companies, women 
hold 36% of all board seats
At S&P/TSX Composite Index 
companies, women hold 32.9% 
of all board seats

Women now hold 26% 
of board seats among all 
TSX-listed companies disclosing 
the number of women directors 
on their boards

26% 36% 11.9%

Highlights
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CBCA Requirement
The CBCA Requirement requires 
substantially the same disclosure as the 
Diversity Disclosure Requirement, but 
separately with respect to each “designated 
group” – which it defines to include, but not  
be limited to, designated groups as defined  
by the Employment Equity Act (Canada).

Accordingly, disclosure is required with 
respect to 
(a) women 
(b) Indigenous peoples (First Nations,  
Inuit and Métis) 
(c) persons with disabilities 
(d) members of visible minorities.

Companies subject to the CBCA Requirement 
may also elect (but are not required) to provide  
disclosure in respect of additional “designated  
groups” identified in their information circulars.

The Diversity Disclosure Requirement
The Diversity Disclosure Requirement requires disclosure:

• Whether or not the issuer has adopted a written policy relating to the identification and 
nomination of women directors. If the issuer has not adopted such a policy, it must disclose  
why it has not done so. If an issuer has adopted a policy, the issuer must disclose:

	{ a short summary of its objectives and key provisions

	{ the measures taken to ensure that the policy has been effectively implemented

	{ annual and cumulative progress by the issuer in achieving the objectives of the policy

	{ whether, and if so how, the board or its nominating committee measures the effectiveness  
of the policy

• Whether the issuer considers the level of representation of women on the board in identifying and 
nominating candidates for election or re-election to the board. If so, the issuer must disclose how 
and, if not, disclose the issuer’s reason for not doing so.

• Whether the issuer considers the level of representation of women in executive officer positions 
when making such appointments. If so, the issuer must disclose how and, if not, disclose the 
issuer’s reason for not doing so.

• Whether the issuer has adopted a target regarding the appointment of women to the board. If 
so, the issuer must disclose the target and the annual and cumulative progress of the issuer in 
achieving the target. If not, the issuer must disclose the reason for not doing so.

• Whether the issuer has adopted a target regarding women in executive officer positions of  
the issuer. If so, the issuer must disclose the target and the annual and cumulative progress of  
the issuer in achieving the target. If the issuer has not adopted a target, it must disclose why it  
has not done so.

• The number and percentage of women on the issuer’s board of directors.

• The number and percentage of the issuer’s women executive officers, including all major 
subsidiaries of the issuer.

We recognize that there are a range of terms used 
to reference the various diversity characteristics 
referred to in this report. Different companies make 
different choices in this regard. Since our report is 
based on disclosure made by companies in response 
to legislated disclosure requirements, we have 
generally used the same terms as the legislation 
where applicable to avoid confusion. However, we 
have chosen to use the term ‘Indigenous peoples’ 
to include references to Indians, Inuit and Metis 
peoples covered by the term ‘Aboriginal peoples’ in 
the legislation referenced by the CBCA Requirement.
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1Developments in diversity 
– women and other 
underrepresented groups
The drive for diversity today is now focused primarily on gender and visible minority 
representation on boards and senior executive roles, with some consideration given to other 
diversity characteristics. With a 30% target for women on boards having largely been met 
among bigger companies in Canada, the U.S., U.K. and Australia, focus is shifting on higher 
targets in the drive to gender parity. And there is growing momentum around the expectation 
that at least one director be from a visible minority.

Data from other jurisdictions

United States

In June 2022 Spencer Stuart reported that 32% of S&P 500 directors are women and 22% are from historically  
underrepresented and ethnic groups, being Black or African American, Asian, Hispanic or Latino/a, two or 
more races/ethnicities, American Indian/Alaska Native, and Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander. The 
report noted that 5.8% of the boards identified a LGBTQ+ director and a handful disclosed having a veteran 
director or a person with a disability. In August 2022 CNN reported that, for the first time, all companies 
listed in the S&P 500 stock index have at least one racially or ethnically diverse director.

In September 2022, 50/50 Women on Boards reported that women hold 28% of the Russell 3000 corporate  
board seats as at the end of Q2 2022. The report also noted that currently only 27% of all Russell 3000 
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directors self-report their race and ethnicity. Of those directors, the report noted that 16% identify as people 
of color, up from 12% in 2021. After meeting their initial goal of 20% women on boards, in 2020 50/50 
Women on Boards set a new goal of gender balance and diversity on boards, with women holding 50% of  
the board seats and women of color holding at least 20% of all board seats.

In the fall of 2021, the African American Directors Forum and KPMG LLP released a report on the 
representation of African Americans on Fortune 1000 boards in the U.S. as of the end of 2020. The report 
found that 8% of board seats of Fortune 1000 companies were held by African Americans, even though 
African Americans comprise 12% of the U.S. population. The report noted that only 38% of African American 
directors on the Fortune 1000 boards were women. Among the key findings of the report was that while 61% 
of Fortune 1000 companies had at least one African American board member, only 21% had more than one.

United Kingdom

In February 2022, the U.K. government-back FTSE Women Leaders Review reported that women hold 39.1% of  
the board seats among the FTSE 100 as at January 10, 2022 and 37.6% among the entire FTSE 350 companies. 
As a result, the FTSE Women Leaders Review recommended that the voluntary target for women on FTSE 
350 company boards be increased to a minimum of 40% by the end of 2025.

The Parker Review Committee update released in March 2022 reported that 89 of the FTSE 100 companies 
had met the stated target of having one ethnically diverse director by the end of 2021, and by the end of May 
2022 an additional five FTSE 100 companies were expected to have met the target. The FTSE 250 companies 
have until the end of 2024 to have at least one ethnically diverse director and the update noted that 55% of 
the FTSE 250 had already done so. The update also reported that among the FTSE 100 companies 49% of the 
ethnically diverse directors were women and among the FTSE 250 companies 44% of the ethnically diverse 
directors were women.
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Australia

In Australia, according to the Watermark Search International 2022 Board Diversity Index, among the  
S&P/ASX 300 Index women hold 32% of the board seats at the end of 2021, with the average being 35% 
among the top 100 companies, 33% among the next 100 and 29% among the last 100 companies. The report 
also noted that the ethnic origin of ASX 300 directors remains largely Anglo-Celtic and European with only 
7% of ASX 300 directors of non-European ethnicity.

A few steps forward
In February 2022 Corporations Canada published updated guidance on compliance with the diversity 
disclosure requirement under the Canada Business Corporations Act. The updated guidance includes 
illustrative examples of disclosure responsive to the requirements and suggested tabular formats for 
presenting numerical data.

In April 2022, the U.K. Financial Conduct Authority published Policy Statement PS 22/3 respecting 
disclosures on diversity and inclusion targets for U.K. listed companies with a premium or standard listing. 
The disclosures will require all such companies to disclose in their annual report for fiscal years ending on 
or after April 1, 2022, whether they have met certain diversity targets or explain why they have not. Targets 
were set at least 40% women directors, at least one director of a minority ethnic background, and at least one 
woman in a senior board positions (Chair, CEO, CFO or Senior Independent Director). Companies are also 
required to provide numerical reporting on the representation of gender and ethnicity on the board and at 
senior levels of executive management in a prescribed tabular format.

In June 2022, the European Commission announced a political agreement between the European Parliament 
and the European Council on the Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on improving the 
gender balance among non-executive directors of companies listed on stock exchanges and related matters. 
The announcement noted that under the Directive the Directive EU companies listed on the EU stock 
exchanges should aim to reach a target of at least 40% of the underrepresented sex be represented among 
non-executive directors and 33% among all directors. In addition, nomination processes for non-executive 
directors would provide that where two equally qualified candidates are being considered and the target has 
not been achieved preference shall be given to the underrepresented sex. Once the Directive is published in 
the Official Journal, Member States will then need to transpose the elements of the Directive into national 
law within two years thereafter.

The U.K. Financial Conduct 
Authority Policy Statement 
PS 22/3 sets targets of 
40% women directors and 
one director of a minority 
ethnic background.
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And a few steps back
In our 2020 report we noted that the State of California had adopted separate legislation to require publicly 
held companies based in California to achieve minimum levels of representation on the board of:

• women, including at least one woman by the end of 2019; and

• underrepresented communities, including at least one such individual by the end of 2021.

Both initiatives were struck down this year. In April 2022, the Los Angeles County Superior Court of the 
State of California struck down the requirement to achieve minimum levels of representation on the board 
by individuals from underrepresented communities. The court concluded that the law violated the Equal 
Protection clause of the California Constitution. In May 2022, the Los Angeles County Superior Court of the 
State of California also struck down the requirement to achieve minimum levels of representation of women 
on the board. The court found that the law created a quota that “affects two or more ‘similarly situated’ 
groups in an unequal manner,” and the State of California had not met its burden to prove that the statute 
was narrowly tailored to meet a compelling state interest.

The California statutes have also faced two federal lawsuits claiming that the legislative requirements violate 
the Equal Protection Clause of the U.S. Constitution.

In our report last year, we noted that NASDAQ had adopted a new listing requirement requiring disclosure 
on the diversity of board members and requiring listed issuers to meet minimum board diversity levels or 
disclose why they had not. In August 2021 and October 2021, lawsuits were filed challenging the approval by 
the U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) of NASDAQ’s new requirement. The lawsuits argue that 
the NASDAQ rule imposes a quota, and doing so exceeds the SEC’s authority. In January 2022 seventeen U.S. 
States submitted a brief in support of one of the challenges to the SEC.

Shareholder activism
Shareholder proposals requesting racial equity audits grew significantly this year. The request typically seeks  
a third-party investigation into how a company’s hiring, retention and promotion practices and policies address 
or perpetuate racial or ethnic discrimination. According to the Proxy Voting Annual Review by Insightia 
Ltd., eight such proposals were voted on in the U.S. during the 2021 proxy season receiving on average 33.1% 
support. And in October 2021 Citigroup committed to conduct and publish the results of a racial equity audit 
to be conducted by the law firm Covington & Burling LLP.

In Canada this year racial equity audit shareholder proposals were filed on behalf of the United Church of  
Canada Pension at Intact Financial Corporation and Constellation Software Inc. and on behalf of the B.C.  

A racial equity audit 
shareholder proposal 
received by Constellation 
Software Inc. received  
63% support.
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General Employees’ Union at Toronto-Dominion Bank. The Toronto-Dominion Bank proposal was 
withdrawn when the bank agreed to engage a third party law firm to conduct a racial equity assessment of 
its employment policies. The Intact Financial proposal was withdrawn based on company commitments to 
review certain policies and practices. However, the Constellation Software proposal went to a shareholder 
vote and received 63% support.

Institutional investors
Last year we reported that both Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS) and Glass Lewis had tightened 
their proxy voting guidelines on board gender diversity starting in 2022. Glass Lewis began recommending 
against votes for the nominating committee chair of a board where the board has at least seven directors, 
but does not have at least two directors who are women, and ISS began recommending against votes for the 
chair of the nominating committee of S&P/TSX Composite Index companies if they (a) did not have at least 
30% women directors or (b) did not have a board diversity policy that includes a 30% target to be achieved  
in a reasonable timeframe.

Under ISS’ general policy for 2022, companies not included in the S&P/TSX Composite Index were only 
required to have at least one woman director or a written diversity policy. ISS’ sustainability proxy voting 
guidelines require 30% women on the board even for companies not included in that index. During the 
proxy season, some Canadian issuers were surprised to discover that the asset management arms of some 
Canadian banks were applying the sustainability guidelines instead of the standard guidelines and voting 
against the nominating committee chair if the board did not already have at least 30% women.
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22021 full-year results
Women on boards in 2021
For the full year ended December 31, 2021, 677 companies disclosed the number of women on their boards. 
For these 677 companies, we counted a total of approximately 5,276 board seats, of which 1,236 were held 
by women. Based on these results, women held 23.4% of the total board seats among companies providing 
disclosure. These results reflect an increase of 2.2 percentage points compared to full-year 2020. 

For the corresponding S&P/TSX 60 companies, these figures were 649 for the total number of board seats  
and 213 for the number of seats held by women for full-year 2021, representing approximately 33% of the 
total board seats among the 57 members of the S&P/TSX 60 providing disclosure. Consistent with prior 
years, this figure represents a small decline from the 33.2% of the total board seats among the 54 members 
of the S&P/TSX 60 providing disclosure at mid-year 2021, but it represents a gain of approximately 1.7 
percentage points from full year 2020.

Total board seats
held by women

23%

Remaining
board seats

77%

FIGURE 1
2021 PROPORTION OF 
BOARD SEATS HELD BY WOMEN

Total companies that disclosed: 677
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On a company-by-company basis, based on the data reported by these 677 companies, there was an average 
of 1.83 women on these boards, while the 661 companies that disclosed the percentage of women on their 
boards had an average of approximately 22.1% of women directors, both representing an increase from the 
corresponding full-year 2020 figures of 1.64 and 19.4%, respectively.

Canadian companies with little or no gender diversity continued to add more women to their boards during 
2021. Of the 677 companies disclosing the number of women directors on their boards, 109 (16.1%) reported 
having no women on the board, representing an improvement from the corresponding 19.7% figure for  
full-year 2020. A total of 210 companies (31.0%) had one woman director (representing a slight decrease  
from the 34% reported for 2020), and 358 (52.9%) reported having more than one woman on their board  
(a considerable increase from 46.3% in 2020). At 114 of the disclosing companies (representing 17.2% of  
those disclosing), women held 35% or more of the board seats.

Women executive officers in 2021
For full-year 2021, 617 companies disclosed information regarding the number of women executives employed  
by them, and 608 disclosed the percentage of their executive officers that are women. Companies that 
disclosed the number of women executives reported an average of 1.69 women executives and a total of 1041 
executive officer positions held by women. Among those that disclosed the percentage of women executives, 
an average of 18.3% of executive officer positions were held by women, which reflects an increase from the 
17.2% reported for full-year 2020.

For the 617 companies that disclosed the number of their women executive officers in full-year 2021, 33.5% 
of these companies reported having zero women executive officers (compared to 34.1% for full-year 2020). 
A further 173 (28.0%) reported having one woman executive officer (down from 29.4% in 2020), while more 
companies reported having more than one woman executive officer in full-year 2021 compared to 2020 (237 
(or 38.4%) compared to 230 (or 36.5%)). This is consistent with the increase in the number of companies 
reporting more than 35% women executive officers for full-year 2021 (15.5% compared to 11.9% of reporting 
companies in 2020).

A significant proportion of companies continue to report that they take gender into account when identifying 
and appointing executive officers, with 552 of 669 (or 82.5%) companies reporting in full-year 2021 indicating 
that they did so (up 6 percentage points from 76.5% in 2020).

No women

16%More than
one woman

53%

One woman

31%

FIGURE 2
2021 PROPORTION OF 
WOMEN DIRECTORS

Total companies that disclosed: 677

No women

34%
More than
one woman

38%

One woman

28%

FIGURE 3
2021 PROPORTION OF 
WOMEN EXECUTIVE OFFICERS 

Total companies that disclosed: 617 
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Breakdown by industry  
for full-year 2021
As demonstrated in Figures 4 and 5, the industries 
with the highest number and percentage of women  
directors in 2021 were Utilities & Pipelines, 
Communication & Media, Financial Services and 
Clean Technology. Utilities and Pipelines also 
reported the highest average percentage of women 
executive officers and reported the highest average 
number. Communication & Media was another 
strong performer.

FIGURE 4
2021 INDUSTRY BREAKDOWN
OF NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES
OF WOMEN DIRECTORS 

Number of women directors
Percentage of women directors

Total companies
that disclosed:
677 (#) / 661 (%)

34.9%

3.7

30.4%

3.1

23.2%

2.4

28.4%

2.2

27.0%

2.2

24.1%

2.1

24.9%

2.2

24.9%

1.9

19.4%

1.5

19.8%

1.6

18.6%

1.4

16.7%

16.6%

1.2

1.2

Utilities
& Pipelines

Communication
& Media

Financial
Services

Clean
Technology

Forest Products
& Paper

Industrial
Products
& Services

Real Estate

Consumer
Products
& Services

Oil & Gas

Life Sciences

Energy Services

Technology

Mining

FIGURE 5
2021 INDUSTRY BREAKDOWN 
OF NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES
OF WOMEN EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

Total companies
that disclosed:
617 (#) / 608 (%)

Number of women executive officers
Percentage of women executive officers

29.5%

5.08

28.9%

2.89

22.9%

3.09

15.1%

1.11

17.0%

1.64

25.6%

3.44

21.2%

2.16

23.8%

2.06

14.7%

1.15

18.6%

1.47

15.2%

0.98

14.6%

12.6%

1.70

0.87

Utilities
& Pipelines

Communication
& Media

Financial
Services

Clean
Technology

Forest Products
& Paper

Industrial
Products
& Services

Real Estate

Consumer
Products
& Services

Oil & Gas
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Technology

Mining
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Diversity policies and targets for full year 2021
In 2021, there was a slight increase in the number of companies disclosing that they have board diversity 
policies (66.0%, up from 63.7%). This is reflected in Figure 6. Of those companies, well over 90% indicated 
that their policy also related to the identification and nomination of women directors, consistent with our 
mid-year 2021 results.

There was also a sharp increase in the number of companies adopting targets for women directors in full- 
year 2021 – of the 677 companies that provided board diversity target disclosure in 2021, 31.2% indicated that 
they did have a target. This represents an increase of 4.2 percentage points from 2020. There was a significant 
increase in the number of companies disclosing that they have targets for women executive officers, with 62 
of the 624 companies providing disclosure for full-year 2021 (9.9%) indicating that they had such a target. 
The corresponding figure in 2020 was 6.8%. These results are illustrated by Figures 7.1 and 7.2.

With
policies

66%

Without
policies

34%

FIGURE 6
2021 BOARD DIVERSITY 
POLICY ADOPTION RATES

Total companies that disclosed: 696

With
targets

31%
Without
targets

69%

FIGURE 7.1
2021 TARGET ADOPTION RATES – 
WOMEN DIRECTORS

Total companies that disclosed: 677

With
targets

10%
Without
targets

90%

FIGURE 7.2
2021 TARGET ADOPTION RATES – 
WOMEN EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

Total companies that disclosed: 624
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Diversity beyond gender: Reporting by CBCA  
corporations for full year 2021
CBCA companies have now provided two years of diversity disclosure under the CBCA Requirement. That 
requirement extended reporting on the representation of women to venture issuers and required comparable 
disclosure with respect to the representation of members of visible minorities, Indigenous peoples and 
persons with disabilities.

With respect to women, reported results for the 337 CBCA corporations which provided disclosure were 
generally consistent with, but lower than, the reported results for all TSX-listed issuers – which is not surprising 
since, as we have noted elsewhere, a significant proportion of the CBCA companies which provided disclosure 
are listed on the TSX and the balance are smaller issuers.

For the 337 CBCA companies providing disclosure regarding the number of women on their boards, 
women held approximately 21.3% of the board seats (an increase of from 19.9% in 2020), with an average 
of 1.54 women per board (up from 1.41 in 2020). For the 325 companies providing disclosure on the 
average percentage of women on their boards, the average percentage was 18.9% (up 2.2 percentage points 
from 2020). The corresponding figures for women executive officers were an average number of 1.23 (308 
companies), representing a slight decrease from 1.3 in 2020, with and an average percentage of 16.1% (302 
companies), representing a slight increase (0.5 percentage points).

With respect to other designated groups, full-year results for 2021 show no progress for Indigenous peoples 
compared to the prior year and members of visible minorities, Indigenous peoples and persons with 
disabilities remain substantially underrepresented on Canadian boards.

Number of Directors Number of Executive Officers

Designated Group 2021 2020 % Increase 2021 2020 % Increase

Members of visible 
minorities 143 106 34.9% 138 122 13.1%

Indigenous peoples 8 8 0.0% 2 2 0.0%

Persons with 
disabilities 11 8 37.5% 11 8 37.5%
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Overall, results for the full-year 2021 reflect another year of continued slow progression for women regarding  
seats in the boardroom, although the adoption of both diversity policies and targets regarding women directors  
have both seen an overall increase. While the stagnant performance with respect to the representation of  
women in executive officer positions is unfortunately also consistent with previous years’ results and represents  
an obvious area for improvement, we noted a significant increase in the number of companies disclosing that 
they have targets for women executive officers. For visible minorities, Indigenous peoples and persons with  
a disability, the second full year of disclosure continues to show a need for reform.
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3Mid-year results for 2022: 
Women on boards
Number and percentage of women directors
As of July 31, 2022, 648 companies had disclosed the number of women directors on their boards, with a 
total of 1,327 board positions at these companies reported as being held by women out of a total of 5,112 
board seats. Based on these results, women held 26.0% of the total board seats among companies providing 
disclosure for 2022. This represents another steady increase of 2.6 percentage points from mid-year 2021.

Companies included in the S&P/TSX 60 and that provided disclosure during this period, reported 215 of  
597 total board seats were held by women. This represents 36.0% of board seats held by women among the 
52 members of the index that provided disclosure of the number of women on their boards, and an increase 
of 2.8 percentage points compared to mid-year 2021 (33.2%).

On the broader S&P/TSX composite index, 686 of the 2,069 board seats or 32.9% were held by women.  
As we noted in last year’s report, these results are, unsurprisingly, a mid-point between the results for the 
S&P/TSX 60 companies and those for the TSX companies more broadly. These results are consistent with  
the progress made in the U.S. and Australia, but lag the U.K. where women held 37.6% of the board seats 
among the FTSE 350 in 2021.

Total board seats
held by women

26%
Remaining
board
seats

74%

FIGURE 8
2022 PROPORTION OF TOTAL 
BOARD SEATS HELD BY WOMEN
(ALL COMPANIES)
Total companies that disclosed: 648
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For the companies disclosing the number of women directors on their boards, 
there was an average of 2.05 board seats held by women, and for the 635 
companies disclosing the percentage of women on their boards, there was  
an average of 24.7% of women directors on these boards. These reflect an 
increase from figures of 1.83 and 22.1% for the corresponding period in 2021.  
As noted in Figures 9.1 and 9.2, a similar steady increase occurred among the 
S&P/TSX 60 companies.

Consistent with these results and with a trend noted over the past few years, 
mid-year 2022 saw a further decrease in the number of boards without any 
women directors among those companies disclosing the number of women on 
their boards. The number of such boards fell by approximately 4.1 percentage 
points to 11.6% from 15.7% in mid-year 2021. For the first time this year, there 
were no all-male boards among the companies in the S&P/TSX Composite Index 
that reported the number of women on their boards. These results likely reflect 
ISS’ decision to begin recommending withholding votes this year on the chair  
of the nominating committee of S&P/TSX Composite companies if women make 
up less than 30% of the board and the board has not adopted a 30% target.

FIGURE 9.1 
AVERAGE NUMBER
OF WOMEN DIRECTORS

All companies
S&P/TSX 60 companies

20222021202020192018

Total S&P/TSX 60 companies that disclosed:
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FIGURE 9.2 
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE
OF WOMEN DIRECTORS
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Total S&P/TSX 60 companies that disclosed:
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As highlighted in Figures 11.1 and 11.2, over 60% of 
the companies that reported the number of women on 
their board indicated that they now have more than 
one woman on their board – an increase of almost 
eight percentage points compared to the same period 
last year when 53.1% of reporting companies reported 
having more than one woman on their board.

FIGURE 11.1
NUMBER OF WOMEN DIRECTORS
(ALL COMPANIES)

Total companies that disclosed:
2018: 680 | 2019: 657 | 2020: 585 | 2021: 629 | 2022: 648
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FIGURE 11.2
PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN DIRECTORS
(ALL COMPANIES)
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• Acadian Timber Corp.

• Artis Real Estate Investment Trust

• Bridgemarq Real Estate Services Inc.

• Canadian Imperial Bank Of Commerce

• Canadian National Railway Company

• Canadian Western Bank

• Caribbean Utilities Company, Ltd.

• Dream Impact Trust

• Dream Office Real Estate Investment Trust

• DREAM Unlimited Corp.

• Dundee Precious Metals Inc.

• Eldorado Gold Corporation

• Fortis Inc.

• IAMGOLD Corporation

• Intact Financial Corporation

• Laurentian Bank Of Canada

• Logistec Corporation

• Manulife Financial Corporation

• Quebecor Inc.

• Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers Incorporated

• Rubellite Energy Inc.

• Saputo Inc.

• Sprott Inc.

• Sun Life Financial Inc.

• Torex Gold Resources Inc.

• True North Commercial Real Estate 
Investment Trust

• TVA Group Inc.

Based on the disclosure provided, for mid-year  
2022 women comprise 50% or more of the board  
at 27 companies – almost twice as many as for  
mid-year 2021.

Canada’s largest companies clearly continue to be 
leaders in gender diversity, although in certain areas 
the gap is narrowing between the leaders and the 
broader group of companies subject to the Diversity 
Disclosure Requirement. The trend for relatively 
larger issuers to perform better on diversity measures 
is consistent with broader trends internationally, 
and it has remained constant in our data since the 
Diversity Disclosure Requirement was introduced.

Companies with 50% or more women on the board
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For the S&P/TSX 60 companies that have disclosed 
the number of women directors on their board, 
there was an average of 4.1 board positions per 
disclosing company, which is up by 0.4 from the 
corresponding period in 2021 and, of the companies 
reporting the percentage of women on their boards, 
there was an average of 36.1% women directors 
reported, a meaningful 3.0 percentage point 
increase from mid-year 2021.

Also noteworthy this year is that all of the disclosing  
S&P/ TSX 60 companies reported having two or more 
women board members. Of those 52 companies, 18 
companies (34.6% of those disclosing) have five or 
more board positions held by women. These data are 
described in Figures 12.1 and 12.2.

FIGURE 12.1
NUMBER OF WOMEN DIRECTORS 
(S&P/TSX 60 COMPANIES)
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2018: 55 | 2019: 53 | 2020: 53 | 2021: 54 | 2022: 52
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FIGURE 12.2
PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN DIRECTORS
(S&P/TSX 60 COMPANIES)
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Women board representation  
by industry
As in previous years, the average number and 
percentage of women directors varied significantly 
across industries in this year’s data. Also consistent 
with previous years, on an industry-by-industry 
basis, there continues to be varying degrees of 
growth in 2022 compared to 2021. These changes 
are illustrated in Figures 13.1 and 13.2.

There remains very little change in the rankings  
of the different industries. The Utilities & Pipelines 
industry consistently has the highest average 
percentage of women directors and the highest 
average number of women directors, while the 
Mining, Technology, Life Sciences and Energy 
Services industries consistently have the lowest 
proportion of women directors.

The number of women directors and average 
percentage of women directors generally increased 
overall. However, many industries saw relatively 
slower growth this year in both the average number 
and percentage of female directors. 

FIGURE 13.1
NUMBER OF WOMEN DIRECTORS 
BY INDUSTRY 
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FIGURE 13.2
PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN DIRECTORS 
BY INDUSTRY
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New director appointments
We continue to monitor the progress being made among TSX-listed companies in adding women to their 
boards, either because they are being nominated for election as new directors in 2022, or because either they 
had been appointed during the year to fill a vacancy that had occurred since the last shareholders’ meeting  
or as a result of an increase in board size at the relevant company. For the 666 companies that fully or 
partially satisfied the Diversity Disclosure Requirement, there were 551 board seats that became available  
due to vacancies or an increase in board size.

Women were nominated to fill 240 board seats, or 43.6% of the total number of newly created or vacated 
board seats. This represents an increase of 4.5 percentage points compared to 39.1% at mid-year 2021,  
and builds on the approximately four percentage point increase observed between mid-year 2021 and mid- 
year 2020. This is broadly comparable to the improvements among the S&P/TSX 60 companies, for which 
women were nominated to fill 44.7% of the newly created or vacated board seats (42.3% at mid-year 2021), 
and which also reflects a strong three percentage point increase year-over-year.

Board policies on diversity and policies related to the  
nomination and identification of women on boards
Overall, 658 companies reported on whether they adopted board diversity policies in 2022. Of these, 465 
(representing 70.7%) disclosed that they have a written board diversity policy. This represents a further 
increase from the 67.3% companies that reported having adopted such a policy in mid-year 2021. Among 
S&P/TSX 60 companies, 48 of the 54 companies reporting indicated that they had adopted a written board 
diversity policy – this represents 88.9% of all S&P/TSX 60 companies reporting and a slight decrease from 
the 90.9% reported in 2021, principally as a result of a change in the mix of companies reporting.

The Diversity Disclosure Requirement seeks disclosure on whether the board has adopted a written policy 
that specifically relates to the identification and nomination of women directors. Not all companies disclosing 
that they had adopted a written board diversity policy stated whether the policy specifically related to the 
identification and nomination of women directors, and some companies specifically disclosed that they did 
not. In 2022, 653 companies disclosed whether or not they had a written policy relating to the identification 
and nomination of women directors, and 420 (64.3%) of these companies indicated that they had such a policy. 
This represents a slight increase of 1.4 percentage points compared to the 62.9% reported at mid-year 2021.

FIGURE 14
GENERAL BOARD DIVERSITY 
POLICY ADOPTION RATES 

2021202020192018

Total S&P/TSX 60 companies that disclosed:
2018: 56 | 2019: 54 | 2020: 53 | 2021: 55 | 2022: 54

Total companies that disclosed:
2018: 705 | 2019: 680 | 2020: 586 | 2021: 648 | 2022: 658

All companies
S&P/TSX 60 companies

Policy adoption rate by year
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Among S&P/TSX 60 companies, 52 companies specifically disclosed whether they had a written policy relating 
to the identification and nomination of women directors and 46 (88.5%) stated that they had adopted such a 
written policy. S&P/TSX composite index companies adopted such policies at a rate similar to the S&P/TSX 60 
companies, with 89.6% of companies disclosing companies that they have a board diversity policy that includes 
a written policy for the identification and nomination of women directors. It is noteworthy that only 51.4% 
of companies outside the S&P/TSX composite index providing disclosure indicated that they had adopted a 
written policy of this type.

The disclosure from companies reporting that they have adopted a board diversity policy indicates that a 
broad range of diversity characteristics are considered. A significant majority of these policies include a  
broad statement regarding the consideration of diversity, with most of the disclosure made in respect of these 
policies then proceeding to list a range of specific diversity characteristics that are to be considered under 
the policy. Of these specific diversity characteristics, it is unsurprising that gender is the most frequently 
referenced characteristic among the companies disclosing that they have a board diversity policy.

The number of companies disclosing that their written board diversity policy addressed characteristics 
corresponding with the prescribed “designated groups” under the CBCA Requirement increased sharply 
following those requirements coming into force in 2020. For mid-year 2022 we saw a sustained high level 
of companies indicating that their board diversity policies reflected these diversity characteristics. As in 
previous years, after gender, ethnicity/race, Indigenous status, age, skills/expertise, persons with disabilities 
and geography were also frequently cited.

FIGURE 15
NATURE OF POLICY ADOPTED 
(ALL COMPANIES)

Total companies that disclosed:
2018: 692 | 2019: 673 | 2020: 580 | 2021: 648 | 2022: 653
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Figure 16 is a list of the top five diversity characteristics – other than gender – 
identified by companies in order of the frequency with which they are cited.

Companies that have not adopted a written policy with respect to the 
identification and nomination of women directors are required to explain why. 
Although 2022 is the eighth year the Diversity Disclosure Requirement has been 
in effect, almost one-fifth of companies disclosing that they had not adopted 
such a policy still did not disclose the reason why they had not done so. Among 
those companies that disclosed a reason for not adopting such a policy, the most 
common reason given by a significant margin was the concern that doing so 
would compromise their focus on merit, consistent with our findings in prior 
years. The top five reasons for not adopting policies are listed in Figure 17 in the 
order of the frequency with which they occurred.

FIGURE 16
TOP FIVE DISCLOSED DIVERSITY POLICY
CHARACTERISTICS BEYOND GENDER
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FIGURE 17
TOP FIVE REASONS DISCLOSED FOR NOT ADOPTING
WRITTEN BOARD DIVERSITY POLICY
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Targets for women on boards
For mid-year 2022, 41.4% (or 264) of the 637 companies disclosing whether or not 
they had adopted a target for the representation of women on the board disclosed 
that they had adopted such a target (up significantly from 32.3% in mid-year 
2021 and 28.8% in mid-year 2020). This increase is also likely a result of the 
updated voting guidelines among institutional shareholders and proxy advisory 
firms which require the adoption of targets by issuers where the boards is not 
yet comprised of at least 30% women.

Among the 54 S&P/TSX 60 companies that disclosed whether or not they had a 
target, 43 companies (79.6%) reported having a target. This represents a further 
increase from 2021, when 71.7% of S&P/TSX 60 companies reported having 
targets. The most common target adopted, by an overwhelming majority, was 30% 
– consistent with the voting policies of Institutional Shareholder Services. The next 
most frequent targets for women directors were, in order, 33%, 25% and 40%.

Among those companies that reported not adopting targets, the reasons were 
generally similar as those given for failing to adopt written policies for the 
identification and nomination of female directors, with the vast majority indicating 
concerns about compromising their focus on merit or having concerns that a 
target may result in someone other than the most qualified candidate having to 
be selected. Other reasons included that adequate systems were already in place, 
that targets did not suit the stage of development or nature of the business or 
that the adoption of a target might otherwise be too restrictive. The top five most 
commonly disclosed reasons are listed in Figure 19.

FIGURE 19
TOP FIVE REASONS DISCLOSED FOR NOT ADOPTING
A TARGET FOR WOMEN DIRECTORS
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Female board chairs and committee chairs
We identified those companies where the chair of the board of directors is a woman. Among the 666 
companies providing full or partial diversity disclosure, we found that the number of female board chairs 
this year increased slightly compared to 2021, although the level remains low in absolute terms. In 2022, 
49 companies (or 7.4% of the 666 companies that fully or partially complied with the Diversity Disclosure 
Requirement) have a woman in the board chair role, compared to 43 companies (6.6% of those fully or 
partially disclosing) in 2021.

This year we again looked at the number of board committees with female chairs at each disclosing  
TSX company.

We found that at 398 of the companies which provided full or partial diversity disclosure at least one woman 
was serving as the chair of a standing committee of the board. This now represents 59.6% of these companies, 
up from just over half (51.1%) of these companies last year. This year, 273 companies (41.0%) reported having 
one woman committee chair (an increase of 5.0 percentage points from 2021), while 125 companies (18.8%) 
reported having more than one woman serving as a committee chair (an increase of 3.7 percentage points 
from 2021). This translates to an average number of women serving as committee chairs at all companies of 
0.81 per company. Although there is still not an average of at least one female committee chair per company, 
this number is a strong increase from the 0.54 female committee chairs per company reported last year.

We saw a similar trend in the number of women who chair the company’s audit committee. Of the companies  
providing full or partial diversity disclosure, at 176 companies (26.4%) the audit committee chair is a woman,  
representing a 4.7 percentage point increase from mid-year 2021.

Since the number of committees varies by issuer and the identity of committee chairs is not required 
disclosure, in some instances the information was not readily identifiable. However, our results suggest that 
number of women assuming board leadership roles continues to increase.

Voluntary disclosure of other diversity characteristics
A number of TSX-listed companies which are not CBCA corporations chose to provide voluntary supplemental 
disclosure regarding the representation of visible minorities, Indigenous peoples and persons with a disability  
on the board. We have highlighted the number of companies which chose to do so in Chapter 6 of our report.
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4Mid-year results for 2022: 
Women in executive officer 
positions
Number and percentage of women in executive officer positions
In 2022, 597 companies disclosed the number of women executive officers. These companies reported a 
total of 1,159 executive officer positions held by women. On average, these companies reported 1.94 women 
executive officer positions per company, while the 582 companies disclosing the percentage of women in 
executive officer positions reported that an average of 19.8% of their executive officer positions are held 
by women. These numbers reflect a significant year-over-year increase in the average number of women 
executive officers (compared to 1.69 women executive officers last year) and in the average percentage of 
executive officer positions held by women (compared to 18.2% in 2021).

FIGURE 20.1
OVERALL AVERAGE NUMBER
OF WOMEN EXECUTIVE OFFICERS 
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FIGURE 20.2
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The vast majority of management teams include 
at least one woman. The percentage of companies 
reporting that they had no women executive 
officers decreased further in 2022, to 28.6% 
among the companies disclosing the number of 
women executive officers. This is an improvement 
compared to 32.9% in 2021. Of these companies, the 
percentage that reported having only one woman 
executive officer was essentially flat, at 28.8% 
(compared to 28.3% in 2021), while the percentage 
that reported having two or more women executive 
officers increased by 3.2 percentage points in 2022, 
to 42.6% from 38.8% in 2021. This is described in 
more detail in Figures 21, 22.1 and 22.2.
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FIGURE 21
2022 PROPORTION OF 
WOMEN EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
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Women continued to make modest progress in executive officer ranks among the S&P/TSX 60 companies. 
Among the 48 S&P/TSX 60 companies that reported on the number of women executive officers, the 
average number of women executive officers increased 0.33 this year to 3.63 and, among those disclosing the 
average percentage of women executive officers, the average percentage of executive officers who are women 
increased by 2.3 percentage points to 24.3%.

FIGURE 23.1
AVERAGE NUMBER 
OF WOMEN EXECUTIVE OFFICERS 
(S&P/TSX 60 COMPANIES)
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As summarized in Figures 24.1 and 24.2, based on 
the number of S&P/TSX 60 companies disclosing, 
the increases described above are consistent with a 
significant increase in the number of S&P/TSX 60 
companies reporting having three executive officers 
who are women and a decline in the number of such  
companies with two or fewer women executive officers.

 

FIGURE 24.1
NUMBER OF WOMEN EXECUTIVE OFFICERS 
(S&P/TSX 60 COMPANIES)
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FIGURE 24.2
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Women executive officers  
by industry
Broken down by industry, Utilities & Pipelines 
continued to have the highest average number of 
women executive officers, followed by Financial 
Services and Forest Products & Paper.

Real Estate and Utilities & Pipelines, represented 
this year’s top performers in terms of the average 
percentage of women executive officers. The Oil & 
Gas and Energy Services industries, on the other 
hand, have consistently had among the lowest 
average percentage of women executive officers.  
The Life Sciences and Mining industries are also 
among the industries with the lowest average 
number of women executive officers.

It is difficult to make relative assessments of 
performance between most industries, however. 
This is because there is wide variation in the 
number of executive officers per company between 
industries. This explains why in the Real Estate 
industry, for example, the average number of female 
executive officers is close to the overall average, but 
women represent a relatively high percentage of the 
executive officers.

FIGURE 25
NUMBER OF WOMEN EXECUTIVE OFFICERS 
BY INDUSTRY 
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FIGURE 26
PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN EXECUTIVE OFFICERS 
BY INDUSTRY
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Considering the representation of women  
in appointing executive officers
In 2022, 634 companies disclosed whether or not they take into account the 
representation of women in the identification and appointment of executive 
officers. Of those, 526 (83.0%) stated they do so. This number is essentially flat 
compared to mid-year 2021.

Also consistent with previous years, the proportion of companies reporting  
that they take gender into account when making executive appointments  
among S&P/TSX 60 companies is higher – 53 of the companies that disclosed 
this information so far this year reported doing so in 2022, representing 96.4% 
of companies providing disclosure.

As with the adoption of policies relating to the consideration of women for 
director positions, the primary reason given for not specifically considering 
gender in the identification and appointment of executive officers relates to an 
expressed concern about compromising a focus on merit. This is consistent with 
the results in prior years. The three most common reasons for not considering 
gender in 2022 are listed in Figure 28. These three responses account for the vast 
majority of the reasons given for not considering gender in the identification and 
appointment of executive officers, though a significant minority of companies that 
disclosed that they do not consider gender in the identification and appointment 
of executive officers did not provide a specific reason for failing to do so.

FIGURE 27
CONSIDERATION OF GENDER
IN EXECUTIVE OFFICER
APPOINTMENTS  

2021202020192018

Total S&P/TSX 60 companies that disclosed:
2018: 56 | 2019: 54 | 2020: 53 | 2021: 55 | 2022: 55

Total companies that disclosed:
2018: 674 | 2019: 661 | 2020: 559 | 2021: 624 | 2022: 634
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FIGURE 28
TOP THREE REASONS FOR NOT CONSIDERING GENDER
IN EXECUTIVE OFFICER APPOINTMENTS
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Targets for women executive officers
Of the 562 companies disclosing whether or not they have a target, 67 companies (11.9%) disclosed that they 
did. This represents a slight increase from 10.7% in 2021, continuing a very slow progression in recent years. 
This slow growth stands in contrast to the much more rapid increase in targets adopted at the board level.

The number of S&P/TSX 60 companies adopting targets for women in executive officer positions is also 
higher, with 10 of 46 companies (21.7%) disclosing whether or not they had adopted such a target indicating 
that they had done so.

In both cases, there are additional companies that disclose targets based on a group other than “executive 
officers” as defined under securities laws. For example, a significant number of S&P/TSX 60 companies 
disclosed targets for senior management or positions that are appointed by the board but without specific 
reference to “executive officers.” These companies are generally not included in our totals. Among those 
companies which adopted executive officer targets, the most common target adopted was 30% women 
executive officers, followed by 40% and 50%.

2019 2020 2021

Without
targets

93%

With targets

7%
Without

targets

92%

With targets

8%
Without

targets

89%

With targets

11%

2022

Without
targets

88%

With targets

12%

FIGURE 29
PREVALENCE OF TARGETS FOR 
WOMEN EXECUTIVE OFFICERS (ALL COMPANIES)

Total companies that disclosed: 639 Total companies that disclosed: 544 Total companies that disclosed: 579 Total companies that disclosed: 562
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Consistent with the results above and from prior years, the top reason 
companies gave for not adopting targets regarding the appointment of women 
executive officers was a desire not to compromise a focus on merit. The top five 
reasons disclosed by companies that disclosed that they had not adopted a target 
for women executive officers are set out in Figure 30.

FIGURE 30
TOP FIVE REASONS FOR NOT ADOPTING A TARGET
FOR WOMEN EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

Adequate systems are already in place

Compromises a focus on merit

Small number of this position or low turnover

Stage of development or nature of business

Targets limit talent pool/too restrictive

1

2

3

4

5

Chief Executive Office and Leadership Roles
Only 5.3% of TSX-listed companies that provided full or partial diversity 
disclosure had a woman as their CEO. This figure is a very slight increase 
compared to mid-year 2021 (4.8%).

Voluntary disclosure of other diversity 
characteristics
A number of TSX-listed companies which are not CBCA corporations chose 
to provide voluntary supplemental disclosure regarding the representation of 
visible minorities, Indigenous peoples and persons with a disability among their 
executive officers. We have highlighted the number of companies which chose  
to do so in Chapter 6 of our report.

https://www.osler.com/en/resources/governance/2021/report-2021-diversity-disclosure-practices-diversity-and-leadership-at-canadian-public-companies#best-practices
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5Diversity beyond gender: 2022 
results for CBCA corporations
Corporations governed by the Canada Business Corporations Act (CBCA) with publicly traded securities are 
required to provide diversity disclosure regarding women on the board and senior management consistent 
with the requirements under Canadian securities laws, as well as corresponding disclosure respecting 
Indigenous peoples, members of visible minorities and persons with disabilities. In this chapter, we provide 
the results of our review of disclosure provided in compliance with the CBCA Requirement.

The CBCA Requirement – and the focus on diversity beyond gender it includes – is fairly new. The CBCA 
Requirement only became effective January 1, 2020. Our data shows that some progress is being made with 
respect to the representation of visible minorities, Indigenous peoples and persons with a disability in senior 
leadership positions but that there remains significant room for improvement.

The analysis in this chapter is based on disclosure provided by 366 CBCA corporations, which is significantly 
higher than last year where there were only 318 corporations which provided disclosure in compliance 
with the CBCA Requirement. Compliance has improved as a result of initiatives by Corporations Canada to 
improve awareness and compliance with the CBCA Requirement in 2021.

Of the 366 CBCA corporations covered by this chapter, 193 (or just over half) are TSX issuers that provided 
disclosure in compliance with the Diversity Disclosure Requirement at mid-year 2022. There is overlap 
between the two groups as we include data from CBCA corporations listed on the TSX in our chapters on 2022 
diversity disclosure by TSX-listed issuers as well as in this chapter. However, since the CBCA Requirement 
applies to public CBCA corporations which are listed on other stock exchanges, including the TSX Venture 
Exchange, a significant portion of the corporations whose data is included in this chapter are smaller issuers.

We recognize that there are a range of terms used to reference the various diversity characteristics referred to 
in this chapter and elsewhere in this report. Different companies make different choices in this regard. Since 
our report is based on disclosure made by companies in response to legislated disclosure requirements, we 
have generally used the same terms as the legislation where applicable to avoid confusion. However, we have 
chosen to use the term ‘Indigenous peoples’ to include references to Indians, Inuit and Métis peoples covered 
by the term ‘Aboriginal peoples’ in the legislation referenced by the CBCA Requirement.
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Board representation of visible minorities, Indigenous  
peoples and persons with disabilities

Members of visible minorities Indigenous peoples Persons with disabilities

2022 2021 2020 2022 2021 2020 2022 2021 2020

Percentage of population 22.3%1 5%2 24% 
(Ages 16 and older)

1

Number  of board 
positions3 162 121 89 17 8 7 10 9 6

Percentage  of board 
positions3 8.3% 6.8% 5.5% 0.9% 0.5% 0.5% 0.6% 0.5% 0.4%

Number of companies  
with at least one director 
from the applicable 
designated group3

102 77 56 16 7 7 10 8 5

Average number  
per board3 0.60 0.51 0.41 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.02

Percentage of companies 
with director targets for 
members of the applicable 
designated group

2.1% <1.5% <1.5% <1.5% <1.5% <1.5% 0% 0% 0%

1 Source: Census Profile, 2016 Census, Statistics Canada

2 Source: Statistics Canada, Census of Population, 2021

3 Based on the number of companies disclosing the number of directors who are from the applicable designated group. 
In 2022, there were 268 such companies disclosing the number of directors who are visible minorities, 269 companies 
disclosing the number of directors who are Indigenous peoples and 250 companies disclosing the number of directors 
who are persons with disabilities.
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We also note that there was a group of companies representing approximately 10% of those CBCA companies 
providing full or partial disclosure that disclosed that they had directors who were (1) BIPOC (Black, 
Indigenous and people of colour) or (2) members of a prescribed designated group (including women), but 
without specifying the designated group of which such directors are members. Since these companies did not 
provide a breakdown by designated group, we are not able to reflect these responses in the table above and, to 
this extent, there is a potential under-reporting of the number and percentage of directors, and the number of 
companies with targets for those groups, we identify for each applicable designated group in the table above.

For purposes of the CBCA Requirement, visible minorities is defined to mean persons, other than Indigenous 
peoples, who are non-Caucasian in race or non-White in colour. Statistics Canada states that the visible 
minority population consists mainly of the following groups: South Asian, Chinese, Black, Filipino, Latin 
American, Arab, Southeast Asian, West Asian, Korean and Japanese. According to data from Statistics Canada 
in 2016 approximately 22.3% of Canada’s population were visible minorities. However, based on the disclosure 
provided by 268 CBCA corporations which disclosed the number of board members who are visible minorities, 
only 8.3% of directors are visible minorities. The Parker Review Committee recommended that U.K. listed 
companies achieve one director of colour per FTSE 100 board by 2021, and at least one director of colour for 
each FTSE 250 board by 2024, and the U.K.’s 100 largest companies have almost reached that goal. Although 
the percentage of visible minority directors serving on CBCA boards is steadily increasing, CBCA corporations 
still averaged only 0.60 visible minority directors per board in 2022 – meaning there remains a long way to 
go to reach the U.K.’s target level.

Indigenous peoples is defined under the CBCA Requirement to mean persons who are Indians, Inuit or Métis 
(all as defined in the applicable statutes). According to data from Statistics Canada in 2021 approximately 5% 
of Canada’s population were Indigenous peoples. The number of board positions held by Indigenous directors 
doubled compared to last year, but only because the level of representation in prior years was so small. As 
reflected in the table above, very few director seats are held by persons with disabilities.

In order to make progress on diversity beyond gender, public company boards will need to change their 
approach to the identification and appointment of directors from these designated groups. The proportion of 
CBCA corporations which disclosed that their written board diversity policy does relate to these designated 
groups is significant but lags the proportion with diversity policies that relate to women directors.

The complimentary Board Diversity Policy Template from Osler and the Institute of Corporate Directors 
addresses the CBCA Requirement, as well as other diversity characteristics. The template provides an easy 
way to generate a template board policy that considers diversity based on gender and other characteristics  
to initiate a broader discussion on diversity at the board level.

https://www.osler.com/en/resources/governance/2019/board-diversity-policy-template-for-2020-and-beyond
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Targets for Director Diversity Beyond Gender
Very few CBCA corporations have adopted targets for directors from designated groups other than for 
women. Companies including Canadian Western Bank, Enbridge Inc., George Weston Limited, IBI Group 
Inc. and Loblaw Companies Limited have identified targets for visible minority directors, and Cameco has 
identified a target for Indigenous representation. We did not identify any CBCA corporations that disclosed 
having adopted a target for persons with a disability.

We identified a further 17 CBCA corporations which adopted collective targets for diversity. A few have 
established targets for the designated groups collectively and separate targets for women directors while 
others have adopted an aggregate target for all designated groups. In some cases, the collective target 
includes LGBTQ2+ directors. A few have adopted a collective diversity target to be applied to the board  
and executive officers as a group.

Executive officers who are members of visible minorities,  
Indigenous peoples and persons with disabilities

Members of visible minorities Indigenous peoples Persons with disabilities

2022 2021 2020 2022 2021 2020 2022 2021 2020

Number of companies with at 
least one executive officer from 
the applicable designated group

99 71 66 9 2 2 14 8 5

Average number of executive 
officers per company for the 
applicable designated group

0.68 0.56 0.50 0.03 <0.01 <0.01 0.06 <0.01 <0.01

Although a substantial portion of companies that disclose whether or not they consider the representation 
of each of these designated groups when considering executive officer appointments indicate that they do 
so, there remains little disclosed representation of members of visible minorities, Indigenous peoples and 
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persons with disabilities among executive officer roles, although there has been some improvement over  
the last two years. This is reflected in the low absolute numbers of companies disclosing that they have at 
least one executive officer from the applicable designated group in the table above. While we acknowledge 
that issuers must generally rely on executive officers to self-identify as being a member of any of the 
prescribed designated groups, there remains significant room for improvement.

Targets for Executive Officer Diversity Beyond Gender
Consistent with the results reported last year, the adoption of targets for executive officer diversity based on 
characteristics beyond gender remains very rare. Companies including Enbridge, George Weston, IBI Group 
Inc. and Slam Exploration have adopted targets for visible minority executive officers. We did not identify 
any CBCA companies that disclosed that they had adopted targets for executive officers who are Indigenous 
or persons with a disability. A limited group, including CAE Inc., Canadian Western Bank, Cenovus Energy, 
Eldorado Gold Corporation and Franco-Nevada, disclosed targets for representation by designated groups 
collectively in executive officer positions in 2022. 

Representation of women in CBCA board  
and executive officer roles
Consistent with last year’s results, on most metrics, corporations subject to the CBCA Requirement  
disclosed results that were slightly below the results for the TSX-listed issuers subject to the Diversity 
Disclosure Requirement. The similarity is not surprising as there is significant overlap between the two 
groups as a significant portion of corporations subject to the CBCA Requirement are listed on the TSX  
and included in Diversity Disclosure Requirement results described in the prior chapters. The slightly  
lower results are attributable to the fact that the CBCA Requirement also applies to smaller corporations  
than the Diversity Disclosure Requirement.
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Women directors of CBCA corporations

Number (%)  
of board seats

Average number  
per board

Average %  
per board

Written policy  
relating to women

Target for  
directors

2022 534 (22.7%) 1.64 20.6% 144 (42.4%) 93 (27.8%)

2021 465 (21.8%) 1.61 19.6% 131 (44.1%) 70 (23.6%)

Of 2,351 board seats for the 325 companies disclosing the number of women directors on their board, 534 
(22.7%) are filled by women. It represents an increase of 0.9 percentage points from mid-year 2021. The 
percentage of women directors for CBCA companies is significantly lower than the 26.1% of total board seats 
held by women at all companies subject to the securities law Diversity Disclosure Requirement that disclosed 
the number of women directors on their board. For CBCA companies listed on the TSX women held 27.4%  
of the board seats. But for CBCA companies that are not listed on the TSX, women held only 12.9% of the 
board seats – which substantially lowered the average for CBCA issuers as a group.

CBCA companies nominated women for election to newly available board seats at a rate slightly below the 
rate for all TSX-listed companies subject to the Diversity Disclosure Requirement, with approximately 37.3% 
of such board seats being filled by women (compared to 43.5% for all TSX-listed companies).

All-male boards made up approximately one quarter (24.6% or 80 corporations) of the CBCA corporation 
boards. There were 245 corporations, or 75.2% of the companies, that provided disclosure in response to 
the CBCA Requirement that disclosed they had at least one woman director. Among CBCA corporations 
providing diversity disclosure 101, or 31.1%, reported having one woman director and 144, or approximately 
44.3%, reported having more than one woman on their board. Approximately 3.3% of the CBCA corporations 
reported having 50% or more female directors. Compared to mid-year 2021, the number of all-male boards 
continued to decline and the number of boards with 50% or more female directors increased.
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Women executive officers of CBCA corporations

Average number  
of executive officers

Average % of  
executive officers

Number of companies  
considering women in executive 

officer appointments

Target for women  
executive officers

2022 1.40 17.3% 277 (85.5%) 35 (11.1%)

2021 1.26 15.8% 215 (78.8%) 30 (10.8%)

The story is the same at the executive officer level, with CBCA corporations reporting results that were 
generally comparable to, but slightly lower than, the results for TSX-listed issuers.

Women CEOs, board chairs and committee chairs of CBCA corporations

Of the companies subject to the CBCA Requirement and providing full or partial disclosure in response  
to those requirements, 18 had a female CEO (approximately 4.9%), 15 (approximately 4.1%) had a female 
board chair and 155 (approximately 42.2%) had at least one female committee chair.

As noted elsewhere in this report, since the number of committees varies and the identity of committee 
chairs is not required disclosure, in some instances the information was not readily identifiable.
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6
Acknowledging those who have achieved it and highlighting 
companies’ practices for increasing the number of women in  
senior leadership roles
In this chapter, we recognize those companies that have achieved gender parity on the board or in executive 
officer ranks. We highlight the various practices companies used this past year to increase the representation 
of women and diversity generally in the workplace. By showcasing these companies and practices, we 
demonstrate that with sufficient leadership and focus it is possible to achieve gender parity and to inspire 
others to consider adopting practices that may increase diversity within their company.

Achieving gender parity in director and executive officer positions
Few companies have achieved gender parity on their board. Last year there were 16 companies where 50% 
or more of the directors were female, representing an increase from only five in 2019. This year that number 
increased by about 69%, as at 27 companies women comprised at least 50% of the board members.

Best Practices: Who has 
achieved gender parity, 
voluntary disclosure of 
underrepresented groups  
and how to increase diversity
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TSX companies with at least 50% representation of women in director positions

2019 2020 2021 2022

Diversified Royalty Corp. (50%)

DREAM Unlimited Corp. (57%)

MCAN Mortgage Corporation (50%)

New Gold Inc. (50%)

Saputo Inc. (50%)

Chemtrade Logistics Income  
Fund (50%)

Choice Properties Real Estate 
Investment Trust (50%)

Cogeco Communications Inc. (50%)

DREAM Unlimited Corp. (50%)

First Majestic Silver Corp. (50%)

Laurentian Bank of Canada (50%)

Park Lawn Corporation (50%)

Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers 
Incorporated (50%)

Saputo Inc. (50%)

Westport Fuel Systems Inc. (50%)

Akita Drilling Ltd. (50%)

Artis Real Estate Investment  
Trust (57%)

Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce (50%)

Cascades Inc. (50%)

Charlotte’s Web Holdings, Inc. (60%)

Cogeco Communications Inc. (50%)

Diversified Royalty Corp. (50%)

Dream Impact Trust (50%)

DREAM Unlimited Corp. (50%)

Eldorado Gold Corporation (50%)

Fortis Inc. (50%)

Hanwei Energy Services Corp. (50%)

Laurentian Bank of Canada (55%)

NioCorp Developments Ltd. (50%)

Saputo Inc. (50%)

Westport Fuel Systems Inc. (50%)

Acadian Timber Corp. (50%)

Artis Real Estate Investment  
Trust (57%)

Bridgemarq Real Estate  
Services Inc. (50%)

Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce (50%)

Canadian National Railway 
Company (55%)

Canadian Western Bank (55%)

Caribbean Utilities  
Company, Ltd. (54%)

Dream Impact Trust (60%)

Dream Office Real Estate  
Investment Trust (57%)

DREAM Unlimited Corp. (50%)

Dundee Precious Metals Inc. (50%)

Eldorado Gold Corporation (56%)

Fortis Inc. (54%)

IAMGOLD Corporation (50%)

Intact Financial Corporation (50%)

Laurentian Bank of Canada (55%)

Logistec Corporation (55.6%)
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TSX companies with at least 50% representation of women in director positions

2019 2020 2021 2022

Manulife Financial  
Corporation (50%)

Quebecor Inc. (50%)

Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers 
Incorporated (50%)

Rubellite Energy Inc. (60%)

Saputo Inc. (55%)

Sprott Inc. (50%)

Sun Life Financial Inc. (50%)

Torex Gold Resources Inc. (50%)

True North Commercial Real  
Estate Investment Trust (50%)

TVA Group Inc. (50%)

The number of companies at which 50% or more of the executive officers are women was slightly greater  
at mid-year in 2022 compared to 2021. In 2022, women held 50% or more of the executive officer positions  
in 35 companies, compared to a total of 36 companies in full-year 2021 and 30 companies in 2020.
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TSX companies where more than 50% of the executive officers are women

2019 2020 2021 2022

Balmoral Resources Ltd. (66⅔%)

DREAM Unlimited Corp. (60%)

INV Metals Inc. (66⅔%)

Killam Apartment Real Estate 
Investment Trust (55%)

Knight Therapeutics Inc. (66⅔%)

Lodging Corporation (66⅔%)

LXRandCo, Inc. (66⅔%)

Nickel Creek Platinum Corp. (66⅔%)

Reitmans (Canada) Limited (56%)

Sienna Senior Living Inc. (60%)

UEX Corporation (66⅔%)

Zargon Oil & Gas Ltd. (66⅔%)

DREAM Unlimited Corp. (60%)

First Capital Realty Inc. (63%)

INV Metals Inc. (67%)

MCAN Mortgage Corporation (55%)

Medicenna Therapeutics Corp. (67%)

Nickel Creek Platinum Corp. (67%)

Roots Corporation (66.7%)

Sienna Senior Living Inc. (83%)

A&W Revenue Royalties Income 
Fund (100%)

Amerigo Resources Ltd. (66%)

Canadian Apartment Properties  
Real Estate Investment Trust (53%)

Imperial Oil Limited (54%)

Killam Apartment Real Estate 
Investment Trust (55%)

Lucara Diamond Corp. (75%)

MCAN Mortgage Corporation (60%)

Postmedia Network Canada  
Corp. (67%)

Prairie Provident Resources  
Inc. (67%)

Roots Corporation (75%)

Timbercreek Financial Corp. (60%)

A&W Revenue Royalties Income 
Fund (100%)

Amerigo Resources Ltd. (66.70%)

Artis Real Estate Investment  
Trust (52%)

Canadian Apartment Properties Real 
Estate Investment Trust (56.30%)

Killam Apartment Real Estate 
Investment Trust (55%)

Lucara Diamond Corp. (67%) 

LXRandCo, Inc. (83%)

Mainstreet Equity Corp. (66.66%)

Northview Fund (60%)

Perpetua Resources Corp. (67%)

Pet Valu Holdings Ltd. (62.50%)

Roots Corporation (100%)
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TSX companies where exactly 50% of the executive officers are women

2019 2020 2021 2022

A&W Revenue Royalties Income 
Fund

Acadian Timber Corp.

Athabasca Oil Corporation

Canada Goose Holdings Inc.

Chesswood Group Limited

Corridor Resources Inc.

Dream Global Real Estate 
Investment Trust

Dream Hard Asset Alternatives Trust

Dream Industrial Real Estate 
Investment Trust

Eagle Energy Inc.

Lucara Diamond Corp.

Mainstreet Equity Corp.

MCAN Mortgage Corporation

Melcor Real Estate Investment Trust

Pinetree Capital Ltd.

StageZero Life Sciences Ltd.

Sulliden Mining Capital Inc.

Timbercreek Financial Corp.

Trilogy Metals Inc.

A&W Revenue Royalties  
Income Fund

Acadian Timber Corp.

Amerigo Resources Ltd.

Aritzia Inc.

Candente Copper Corp.

Chartwell Retirement Residences

Chesswood Group Limited

Dream Hard Asset Alternatives Trust

Knight Therapeutics Inc.

Logistec Corporation

Loncor Resources Inc.

LXRandCo, Inc.

Mainstreet Equity Corp.

Melcor Real Estate Investment Trust

MTY Food Group Inc.

Petrus Resources Ltd.

Photon Control Inc.

Sulliden Mining Capital Inc.

TransAlta Corporation

Tree Island Steel Ltd.

Acadian Timber Corp.

Aritzia Inc.

Ascot Resources Ltd.

Aquila Resources Inc.

Brookfield Renewable Corporation

Chartwell Retirement Residences

Cervus Equipment Corporation

Conifex Timber Inc.

Cronos Group Inc.

Dundee Corporation

Dream Impact Trust

Candente Copper Corp.

Hanwei Energy Services Corp.

Hut 8 Mining Corp.

MDF Commerce Inc.

Melcor Developments Ltd.

Melcor Real Estate Investment Trust

Mogo Inc.

MTY Food Group Inc.

Ovintiv Inc.

Patriot One Technologies Inc.

Acadian Timber Corp.

Aegis Brands Inc.

Aritzia Inc.

Brookfield Renewable Corporation

Candente Copper Corp.

Chartwell Retirement Residences

Dream Impact Trust

Information Services Corporation

Intermap Technologies Corporation

Madison Pacific Properties Inc.

Marimaca Copper Corp.

MCAN Mortgage Corporation

Melcor Developments Ltd.

Melcor Real Estate Investment Trust

NexGen Energy Ltd.

Organigram Holdings Inc.

Ovintiv Inc.

Primo Water Corporation

Timbercreek Financial Corp.

Topaz Energy Corp. 

Tree Island Steel Ltd.
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TSX companies where exactly 50% of the executive officers are women

2019 2020 2021 2022

Trilogy Metals Inc.

True North Commercial Real  
Estate Investment Trust

SilverCrest Metals Inc.

Topaz Energy Corp

Tree Island Steel Ltd.

Trilogy Metals Inc.

Trilogy Metals Inc.

Wesdome Gold Mines Ltd. 

In 2022, at 35 (5.4%) TSX-listed companies the chief executive officer is a woman, at 49 (7.4%) TSX-listed 
companies the board chair is a woman and at 176 (26.4%) TSX-listed companies the chair of the audit 
committee is a woman.
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Voluntary disclosure on diversity beyond gender
Other than a slight decrease in the number of executive officers that identify as persons with disabilities, 
this year we noted a substantial increase in the number of issuers not subject to the CBCA Requirement 
who provided on a voluntary basis, disclosure regarding the representation of members of visible minorities, 
Indigenous peoples and persons with disabilities.

Members of visible minorities Indigenous peoples Persons with disabilities

2022 2021 2022 2021 2022 2021

Companies disclosing number  
of directors who are: 67 36 34 23 28 18

Number of directors who are: 81 49 10 6 5 3

Companies disclosing number  
of executive officers who are: 35 25 16 12 14 12

Number of executive officers who are: 56 34 2 1 1 2

Companies disclosing whether they  
have targets for directors who are: 49 10 33 5 28 4

Companies disclosing whether they have 
targets for executive officers who are: 44 6 32 5 31 4
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Best practices for increasing diversity
A significant proportion of public companies voluntarily provide supplemental disclosure highlighting  
their strategy to increase diversity generally, and the representation of women specifically, at all levels  
within the company, including the senior ranks. Companies that have adopted a strategy for increasing 
diversity state that they seek to add value to their organization through greater diversity and inclusion. 
Practices include

• recruiting, developing and retaining a high performing workforce drawn from all segments of the 
Canadian landscape

• striving to foster an inclusive workplace by establishing diversity and inclusion committees and  
company-wide strategies and policies that encourage equity and fairness, elevating diverse talent and 
investing in training programs to build inclusive leadership

• promoting diversity and inclusion by organizing mentorship programs and employee resource groups 
aimed to support professional development for women and BIPOC employees

We highlight below some of the practices leading companies have adopted to increase diversity within  
their organization.

Best practices for increasing diversity

Examples of innovative leaders Other leaders

Recruitment criteria Crombie Real Estate Investment Trust 

Goals have been set for the recruitment of Trustees and employees as follows:

• Minimum of 40% of Senior Leadership successors are women or other diverse 
groups over rolling three-year period.

• 50% of internal leadership development program participants are women  
and/or from diverse groups.

• Minimum of two qualified diverse candidate short-listed for every leadership  
and professional recruitment.

• Minimum of one qualified diverse candidate short-listed for every Trustee 
recruitment.

Royal Bank of Canada 

TELUS Corporation 

Eldorado Gold Corporation

Sylogist Ltd.
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Best practices for increasing diversity

Examples of innovative leaders Other leaders

Recruitment criteria Kinaxis Inc. 

Has gender diversity targets for the board and has revised its hiring practices. For 
key roles, 30% of candidates presented and 25% of candidates interviewed must be 
from underrepresented groups. And all Kinaxis interview panels must have at least 
one interviewer from an underrepresented group.

Canadian National Railway Company 

Under the Diversity Policy and as part of its mandate, the Governance, Sustainability 
and Safety Committee:

• has created a search process that seeks qualified Board candidates from, among 
other areas, the traditional pool of corporate directors and officers, government, 
academic institutions, private enterprise, non-profit organizations, trade associations 
and professions such as accounting, human resources, and legal services;

• uses CN’s network of organizations and trade groups that may help identify 
diverse candidates; 

• has in the past and may again retain an executive search firm to help meet the 
Board’s diversity objectives; 

• periodically reviews its recruitment and selection processes to ensure that diversity 
remains a component of any director search; and 

• endeavours to consider the level of representation of diverse groups on the Board 
in identifying and nominating candidates for election or re-election to the Board.
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Best practices for increasing diversity

Examples of innovative leaders Other leaders

Mentorship programs DREAM Unlimited Corp.

In order to further address the advancement of women both on the board and 
within the corporation, the company’s board has established a “Leaders and Mentors 
Committee” in order to:

• identify, mentor and champion exceptional talent within the organization; 

• oversee Dream’s commitment to being a leader in diversity and inclusion at all 
levels of the organization; 

• work with the Governance, Environmental and Nominating Committee to identify 
excellent candidates for board positions irrespective of prior board experience, 
who are most likely to help Dream achieve its goals; and 

• provide mentorship to new board members.

K92 Mining Inc.

Networking programs  
& resource groups

SNC-Lavalin Group Inc. 

In support of its diversity program, several initiatives were held across its operations. 
In the U.S., their Women Inspiring Leadership group (WIL) held quarterly “Career 
Conversations” and nationwide panel discussions, recognizing and celebrating Women  
of Color. WIL also increased their presence from two to nine “chapters” across the U.S.

The company’s 16 Employee Resource Groups (ERGs), which are dedicated networks 
owned and managed by employees, demonstrated their collaboration across the 
world by creating their “Difference Makers in Living Color” awards to recognize 
black and ethnic minority employees around the world who are truly making a 
difference to the company’s culture and representing its core SNC-Lavalin values.

The company’s learning and talent development programs introduced Female 
mentoring, Reverse mentoring, and dedicated programs for under-represented 
communities. Learning interventions on eliminating racial discrimination and 
conscious inclusion also continued to be delivered around the world. Additionally, 
returners programs were developed to support the company’s drive to attract and 
retain diverse talent around the world.

Alimentation Couche-Tard Inc.
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Best practices for increasing diversity

Examples of innovative leaders Other leaders

Networking programs  
& resource groups

Canadian National Railway Company

In 2021, the company appointed a Director of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion, and 
set new gender diversity targets for its Board and executive management. It also 
created Employee Resource Groups (ERGs) that bring together employees and their 
supporters of similar backgrounds and interests. These employee-led groups, backed 
by executive sponsors, have been initiated to create a more diverse and inclusive 
environment through marking key diversity milestones, acting as sounding boards, 
and providing places of discussion and exchange, allowing the company to garner 
the pulse of under-represented employee groups. 

ATS Automation Tooling Systems Inc.

ATS introduced Business Resource Groups to provide employees with the 
opportunity to connect with colleagues who share similar interests and backgrounds. 
The first Business Resource Group was launched as the ATS Professional Women’s 
Network (PWN), seeking to make and promote ATS as a progressive employer.

The ATS Professional Women’s Network focuses internally on engaging, mentoring 
and developing female talent and future leaders, and externally on community 
outreach and sponsorship to enable the company’s recruitment and advancement of 
qualified female candidates. 

In FY22, the PWN Mentorship Program, aimed at supporting the professional 
development of ATS employees, increased its participation by more than 100% since  
its inception in 2021. The PWN also continued to collaborate with various educational  
institutions and regional conferences to connect with and inspire young women 
interested in the STEM fields.
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Best practices for increasing diversity

Examples of innovative leaders Other leaders

Training Dundee Precious Metals Inc. 

The company’s new Future Leaders Academy, which is targeted at development of  
its director level employees, includes a Culture & Inclusion module to raise awareness 
and address unconscious biases.

Chorus Aviation Inc. 

In 2021, Chorus’ executive, directors and members of its emerging leaders program 
completed an inclusive leadership series. Each module provided learnings and 
discussion around topics of diversity and inclusion, including leading without bias, 
privilege, recognizing microaggressions and role modelling inclusion. Chorus intends 
to extend the inclusive leadership series to all of its managers in 2022.

iA Financial Corporation Inc. 

The company implemented training throughout iA Financial Group on unconscious 
bias and how to break down or eliminate it in partnership with Catalyst, a nonprofit 
organization specializing in diversity and inclusion. 

Kinaxis Inc. 

Sun Life Financial Inc.

TC Energy Corporation

Diversity and inclusion 
committees

iA Financial Corporation Inc. 

The company’s Diversity and Inclusion (D+I) Committee, created in 2020, has 
progressively implemented programs fostering D+I development which are detailed 
in the company’s circular.

Northwest Healthcare Properties 
Real Estate Investment

Manulife Financial Corporation
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Best practices for increasing diversity

Examples of innovative leaders Other leaders

Diversity and inclusion 
committees

Pembina Pipeline Corporation 

The company’s initiatives included:

• Inclusion Networks to create a sense of workplace community, belonging, and 
contribute to innovative and inclusive business strategies and practices. The 
forming of these networks began in the latter half of 2021, and they were formally 
approved in 2022:

• Pembina Pride (LGBTQ2S+ employees and allies).

• Women’s Inclusion Network, which includes Women in Field, Women in 
Commercial and Women in Finance.

• Multicultural Resource Network.

Flexible work arrangements Kinaxis Inc. 

To promote gender diversity in senior management, the company:

• continues to implement policies that address impediments to gender diversity in  
the workplace

• proactively identifies high-potential employees from underrepresented groups, 
including women, for leadership training programs and encourage them to apply  
for more senior roles

• has developed flexible scheduling programs and other family-friendly policies for 
women to assist with recruitment and retention

• reviews the proportion (in percentage terms) of persons at all levels of Kinaxis who 
are women

• monitors the effectiveness of, and continue to expand on, existing initiatives 
designed to identify, support and develop talented women with senior  
management potential

• continues to identify new ways to entrench diversity as a cultural priority across Kinaxis.

Artis Real Estate  
Investment Trust
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Best practices for increasing diversity

Examples of innovative leaders Other leaders

Flexible work arrangements Enbridge Inc.

Evolving its post-COVID ways of working and incorporating more flexibility into 
how employees work, to meet changing employee expectations for where and  
when work happens and allowing people to better balance personal and professional 
responsibilities, the company rolled out a pilot FlexWork program in early 2022 
where eligible employees (based on job/role) can opt in for variable work hours or  
the option to work from home a set number of days per week.

Monitoring activities Enbridge Inc. 

Representation goals were identified based on external labor availability and 
proportional demographic representation in the areas in which we operate. The 
company tracks and reports on workforce progress on these goals on an internal 
companywide “Diversity Dashboard”… The Diversity Dashboard is transparent  
for all employees to access, and data can be filtered by job level, functional area,  
and geography, including trending information on hiring, promotion and turnover 
rates to clearly see our progress relative to the company’s goals.

Crombie Real Estate Investment Trust 

The Committee reviews diversity and monitors key performance indicators (KPIs) 
quarterly and provides direction, if required.

Management has placed a strong focus on diversity, equity, and inclusion. KPIs 
include, but are not limited to, diversity progress with respect to the following:

• The number of women or other diverse groups in leadership and management roles;

• The number of women or other diverse groups in future leader development programs;

• Recruitment of women or other diverse groups into executive, senior management 
and Trustee positions; and,

• The number of women or other diverse groups in Crombie’s succession planning 
pipeline. 

OceanaGold Corporation
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Best practices for increasing diversity

Examples of innovative leaders Other leaders

Monitoring activities Laurentian Bank of Canada

On an annual basis, the Human Resources and Corporate Governance Committee 
will: (i) review and assess the effectiveness of the Board appointment/nomination 
process in achieving the Bank’s Diversity targets; and (ii) consider and, if determined 
advisable, recommend to the Board for adoption, other measurable targets for achieving  
diversity on the Board. At any time, the Board may seek to adjust one or more targets 
concerning diversity and measure progress accordingly. The Committee also seeks 
to achieve and maintain diversity in membership of the Board’s Committees and in 
Board leadership roles and will consider diversity when assigning chair roles for the 
Board and its Committees.

Building external partnerships Magna International Inc.

Recognizing the importance of improving gender diversity within key technical 
career streams, many of the organizations the company has partnered with promote  
gender diversity in technical career streams. Current strategic partnerships include:  
Build a Dream; Centre for Automotive Diversity, Inclusion & Advancement (CADIA);  
Catalyst; Engineers Canada; FIRST Robotics – Girls in STEM; Gartner, Inc.; her Career;  
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE); Inforum; KnowledgeStart;  
Ontario Society of Professional Engineers; Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) 
International; The Art of Leadership for Women; The Knowledge Society; Women in 
Automotive; Women in Manufacturing; and Women’s Executive Network (WXN).
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Best practices for increasing diversity

Examples of innovative leaders Other leaders

Promoting a change in culture, 
conducting internal reviews and 
removing systemic barriers

Maple Leaf Foods Inc.

The Diversity & Inclusion Council (D&I Council) engaged in a series of focus groups 
with women across the organization, have improved the ability to analyze survey 
results with a diversity lens, and have listened to the input from the Corporation’s 
employee resource groups to better understand the experience of women at 
Maple Leaf and to better inform action plans. The D&I Council has also set up an 
operations task force to make recommendations in the areas of manufacturing and 
information technology, which have been identified as key areas of opportunity to 
increase the representation of women.

Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce

The bank has made significant investments in inclusive leadership capability 
building, deploying several innovative programs aimed at helping its team practice 
intentional inclusion. This included the launch of new foundational eLearning 
which has been completed by 97% of the global team, refreshed advanced learning 
for people managers focused on disrupting anti-Black and other forms of systemic 
racism and immersive eLearning developed in partnership with First Nations 
University to help team members in Canada recognize the first National Day for 
Truth and Reconciliation on September 30, 2021.

Kinaxis Inc.
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Best practices for increasing diversity

Examples of innovative leaders Other leaders

Pay equity initiatives Teck Resources Limited

Teck is seeking to increase participation of women and other diverse employees in all  
levels of its workforce. Teck completed its fifth annual gender equity pay review in  
2021, including an analysis of annual incentive and review rankings by supervisors and  
promotions during the year. The review found no evidence of a systemic gender pay issue  
and continues to assist Teck in tracking progress of high potential female employees.

Kinaxis Inc. 

The company introduced diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) targets and objectives for 
2021 which laid the foundation for its DEI journey and is continuing to build on this work 
throughout 2022 with the following targets and objectives: commit to an annual pay 
equity analysis (see below) and take appropriate corrective action where appropriate.

Every year the company does a pay/gender gap analysis to monitor if unconscious bias  
has crept into pay decisions for new hires and existing employees. Management reports  
the results to the board and takes corrective action when appropriate. In addition,  
the company’s updated positive workplace policy commits Kinaxis to pay fair wages.

PatriotOne Technologies Inc. 

The Company is undertaking various initiatives aimed at better promoting and 
reinforcing diversity, equity and inclusion. For example, the company is conducting 
regular reviews of pay equity and defining a roadmap to address identified gaps.

Canadian National  
Railway Company 

Crombie Real Estate  
Investment Trust
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Best practices for increasing diversity

Examples of innovative leaders Other leaders

Focus on broader diversity 
characteristics, including  
persons that identify as  
Black, Indigenous Persons  
and People of Color

Copper Mountain Mining Corporation 

The corporation is committed to First Nation employment as part of the First  
Nation Participation Agreements. First Nation employment has increased by 33% 
over the last six years with approximately 15% of the Copper Mountain Mine team 
self-declaring as First Nations.

Home Capital Group Inc. 

The Diversity Policy was amended in March 2021 to establish new targets for gender  
representation as well as representation of individuals who identify as Black, Indigenous  
and People of Colour (BIPOC) on both the Board and within the Corporation’s executive  
leadership (vice president level and above).

MEG Energy Corp.

LGBTQ2+ Kinaxis Inc. 

The DEI committee completed several diversity-related initiatives in 2021 including 
supporting the launch of employee resource groups such as LGBTQ+ and Parents  
and Ethnic Diversity.

Kinaxis includes a table showing the data they have for representation of different 
groups across the organization (as of September 23, 2021) shows that LGBTQ+ (North 
American and EU only) are 3% of all employees and 5% of senior management 
(director level and above). Workplace policies and programs at Kinaxis include: gender-
neutral washrooms, inclusive facilities including multi-faith/multi-purpose rooms, a 
low-sensory room and a nursing room, gender transition counselling and support.

TELUS Corporation

Enbridge Inc.
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Best practices for increasing diversity

Examples of innovative leaders Other leaders

LGBTQ2+ Parkland Corporation 

The Board has incorporated into its Diversity Policy a target representation of Black, 
Indigenous and People of Colour (BIPOC) and Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender 
and Queer (LGBTQ+) on its Board and in executive officer positions of 10%. Parkland 
currently has one BIPOC person on its Board (9%) and one LGBTQ+ individual on its 
executive team (10%). Subject to all nominated directors being elected, 10% of Board 
seats will be occupied by BIPOC persons this year. These targets will be among the 
principles which guide Parkland’s recruitment approach as it seeks to develop and 
maintain a governance structure and management team to support the Company’s 
long-term growth objectives.

Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers Incorporated

In 2021, the company developed a framework to support additional Employee 
Resource Groups (ERGs) that meet its employees’ diverse needs resulting in the 
creation of two new groups. The Pride (LGBTQ+) ERG fosters a welcoming and 
inclusive workplace for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer or questioning,  
and nonbinary (LGBTQ+) employees

Disability Manulife Financial Corporation 

The company is increasing its efforts in hiring, supporting and creating awareness of 
people with disabilities (PWD) through various initiatives globally to attract and hire 
PWDs. In 2022, it will be providing additional sensitivity training to recruiters and 
hiring managers, as well as improving efforts to make the company more accessible 
in physical and system accommodations.

Kinaxis Inc. 

Enbridge Inc.
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Best practices for increasing diversity

Examples of innovative leaders Other leaders

Women in STEM/ 
community support

Linamar Corporation 

Historically, the manufacturing and automotive industries have been very male-
dominated and, although the majority of people in the industry are still male, the 
landscape has been consistently changing over the last 20 years and, particularly, 
the last five to seven. Linamar is very committed to women in the trades and in 
Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) and has been actively involved 
with local schools in initiatives working in conjunction with its local university 
to encourage high school girls to enter into the trades, engineering, science and 
technology professions. Although it takes time to effect change with respect to 
gender representation overall in the industry, and therefore, in more senior positions 
in the manufacturing industry, great progress is being seen overall with percentages 
of women in both skilled trades and engineering, science and technology programs 
dramatically higher than what it was a decade ago and momentum continues to build. 
When a director or executive candidacy opens up, the HRCG Committee evaluates the 
most qualified candidates for nomination and election, ensuring inclusion of a diverse 
candidate group in terms of gender, ethnicity and other forms of diversity. The 
Company actively encourages inclusion of a diverse variety of qualified candidates 
in this process, which of course includes women. Its goal, as pertains to all matters 
regarding diversity, is opportunity for everyone with advancement and appointment 
on merit and proportionate representation without quotas. This commitment is 
further exemplified by the announcement in 2017 of a $5 million scholarship at 
Western University, funded by Linamar and the Hasenfratz family. This fund 
provides 10 scholarships per year to women enrolled in the combined engineering 
and business dual degree program. Recipients will also receive work terms and a job 
offer upon graduation. The Company looks forward to seeing the broad impact of 
encouraging more women in STEM careers of this program and more specifically, 
seeing more female engineers at Linamar as a result. The Company also founded 
and is the presenting sponsor of a program called See it Be it STEM it (“SBS”), which 
expressly encourages middle and high school girls to pursue studies and a career in 
Science, Technology, Trades, Engineering and Math through the use of role models.

Kinaxis Inc. 

K92 Mining Inc. 

Pan American Silver Corp
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Best practices for increasing diversity

Examples of innovative leaders Other leaders

Women in STEM/ 
community support

Magna International Inc.

The Board as a whole continues to advocate for improved gender representation  
and other diversity in leadership and other critical roles, as well as STEM career 
streams. In addition to their strong advocacy, the female directors of the Board, 
currently representing one-third of its Board of Directors, have also sought 
opportunities to mentor and share their experiences with the company’s high-
performing female employees.

Aligning performance  
objectives with diversity 

Laurentian Bank of Canada 

In 2022 the Bank adopted a new ED&I Policy for employees which provides a 
framework for fostering an inclusive culture and improving diversity across 
the organization. To ensure that ED&I is prioritized, the diversity of the Bank’s 
workforce is included in the performance objectives of the Bank’s leaders.
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7Going above and beyond:  
Best company disclosure
Each year, among the many hundreds of issuers whose diversity disclosure we review, we  
find some that have taken the opportunity to provide an especially thoughtful and meaningful 
approach to disclosing their diversity policy. This chapter showcases some of our favourite 
examples of disclosure from this year. The examples are drawn from issuers in a variety of 
industries and of varying sizes to demonstrate that diversity cuts across the spectrum of issuers. 
We hope that these examples will inspire others.
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TELUS CORPORATION 

2022 Information Circular 
page 53

2022  INFORMATION CIRCULAR

The power of 
our purpose

LAURENTIAN BANK OF CANADA 

2022 Management Proxy Circular 
Pages 51-52

Notice of Annual Meeting of 
Shareholders

April 5, 2022

Management Proxy Circular

TELUS discloses a timeline of key milestones each year showing progress 
towards board diversity. The company states that it is committed to 
fostering a culture that removes barriers, focuses on inclusion, and 
ensures fair and inclusive processes for the attraction, retention and 
advancement of diverse talent and has adopted a bottom-up smart goal 
setting approach to increase diversity and inclusion at the company rather 
than setting broad corporate targets and provides a good explanation of 
why the company has not adopted executive officer targets. 

Laurentian Bank continues to demonstrate strong diversity disclosure 
in its management proxy circular this year. The bank acknowledges 
that certain groups are not proportionally represented in positions 
of economic influence and leadership, including on corporate boards 
and in senior management. The groups identified by the bank include 
but are not limited to women, racialized persons, those who identify 
as LGBTQ2S+, Indigenous Peoples and persons with disabilities. The 
bank highlights the importance of diversity to ensure that members 
of the board provide the necessary range of perspectives, experience 
and expertise required to achieve the bank’s objectives and deliver for 
its stakeholders. The bank emphasizes that a diverse board, operating 
within an equitable and inclusive culture: drives innovation and growth; 
promotes the inclusion of different perspectives and ideas; mitigates against 
group think; and improves oversight, decision-making and governance.

Disclosure emphasizing the value of diversity

TELUS 2022 INFORMATION CIRCULAR • 53

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

The results of this evaluation will guide the Board and the 
committees in developing an action plan to prioritize action 
items identified during the evaluation.
 For more information on our process, see Appendix L of the 
TELUS Board Policy Manual available at telus.com/governance.

Diversity and inclusion
TELUS’ commitment to diversity and inclusion (D&I) is a defining 
feature of our culture. Our team members have made it clear that 
this commitment is part of what makes them proud to be a part 
of the TELUS family. Our vision is to be a global leader in D&I, 
growing our diverse, talented team and inclusive culture and 
strengthening our ability to connect for good.

Board diversity
In 2013, the Board first adopted a written diversity policy to 
improve the representation of diversity on the TELUS Board.  
We periodically updated the policy over the ensuing years, with  

a substantive update to the policy adopted in November 2020 
and minor updates in November 2021. The Corporate Governance 
Committee, which is responsible for assessing Board composition, 
identifying suitable candidates and recommending director 
nominees to the Board, considers candidates on merit based on 
a balance of skills, background, experience and knowledge, and 
in these processes, the Committee will consider multiple aspects 
of diversity. See page 24 for additional details on the current 
Board diversity policy.
 In furtherance of the commitment to diversity, on an annual 
basis, the Board will assess the diversity of the Board, and the 
Corporate Governance Committee will recommend to the Board 
for adoption measurable objectives for achieving Board diversity 
and inclusion in accordance with the diversity policy. Our Board 
diversity policy is included in our TELUS Board Policy Manual, 
which can be downloaded at telus.com/governance. 
 Our progress towards Board diversity is reflected in  
this timeline: 

Our Board diversity progress

20212020201820162013 2015

 •  Adopted a written 
Board diversity 
policy

 •  Set diversity target  
of 30 to 40% and 
gender target of 
25% on our Board  
by May 2017

 •  Signed Catalyst 
Accord – Minimum 
25% representation 
of women on our 
Board by 2017

 •  Adopted an 
additional target  
to have women 
represent 30%  
of our Board by  
end of 2019

 •  CEO became 
founding member  
of 30% Club 
Canada – A pledge 
that supported 
having women 
represent 30%  
of our Board by  
end of 2019

 •  Restated and 
accelerated our  
gender target to 
minimum of 30%  
of each gender  
on our Board by  
end of 2018

 •  Updated our 
diversity and  
gender targets  
to maintain or 
exceed 30%  
of our Board

 •  Signed the Catalyst 
Accord 2022 –  
A pledge that 
supports increasing 
representation  
of women on  
boards and senior 
management to  
30% by 2022

 •  Signed BlackNorth  
Initiative – 3.5% of  
executive and board  
positions to be held  
by Black leaders  
by 2025

 •  Adopted Board 
diversity targets –  
At least two directors 
who represent a  
visible minority or  
are Indigenous by  
the annual meeting  
in 2023, and women 
and men each 
represent at least 
one-third of 
independent directors

 •  Achieved Gold level  
certification with  
the Women in 
Governance Parity 
Certification

 •  Recognized by the 
BlackNorth Initiative 
as being “one of a 
small number of 
Canadian publicly 
traded companies  
to adopt board  
targets that include 
visible minority  
and Indigenous 
representation” 

 •  Surpassed our  
Board diversity 
targets two years 
early in May 2021,  
with our Board  
including six women 
out of 13 independent  
directors (46%),  
and three directors 
who represent a 
visible minority or  
are Indigenous 

 •  Recognized by 
Mediacorp Canada  
as one of Canada’s 
Best Diversity 
Employers for the  
12th time.

The HRCG Committee, when considering nominees to sit on the Board, takes into account other commitments of the proposed 
directors. The Board Chair will take each director’s participation and active involvement at Board and Committee meetings into 
account when evaluating the performance of the director. 

Currently, no director sits on more than three (3) boards of public companies in addition to the Bank. The Bank limits the number 
of directors that may sit on the same board of another reporting issuer to two (2), unless the prior consent of the Chair of the Board 
is obtained. Part C - Director Nominees of this Circular presents a brief biography of director nominees and indicates on which 
reporting issuer boards they sit or have sat over the past five years. Currently, none of the director nominees sit on the same board 
of another reporting issuer. 

Conflicts of Interest 

In order to maintain sound management of the Bank and its subsidiaries, the Board is responsible for ensuring the existence of a 
continuous internal process that assesses the aptitudes and integrity of its members

The Board has adopted a Policy on Background Checks of Directors and Officers. The Bank conducts a background and reference 
check for all director nominees. It does so before they are elected and at least every five years thereafter in accordance with 
guidelines issued by OSFI. Periodic assessments review, amongst other things, the changes in status within professional 
organizations, records of criminal convictions and regulatory or civil proceedings, current or potential conflicts of interest, as well 
as the financial situation of each director. On an annual basis, directors agree, in writing, to comply with the Bank’s conflict of 
interest standards. They must avoid all real, potential or apparent conflict of interest situations with the Bank. Where conflicts of 
interest arise, directors must, as soon as possible and in accordance with applicable legislation, disclose the nature and extent of 
the conflict in writing or by requesting to have it entered in the minutes of the meeting. They are required to recuse themselves 
from any discussions and refrain from voting on the matter relating to the conflict, barring certain exceptions provided for by 
applicable legislation. To ensure full disclosure, the Corporate Secretariat regularly receives confirmation from the directors as to 
whether or not any conflicts of interest exist. 

For additional details, please see the section entitled "Conduct and Culture", below.

Our Commitment to Equity, Diversity and Inclusion 

The Bank plays a leadership role among corporate Canada with respect to advancing diversity. It was the first institution of its kind 
in Canada to name a woman as Chairperson in 1997, and subsequently, Ms. Isabelle Courville served as Chair of the Board from 
2013 - 2019. In 2020, the Bank welcomed a new president, CEO and board member, Rania Llewellyn, who is the first woman to 
serve as CEO of a major Bank in Canada. Currently, there are six (6) nominees for election to the Board who identify as women, 
representing 55% of the Board, and two (2) of the three (3) Board committees are chaired by women. In addition, there are two (2) 
directors, representing 18% of the Board, who identify as members of a racialized group.  Additional details regarding each of the 
Bank's nominees is included in the biographies in Part C - Director Nominees, and under the heading "Competencies and Expertise of 
Board Members", below.

The Board recognizes that certain groups  are not proportionally represented in positions of economic influence and leadership, 
including on corporate boards and in senior management. These groups include but are not limited to women, racialized persons, 
those who identify as LGBTQ2S+ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer or Questioning, Two-Spirit and additional sexual 
orientations and gender identities), Indigenous Peoples, and persons with disabilities ("Under-Represented Groups").
Diversity is important to ensure that members of the Board provide the necessary range of perspectives, experience and expertise 
required to achieve the Bank's objectives and deliver for its stakeholders. A diverse Board, operating within an equitable and 
inclusive culture: drives innovation and growth; promotes the inclusion of different perspectives and ideas; mitigates against group 
think; and improves oversight, decision-making and governance. 
In line with these values, the Board has adopted a new Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (ED&I) Policy in 2022 that articulates the 
Bank's commitment to ED&I and provides that,  when assessing Board composition or identifying suitable candidates for 
appointment or election to the Board, the HRCG Committee will consider candidates using objective criteria having due regard to 
the benefits of diversity and the needs of the Board balanced appropriately. The Bank believes promotion of diversity is best served 
through careful consideration of all the knowledge, experience, skills, background, abilities and attributes of each individual 
candidate in view of the needs of the Board.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, when identifying and considering the selection of candidates for appointment or 
nomination for election to the Board, the HRCG Committee:

• will ensure that search protocols extend beyond the networks of existing Board members and that appropriate efforts are 
made to include women and other diverse candidates for consideration for Board positions;

• may engage specialized recruitment firms to identify candidates with specific competencies and attributes, including 
diversity criteria, and will direct any such firm to include women candidates and other diverse candidates;

• will assess the Board by considering the balance of skills, experience, independence and knowledge on the Board, the 
Board's cohesiveness and other factors relevant to its effectiveness;

• will consider only candidates who are highly qualified based on their experience, education, expertise, skills and qualities, 
including general, regional and industry-specific knowledge, having regard to the Bank's current and future plans and 
objectives; 

• will ensure that the candidate selection process is free from any conscious or unconscious bias;

• will ensure that any special committee of the Board formed for the purposes of recruiting new director nominees, include 
at least one member from an Under-Represented Group; 
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• will select individuals based on merit, against objective criteria, having due regard for the benefits of diversity, in order to 
maintain an appropriate range and balance of skills, experience and background on the Board to enable the Board to 
discharge its duties and responsibilities effectively; and

• in the event the Committee maintains an ongoing list of potential director candidates, will ensure that such list includes 
diverse candidates.

In furtherance of Board Diversity, the Bank has established the following specific targets:

• to maintain a Board composition in which at least 45% of the directors are women or other people of marginalized 
genders (which includes transgender and cisgender women, as well as all transgender, Two-Spirit and nonbinary people);

• to achieve by the end of 2025, and thereafter maintain, a Board composition in which at least 15% of the directors self-
identify as a member of an Under-Represented Group (beyond cis women); and

• In addition, the HRCG Committee will require that any list of candidates presented to the HRCG Committee in every search 
for new directors include diverse candidates and that diversity be strongly considered in making final nomination 
decisions.

On an annual basis, the Committee will: (i) review and assess the effectiveness of the Board appointment/nomination process in 
achieving the Bank's Diversity targets; and (ii) consider and, if determined advisable, recommend to the Board for adoption, other 
measurable targets for achieving diversity on the Board. At any time, the Board may seek to adjust one or more targets concerning 
diversity and measure progress accordingly. The Committee also seeks to achieve and maintain diversity in membership of the 
Board’s Committees and in Board leadership roles and will consider diversity when assigning chair roles for the Board and its 
Committees.

The Board Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Policy is available on the Bank's website.

Employee Diversity 

The Bank believes that diversity, equity and inclusion efforts contribute to a culture of performance and enhance decision making 
at all levels of the organization. In 2021, the Bank committed to the BlackNorth Initiative, created to encourage organizations to 
make specific commitments to combat anti-Black systemic racism. In 2022 the Bank adopted a new ED&I Policy for employees 
which provides a framework for fostering an inclusive culture and improving diversity across the organization. To ensure that ED&I 
is prioritized, the diversity of the Bank's workforce is included in the performance objectives of the Bank's leaders. In addition, 
diversity training is offered for employees across the organization to foster an equitable and inclusive work environment.  

In overseeing diversity, the HRCG Committee receives regular reports from management regarding the diversity of the Bank's 
employees. In its recruiting and staffing efforts, the Bank seeks out diversity of gender, background, experience and perspective in 
order to foster diversity of thought and to build diverse teams.  As of November 15, 2021, women make up 53% of the Bank's 
workforce, hold 46% of its management level positions (below the Vice-President level) and 36% of its  Vice President and above 
positions.  At the Executive Vice President ("EVP") level and above there are two (2) or 22% who identify as women.  The Bank 
monitors the diversity of its workforce on an ongoing basis and when the time comes to select a candidate for a new position or as 
a replacement, the Bank considers the benefit of diversity in its selection criteria. 

Competencies and Expertise of Board Members 

In order to ensure optimal composition of the Board and to benefit from the complementarity of Board member skill set, the HRCG 
Committee has established a comprehensive and diversified matrix of required skills and experience with which the committee 
evaluates each director. The HRCG Committee takes this matrix into account for Board succession and renewal purposes, and 
especially to identify gaps in skills and competencies that, when filled, will enhance the Board’s effectiveness. When filling a seat 
on the Board, the HRCG Committee determines the sought-after profile and applies certain selection criteria. Such criteria include, 
among others, expertise, independence, diversity, duration of tenure and membership on other boards of directors. Each proposed 
nominee is interviewed by the Chair, as well as a number of directors of the Bank, and meets with the President and Chief 
Executive Officer.

The Board succession planning and renewal efforts also involve the maintenance of a skills matrix which helps the HRCG 
Committee and Board to identify gaps in skills and competencies to fulfill the Bank's needs. The skills matrix is reviewed and 
updated on an annual basis based on a self-assessment whereby each director and nominee is asked to rate their experience and 
background across a range of key skills and competencies. This data is compiled into the matrix and reviewed by the HRCG 
Committee.  

The Directors proposed by the Bank have a diverse mix of skills and experience to allow the Board to perform its oversight 
functions, have informed opinions on all topics relevant to the Bank and effectively advise management on important strategic 
decisions. All the proposed Directors have expertise in leadership from their roles as senior executives in public companies or 
organizations of significant size or complexity. They also have expertise in developing, implementing and delivering strategic 
business objectives within those organizations. In addition, the following chart shows the key areas of competency and expertise of 
each Director nominees related to the business of the Bank and good governance of the Board. 
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https://assets.ctfassets.net/1izjqx4qtt8c/6sfJ8t8rrY4p68t3IA9aRa/5ddd3b44b7cf3ed72ebb31ee5c2c9433/TELUS_2022_information_circular.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/1izjqx4qtt8c/6sfJ8t8rrY4p68t3IA9aRa/5ddd3b44b7cf3ed72ebb31ee5c2c9433/TELUS_2022_information_circular.pdf
https://www.banquelaurentienne.ca/pdf/317940_eng_SEDAR_optimise.pdf
https://www.banquelaurentienne.ca/pdf/317940_eng_SEDAR_optimise.pdf
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With the assistance of Catalyst, the company held a number of focus 
groups and numerous interviews with our leaders and conducted a 
survey of all its employees to help them better understand where changes 
can be made to effect the most positive impact in improving inclusion.

KINAXIS INC. 
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Pages 31-32

NOTICE OF ANNUAL AND SPECIAL  
MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS ON JUNE 17, 2022

2022 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION CIRCULAR

This company discloses its cultural values and formal approach to 
diversity equity and inclusion. The stated goal of the company’s DEI 
program is to improve diversity, equity and inclusion at Kinaxis by 
removing barriers at all states of both candidate and employee lifecycles.

▪ Identify and implement actions to create a more inclusive culture 
O A first wave of employees (70%1) took the Introduction to Diversity and 

Inclusion online training session on unconscious bias and inclusive 
communication. In 2022, this training will be expanded across the company and 
will be added as a mandatory component to our onboarding program for new 
employees. 

Fostering success through increased inclusion 

With Catalyst’s help, we checked in with our employees. We held a number of focus 
groups and numerous interviews with our leaders and conducted a survey of all our 
employees. The response rate (45%) was excellent compared to the market standard 
(between 40% and 42%). An analysis of the results helped us understand where we can 
make changes to have the most positive impact. Through these efforts, we also 
identified three areas for improvement: 

Culture 

The description of iA 
culture among 
employees differs from 
one location to another, 
be it in Quebec, Toronto, 
Vancouver or Texas. In 
addition, women and 
under-represented 
groups feel that actions 
must be taken to make 
them feel more included 
so that they can bring 
their full personality to 
work. 

Career Development  

In particular, employees 
expressed a need for 
greater career 
development, more 
support and better career 
paths. 

“Allyship”  
(being an ally)  

Employees, regardless 
of gender, race or 
ethnicity, would like 
their managers to act 
as their allies. 

In addition to areas for improvement, the analysis shed light on some clearly positive 
aspects within the company, like work-life balance (backed by adjustments stemming 
from COVID-19), as well as noteworthy experiences around inclusive leadership 
behaviours, such as ownership, curiosity, courage and humility. Employees are showing 
a strong sense of engagement and intend to stay with iA Financial Group. 

Ensuring our future through gender diversity 

Targets for greater gender equity 

At the end of 2020, the following objectives and resource allocations were established 
for the Diversity and Inclusion (D+I) initiative, and targeted measures were put in place. 
The D+I Committee recommended the following targets for the representation of 
women in iA Financial Group Senior Leadership positions (as defined below), targets 
approved by both the executive committee and the Board of Directors: 

1 Among the employees of iA Financial Corporation, iA Wealth, PPI, iAAH, Investia, 
representing approximately 90% of iA Financial Group 
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The committee completed the following initiatives in 2021: 
• our second annual DEI survey  
• recruiting events for women 
• hired a DEI manager  
• reviewed and enhanced programs such as 

performance acceleration 
• launched our internal DEI communication strategy 

• DEI training implementation 
• inclusive facilities requirements  
• Women in Kinaxis roundtable sessions 
• supported the launch of employee resource groups such as 

LGBTQ+, Parents and Ethnic Diversity, and Women 
• invested in a DEI tool for our applicant tracking system 

Every year we do a pay/gender gap analysis to monitor if unconscious bias has crept into our pay decisions for new hires and 
existing employees. We report the results to the board and take corrective action when appropriate. In addition, our updated 
positive workplace policy commits Kinaxis to pay fair wages. 

Under our Autism@Work program, we commit to hire 1% of our employees on the autism spectrum. This program has added a 
diversity of thought and innovation to our team, while at the same time helping individuals, their families and our community 
live with autism.  

Our Accessibility Plan highlights our commitment to including people with disabilities in the Kinaxis team and working effectively 
with those outside the team. 

We’re also tracking more demographic data, appropriate to cultural values in our various jurisdictions, and we have gender 
diversity targets for the board and review management diversity every year. We consider diversity in our succession planning 
and leadership appointments and in 2021 we established targets for candidates presented and interviewed for key roles to 
ensure we are giving fair consideration to underrepresented groups. Interview panels must include members of 
underrepresented groups and all interviewers receive training in how to manage bias in the hiring process. The executive 
leadership team updates the board regularly on our progress on diversity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
3. Giving back 
As part of our commitment as global citizens, we instituted a corporate giving program several years ago that includes two main 
direct giving streams: 
• Kinaxis-led charitable giving – direct cash contributions, donations-in-kind (such as IT equipment, furniture, meeting spaces, 

etc.), paid time off for volunteering and corporate sponsorships 
• Employee-led charitable matching – cash donations per hour volunteered by team members, matching employee donations 

and matching fundraising for employee events. 

We also have community involvement guidelines that are designed to support charitable events and causes that will have value 
for the greatest number of Kinaxis employees.  

Our DEI policies and practices 
Autism@Work 
In 2016, we launched the Autism@Work program, which has a target of ensuring 1% of our employee population is 
on the autism spectrum. We have met or exceeded this target every year. This program has added a diversity of 
thought and innovation to our R&D team, while at the same time helping to build our competitive advantage. 
Women in STEM 
We work with high schools and universities to help encourage girls and women in science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics (STEM) programs.   
Workplace policies and programs 
• Resource groups such as LGBTQ+, Parents, Ethnic Diversity and Women in Kinaxis 
• Positive workplace policy and accommodation and accessibility policy are designed to promote equity, inclusion 

and diversity and prevent discrimination, and supported by formal communication and training programs 
• Accessibility plan highlights our commitment to including people with disabilities in the Kinaxis team and working 

effectively with those outside the team 
• Mentorship program, launched at our Ottawa head office in 2019 and expanded globally in 2020, is open to 

anyone who feels they have something to offer can be a mentor and anyone can ask for mentorship 
• Gender neutral washrooms 
• Inclusive facilities including multi-faith/multi-purpose rooms, a low sensory room and a nursing room 
• Gender transition counselling and support 
• Mandatory inclusion and diversity training 
See page 26 to read more about our DEI commitment. 
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2. Taking care of our people 
Our culture has six core values that define who we are, form the basis of everything we do and are fundamental to our success:  
• Be real 
• Be empowered 
• Stronger together 

• Laugh often 
• Be customer centric 
• Be a global citizen 

Culture is translated in our actions, our ways of working together and our 
day-to-day behaviour, all supported by formal onboarding processes, 
training, education, leadership and corporate events, and through strong 
corporate governance. 

Our Culture Ambassador Group consists of culture ambassadors from 
across the organization who meet monthly to identify and plan ways to 
promote, drive and shape culture throughout the organization. They 
focus on ensuring Kinaxis culture is strong across borders and functions, 
supporting business strategy and goals, increasing employee engagement 
and satisfaction and ensuring that our culture is inclusive and reflects 
diversity. 

Our positive workplace policy sets out our commitment to treat every 
employee with dignity and respect, and to have zero tolerance for 
discrimination, harassment, sexual harassment and violence. It 
establishes our commitment to fair treatment of employees, upholding 
human rights and paying fair wages. 

Our code of conduct sets out the high standards of ethical behaviour that 
we expect of everyone at Kinaxis. The code of conduct applies to 
directors, officers and employees and outlines principles to guide 
everyone’s behaviour and actions. We launched a new code of conduct in 
May 2022 and it will be reviewed annually.  

Both policies are available on our website (www.kinaxis.com). 

We believe we have a great relationship with our employees – our 2021 
engagement score was 87%, slightly down from 90% previously but 2% 
higher than our engagement benchmark group. The engagement survey 
revealed that 94% of respondents feel they’re an accepted member of 
their team and 95% of employees feel that they’re treated with respect, regardless of their background or identity. Our overall 
DEI sentiment was 87% in 2021, an increase of 3% from the previous year. We’ve been successful in retaining key employees, 
including members of our management team. None of our employees are represented by a collective bargaining agreement and 
we’ve never experienced a work stoppage. 

About diversity, equity and inclusion 
We updated our board diversity policy in 2020 and introduced a management diversity policy that sets out the importance of 
diversity by gender, age, disability, sexual orientation, geographic representation, Indigenous status and ethnicity. We believe 
that the board and the company as a whole benefit from a broad range of perspectives and experience, and are free of 
conscious or unconscious bias and discrimination. 

We launched our DEI program in 2020 which initially involved gathering data on self-identification and DEI perceptions, 
establishing a DEI committee, reviewing our policies and programs with a DEI lens, and establishing targets for 2021. The goal of 
our DEI program is to improve diversity, equity and inclusion at Kinaxis by removing barriers at all stages of both candidate and 
employee lifecycles. 

Our DEI committee is highly diverse and includes many underrepresented groups, every department and every seniority level. 
The committee meets monthly and targets initiatives and programs that affect diversity in the recruiting cycle and the employee 
cycle to ensure barriers are proactively identified and removed.  

  

Formal approach to DEI 
Our goal is to improve DEI at Kinaxis by removing 
barriers at all stages of both candidate and employee 
lifecycles. 
While Kinaxis has always had a diverse culture, in 
2021 we enhanced our approach in the following 
ways: 
Governance policies 
Our updated code of business conduct and ethics 
requires all employees to create a diverse, equitable 
and inclusive environment. Our updated positive 
workplace policy commits Kinaxis to pay fair wages. 
Both policies were updated in 2021 and copies are 
available in the corporate governance section of our 
website (www.kinaxis.com).  
Targets 
We have gender diversity targets for the board and 
have revised our hiring practices. For key roles, 30% 
of candidates presented and 25% of candidates 
interviewed must be from underrepresented groups. 
And all Kinaxis interview panels must have at least 
one interviewer from an underrepresented group. 
Training and other 
We’ve implemented mandatory unconscious bias 
and diversity and inclusion fundamentals training.  
In 2021 we increased support for our people to help 
every employee and their families as they managed 
the impacts of life under the pandemic. We initiated 
and expanded a number or programs, including 
those for mental health, virtual care, counseling and 
home office support. 

Diversity surveys and removing systemic barriers

https://ia.ca/-/media/files/ia/investisseurs/rapportsfinanciers/annuel/2022/en/iafc-2022-information-circular-english-acc.pdf
https://ia.ca/-/media/files/ia/investisseurs/rapportsfinanciers/annuel/2022/en/iafc-2022-information-circular-english-acc.pdf
https://s25.q4cdn.com/729569956/files/doc_financials/2022/ar/Kinaxis.2022-MIC.final(May5).online.pdf
https://s25.q4cdn.com/729569956/files/doc_financials/2022/ar/Kinaxis.2022-MIC.final(May5).online.pdf
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Aecon Group Inc. provides clear presentation charts showing director and 
executive officer demographics. The company highlights that it adopted 
a diversity and inclusion strategic plan to accelerate the development 
of diverse leaders and strengthen the company’s succession bench and 
describes that the company conducts an annual review of its diversity 
and inclusion strategic plan and workforce diversity to ensure that its 
diversity and inclusion objectives are met. 

ENBRIDGE INC. 

2022 Management Information Circular 
page 44

Bridge to a cleaner  

energy future
Notice of 2022 Annual Meeting of Shareholders
and Management Information Circular

March 2, 2022

Annual Meeting of Shareholders
to be held on May 4, 2022

Enbridge discloses its multi-year, enterprisewide Inclusion, Diversity, 
Equity and Accessibility Strategy for 2021 through 2025 which outlines 
three goals, supported by specific actions: engage and empower 
employees, embed equity and elevate diverse talent. The company 
provides details of its strategy to fully integrate diversity and inclusion 
into the organizational structures, processes and practices, including 
its Diversity & Inclusion Policy which outlines specific pledges to 
underrepresented groups, including women, underrepresented 
ethnic and racial groups, people with disabilities and veterans in our 
workforce, how the company tracks its progress towards these goals 
through an internal companywide “Diversity Dashboard”, commitment 
to Indigenous reconciliation, initiatives to train leaders to mitigate 
risk of unconscious bias and details on employee resource groups 
that intend to: promote understanding and support for historically 
underrepresented or marginalized employee populations; educate and 
create development opportunities for members and allies via events and 
networks; and promote a diverse and inclusive work environment.

Disclosure of company strategy to increase diversity
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– DIVERSITY REPORT
The Corporation is firmly committed to ensuring a positive and professional working environment in which all 
people are treated with dignity and respect.  Management of the Corporation aims to provide a fair and consistent 
method for filling job openings in support of equality of opportunity and cultural diversity within Aecon. The 
Corporation hires, trains, promotes and compensates employees based on their ability to do the job, as well as 
their dependability and potential for advancement, without regard to: disability, race, ancestry, place of origin, 
colour, ethnic origin, citizenship, creed, sex, sexual orientation, age, record of offences for which a pardon has 
been granted, marital status, family status, or same-sex partnership status. 
 
Diversity and inclusion are among core Aecon values that guide the Corporation’s thinking and commitment to 
such values is championed at the highest levels of the Corporation. Management of the Corporation and the Board 
recognize that diversity – the many different and unique things that the Corporation’s employees individually and 
collectively bring to work each day – contributes to building a stronger workforce and a better company. 

BOARD DIVERSITY

Board of Directors Profile 

 
The Board strongly supports the principle of boardroom diversity and therefore has acknowledged, with the 
adoption of a written Board diversity policy in March 2015, as amended in March 2020 and again in February 2021 
(the “Board Diversity Policy”), the importance of diverse representation among its directors. In addition, the Board 
strongly supports a diverse workforce as an integral part of the Corporation’s success (see “Corporate Diversity 
Policy and Initiatives” below). 
 
In accordance with the Board Diversity Policy, the CGNC Committee is committed to recommending director 
nominees who, in addition to meeting the criteria determined by the Board and set out in this Circular, have a 
broad range of approaches, backgrounds, skills and experience (see “Corporate Governance Matters – Nomination 
of Directors” below). The CGNC Committee has specifically considered diverse candidates as part of its candidate 
searches, and to the extent the CGNC Committee uses a search firm to assist in identifying candidates for 

  
30% 

Target for the 
proportion of women 
directors  

Women hold 30% of Board seats at Aecon, 
meeting the Board Diversity Policy target 

 

Aecon’s self-reported diversity data of 
directors is as follows:                           
                                                   #                   % 
Visible Minorities 1 10% 

Women accounted for 50% of new directors since 
Aecon adopted its first board gender diversity 
target in 2015 

Persons with 
Disabilities 

0 Nil 

Indigenous Peoples 0 Nil 

The Board annually reviews the Board Diversity 
Policy and the measures taken to ensure that the 
objectives and targets of the policy are being met 
and maintained, and to consider the adequacy 
and appropriateness of the policy in furthering the 
Corporation's objectives and targets.  

 

Consistent with the 
Board’s commitment 
to continuous 
renewal, 50% of the 
director nominees 
joined the Board in 
the last 5 years 

 

Disclosure Obligations. Our “executive officers” consist of
ten officers: our President & CEO, our six Executive Vice
Presidents and three Senior Vice-Presidents as of the date
of this Management Information Circular. Three of our 10
(30%) of the “executive officers” are women. Our
representation, as self-identified, for these four designated
groups, as at March 2, 2022, is outlined in the table below.

CBCA
“designated group” Board

“members of
senior

management”
(includes Chair)

Women 4 of 11 (36%) 3 of 11 (27%)

Members of visible
minorities 3 of 11 (27%) 1 of 11 (9%)

Aboriginal peoples - -

Persons with disabilities - -

Diversity in our workforce
We believe that a workforce that better reflects our
communities strengthens relationships and trust.
Representation matters, and monitoring our progress
ensures we remain steadfast in our commitment to diversity,
equity and inclusion. Enbridge has a multi-year, enterprise-
wide Inclusion, Diversity, Equity and Accessibility Strategy
for 2021 through 2025 which outlines three goals, supported
by specific actions:

Engage and empower employees

Educate and equip people to connect on
a personal level, to amplify others and to
consciously include.

• Engage the workforce through regional advisory groups
and employee resource groups, increase awareness and
empathy by sharing stories of inclusion and equity, invest
in learning programs to build knowledge of core concepts
(including inclusive leadership), and make strategic
external partnerships to increase equity for underserved
communities.

Embed equity

Embed policies, programs and practices
that are fair for all and reinforce respect.

• Embed diversity and inclusion policies and principles into
key strategies, include best practices in human resources
programs, and ensure compliance with federal, provincial,
and state legislation.

Elevate diverse talent

Seek, develop and retain people with
diverse backgrounds and perspectives
at all levels.

• Understand our workforce composition and labor market
availability, embed representation goals for diverse market
access and ensure hiring practices and talent programs
enable greater diversity to reflect our communities.

In 2021, we published a company-wide Diversity & Inclusion
Policy, including principles that we expect all employees to
live by, as well as specific pledges to underrepresented
groups, including women, underrepresented ethnic and racial
groups, people with disabilities and veterans in our
workforce. Our Inclusion, Diversity, Equity and Accessibility
Strategy is stewarded by an executive Steering Committee
and supported by a dedicated team. It focuses on building
awareness, delivering learning programs, supporting
employee resource groups, engaging the workforce through
initiatives and implementing action plans to ensure our
workforce representation reflects the communities in which
we live and operate. Our aim is to fully integrate diversity and
inclusion into our structures, processes and practices.

Since 2017, Enbridge has progressively built transparency
and embedded goals for representation of women, ethnic
and racial groups, people with disabilities, and veterans.
Representation goals were identified based on external labor
availability and proportional demographic representation in
the areas in which we operate. We track and report our
workforce progress on these goals on an internal company-
wide “Diversity Dashboard”. Representation goals for
2SLGBTQ+ communities have not been set at this time, as
labor market insights are not widely available; however,
equity for this group is important to us and we capture self-
identified demographics for gender identity, sexual
preference, and pronouns to ensure we can be fully inclusive.
As self-disclosure and labor insights grow, we aim to add
2SLGBTQ+ representation goals, in consultation with our
Prism Energy employee resource group. The Diversity
Dashboard is transparent for all employees to access, and
data can be filtered by job level, functional area, and
geography, including trending information on hiring,
promotion and turnover rates to clearly see our progress
relative to our goals.

Having made progress on our diversity goals set in 2018, in
2020, we accelerated our timeline from 2028 to 2025, and
embedded diversity and inclusion measures in our
compensation incentive programs and into our sustainability-
linked financing to ensure accountability to all stakeholders.
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Disclosure Obligations. Our “executive officers” consist of
ten officers: our President & CEO, our six Executive Vice
Presidents and three Senior Vice-Presidents as of the date
of this Management Information Circular. Three of our 10
(30%) of the “executive officers” are women. Our
representation, as self-identified, for these four designated
groups, as at March 2, 2022, is outlined in the table below.

CBCA
“designated group” Board

“members of
senior

management”
(includes Chair)

Women 4 of 11 (36%) 3 of 11 (27%)

Members of visible
minorities 3 of 11 (27%) 1 of 11 (9%)

Aboriginal peoples - -

Persons with disabilities - -

Diversity in our workforce
We believe that a workforce that better reflects our
communities strengthens relationships and trust.
Representation matters, and monitoring our progress
ensures we remain steadfast in our commitment to diversity,
equity and inclusion. Enbridge has a multi-year, enterprise-
wide Inclusion, Diversity, Equity and Accessibility Strategy
for 2021 through 2025 which outlines three goals, supported
by specific actions:

Engage and empower employees

Educate and equip people to connect on
a personal level, to amplify others and to
consciously include.

• Engage the workforce through regional advisory groups
and employee resource groups, increase awareness and
empathy by sharing stories of inclusion and equity, invest
in learning programs to build knowledge of core concepts
(including inclusive leadership), and make strategic
external partnerships to increase equity for underserved
communities.

Embed equity

Embed policies, programs and practices
that are fair for all and reinforce respect.

• Embed diversity and inclusion policies and principles into
key strategies, include best practices in human resources
programs, and ensure compliance with federal, provincial,
and state legislation.

Elevate diverse talent

Seek, develop and retain people with
diverse backgrounds and perspectives
at all levels.

• Understand our workforce composition and labor market
availability, embed representation goals for diverse market
access and ensure hiring practices and talent programs
enable greater diversity to reflect our communities.

In 2021, we published a company-wide Diversity & Inclusion
Policy, including principles that we expect all employees to
live by, as well as specific pledges to underrepresented
groups, including women, underrepresented ethnic and racial
groups, people with disabilities and veterans in our
workforce. Our Inclusion, Diversity, Equity and Accessibility
Strategy is stewarded by an executive Steering Committee
and supported by a dedicated team. It focuses on building
awareness, delivering learning programs, supporting
employee resource groups, engaging the workforce through
initiatives and implementing action plans to ensure our
workforce representation reflects the communities in which
we live and operate. Our aim is to fully integrate diversity and
inclusion into our structures, processes and practices.

Since 2017, Enbridge has progressively built transparency
and embedded goals for representation of women, ethnic
and racial groups, people with disabilities, and veterans.
Representation goals were identified based on external labor
availability and proportional demographic representation in
the areas in which we operate. We track and report our
workforce progress on these goals on an internal company-
wide “Diversity Dashboard”. Representation goals for
2SLGBTQ+ communities have not been set at this time, as
labor market insights are not widely available; however,
equity for this group is important to us and we capture self-
identified demographics for gender identity, sexual
preference, and pronouns to ensure we can be fully inclusive.
As self-disclosure and labor insights grow, we aim to add
2SLGBTQ+ representation goals, in consultation with our
Prism Energy employee resource group. The Diversity
Dashboard is transparent for all employees to access, and
data can be filtered by job level, functional area, and
geography, including trending information on hiring,
promotion and turnover rates to clearly see our progress
relative to our goals.

Having made progress on our diversity goals set in 2018, in
2020, we accelerated our timeline from 2028 to 2025, and
embedded diversity and inclusion measures in our
compensation incentive programs and into our sustainability-
linked financing to ensure accountability to all stakeholders.
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Notice of Meeting 
and 

Management Information Circular 
dated 27 April 2022 

 

in respect of the 

Annual General and Special Meeting of 
Shareholders  

to be held on Thursday 9 June 2022 at 9:00am  
(Toronto Time) 

Important information - This is an important document that should be read in its entirety. If you do not understand it, you 
should consult your professional advisers without delay. 

CHORUS AVIATION INC.

2022 Management Proxy Circular 
page 42

Notice of 2022 Annual Meeting of Shareholders 
and Management Proxy Circular
June 27, 2022

The company provided an excellent summary of its 2021 measurable 
objectives, strategies and actions taken and the status of each, as well as 
its measurable objectives, for the upcoming fiscal year.

This company disclosure focuses on annual reporting to the board 
on reviewing succession and development plans, and strategies to 
increase diversity within Chorus’ leadership team. The board committee 
monitors Chorus’ progress to ensure than management is identifying 
and developing an internal roster of talent that it expects will increase 
the number of persons in designated groups in executive and director 
level positions, aligned with a merit-based system. Chorus also 
highlights the company’s approach to achieve its broader workforce 
goals to develop candidates from each of the designated groups who can 
accede to executive and director level positions.

Disclosure of measurable objectives and reporting progress

OceanaGold Corporation AGM Notice of Meeting and Management Information Circular 
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The proposed objectives for 2022 are: 

Item Goals Strategies Measures 

1 Improve OGC's sourcing opportunity to 
increase diversity in the workforce. 

Implement an Intern and Graduate 
Program at each site/country and 
ensure diversity in candidate hire is 
applied. 

All operations implement the OGC 
Graduate Program by 31/12/2022.  
Graduates recruited have diverse 
backgrounds. 

2 Improve OGC's position in the market 
as a destination of choice for a diverse 
workforce. 

Establish an Employee Value 
Proposition strategy to support the 
OceanaGold Way and OceanaGold 
being a skills-based organisation. 

An approved EVP is rolled out across 
each Operation by 31/12/2022. 

3 Maintain 20% female participation. i. BU/Operation commit to achieve 
20% female workforce. 

Maintain over 20% female workforce 
across OceanaGold by 31/12/2022. 

4 Maintain 20% female leaders.  i. BU / Operations to implement 
succession planning and 
development plans for critical roles 
and other high potential employees 
for manager roles. 

Maintain 20% female leaders across 
OGC by 31/12/2022. 

5 Build the D&I brand communication. i. Internal messages about D&I - 
share 4 success stories of how D&I 
directly impacts the goals of the 
business.  

ii. Publish 2 thought pieces on social 
media that push our awareness 
and approach to D&I topics. 

By 31/12/2022.  

In 2021, women accounted for approximately 19% of the entire workforce at OceanaGold. 

Table below has been updated as at 31 December 2021 and factors in the ramp up at our Didipio Operation in the 
second half of 2021: 

 Male Female Total Total % of all 
Employees 

Gender 

Male Female 

Executives 4 2 6 0.36% 67% 33% 

General Managers 8 2 10 0.44% 80% 20% 

Senior & Group Managers 18 5 23 1.00% 78% 22% 

Manager, Superintendent & Senior Professionals 130 50 180 7.86% 72% 28% 

Supervisor & Professionals 289 97 386 16.86% 75% 25% 

General Staff 1414 269 1683 73.53% 84% 16% 

TOTAL 1863 425 2288 100% 81% 19% 

Please refer to Our People section of our Sustainability Report which can be located on the Sustainability page 
of OceanaGold’s website for further information in relation to Diversity Measurable objectives and performance 
against these objectives. 
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• leverage the relationships and business networks of the Board’s existing members to identify 
potential new directors from Designated Groups, and use objective, merit-based and unbiased 
criteria to evaluate candidates for nomination as directors; 
 

• direct any search firm engaged to assist the Governance, Safety and Sustainability Committee 
in identifying candidates for appointment to the Board to include candidates from Designated 
Groups;  
 

• consider the impact of the Board’s diversity when assessing the effectiveness of the Board and 
its committees; and 
 

• aim to ensure that women represent no less than 30% of the Board membership by 2022. 

Currently, three out of 10 directors (30%) are women and one out of 10 directors (10%) is a member of 
a visible minority. Following the meeting, assuming all director nominees are elected, three out of 10 
directors (30%) will be women and one out of 10 directors (10%) will be a member of a visible minority. 
None of the Chorus directors self-identify as Indigenous peoples (0%) or persons with disabilities (0%). 

Diversity in Executive Positions  

The Board has determined that Chorus should employ a methodical approach to developing candidates 
from each of the Designated Groups who can accede to executive and director level positions.  

Chorus’ approach includes: 

• focusing on gender equity in leadership through Chorus for Women, an advisory group 
comprising senior female leaders from across Chorus’ businesses who work to identify and 
implement initiatives aimed at promoting, attracting, retaining and developing women at Chorus; 

• directing any search firm engaged to assist Chorus in identifying candidates for employment to 
include at least one candidate from Designated Groups;  

• embedding diversity considerations in the hiring and promotions process, including by ensuring 
that hiring managers throughout Chorus include at least one candidate from Designated Groups 
for every position to be filled at the management level or above, or explain why it was not 
possible to do so; and 

• ensuring that mentorship and development programs support leadership development of 
persons from Designated Groups through a focus on diversity in participation.  

Chorus’ Diversity Officer reports annually to the Human Resources and Compensation Committee, 
reviewing succession and development plans, and strategies to increase diversity within Chorus’ 
leadership team.  As part of this review, the Human Resources and Compensation Committee monitors 
Chorus’ progress to ensure that management is identifying and developing an internal roster of talent 
that will, over time, increase the number of persons from Designated Groups in executive and director 
level positions, in all cases aligned with a merit-based system.  

Chorus has implemented an emerging leaders’ program to develop its current and future leaders. 
Participants are selected from across the Chorus group of companies, taking into account Chorus’ desire 
to increase the future diversity of its management team. To ensure that it successfully achieves its 
diversity targets, Chorus will ensure participants in its leadership program reflect Chorus’ diversity goals. 
The 12-to-18-month program includes leadership skills training, executive mentoring and coaching, and 
sessions with senior leadership to discuss strategy and leadership. The program has become a key 
component of Chorus’ leadership development and succession planning. It was adapted to 
accommodate virtual learning and has continued throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. 

https://ogc.irmau.com/site/pdf/3000ad15-ae18-47d3-ab24-57cfc7c129cd/2022-AGM-Management-Information-Circular-2022.pdf
https://ogc.irmau.com/site/pdf/3000ad15-ae18-47d3-ab24-57cfc7c129cd/2022-AGM-Management-Information-Circular-2022.pdf
https://chorusaviation.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Notice-of-Annual-Meeting-of-Shareholders-and-Management-Proxy-Circular-2022.pdf
https://chorusaviation.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Notice-of-Annual-Meeting-of-Shareholders-and-Management-Proxy-Circular-2022.pdf
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MAPLE LEAF FOODS INC. 

Notice of Meeting and Information Circular 
Dated March 16, 2022 
in respect of the Annual Meeting of Shareholders 
to be held on May 4, 2022

This company discloses its measurable progress made towards the 
company’s corporate leadership and workforce goals since 2017 and 
highlights the company’s initiatives taken to building a more diverse 
and inclusive workforce in 2021.

The CGC was satisfied that this performance review format has achieved its 
intended purpose of identifying opportunities to optimize the Board’s and each 
individual director’s performance in fulfilling their mandate. In 2022, the CGC 
intends to use a similar open-ended written questionnaire supplemented by 
meetings between each director and the Chair of the CGC. 

DIVERSITY 
Maple Leaf Foods recognizes the value that diversity brings. The Corporation 
believes that a range of perspectives, experiences and expertise are required to 
create and maintain an effective board and senior management team and 
recognizes that gender diversity is an important aspect of boardroom diversity. 

Board Diversity 

Maple Leaf Foods recognizes the value of diversity. The Corporation believes that a 
range of perspectives, experiences, and expertise are required to create and 
maintain an effective Board and recognizes that building greater diversity within the 
boardroom is an important objective with the potential to deliver high impact. The 
Corporation has had a long-standing philosophy and practice of maintaining a 
board in which women represent at least 30% of its Directors, and in 2021 endorsed 
an amendment to the Board Diversity Policy to formally adopt 30% women Directors 
as a target. As part of the amendments to the Board Diversity Policy, the 
Corporation also more deeply embedded its commitment to increase 
representation from a variety of underrepresented groups on the Board by 
continuing to assess its director recruitment and selection processes with a view to 
integrate broader diversity criteria into its approach to director succession planning. 

Management Diversity 

Recognizing the value of diversity, the Corporation is committed to building a 
gender-balanced organization. In 2017, the Corporation stated its ambition to have 
a gender-balanced workforce in management roles by 2022. The Corporation has 
made good progress at the director level and above and continues to advance 
initiatives at the manager level. Since 2017, the proportion of women at the 
Manager level and above has increased from 36% to 39%, the number of women 
Directors has increased from 25% to 35%, the Corporation has doubled the number 
of women Vice-Presidents, with 30% of Vice-President roles held by women as of 
the end of 2021, and women’s representation amongst senior leadership has grown 
from 13% to 20%. Since 2017, the Corporation has rolled out a number of programs, 
business processes and partnerships to break down barriers, remove biases and 
support women to advance their careers at Maple Leaf. 

The Corporation has adopted and is executing a diversity and inclusion strategic 
blueprint (“D&I Strategic Blueprint”). As part of executing the D&I Strategic Blueprint, 
every operating unit has adopted functional action plans outlining the strategies and 
tactics they are or will be deploying to meet the 50% goal. The Diversity & Inclusion 
Council (“D&I Council”) engaged in a series of focus groups with women across the 
organization, have improved the ability to analyze survey results with a diversity lens, 
and have listened to the input from the Corporation’s employee resource groups to 
better understand the experience of women at Maple Leaf and to better inform
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action plans. The D&I Council has also set up an operations task force to make 
recommendations in the areas of manufacturing and information technology, which 
have been identified as key areas of opportunity to increase the representation of 
women. 

The Corporation’s approach to building a more diverse and inclusive workplace 
evolved from a targeted focus on women to an intersectional approach that aspires 
to unlock the potential of all our employees. The Corporation’s approach to 
diversity, inclusion and belonging starts from the top. The Chief Operating Officer 
served as Chair of Maple Leaf Foods’ D&I Council through 2021, and was 
succeeded by the SVP, General Counsel in 2022. D&I Council consists a group of 
the Corporation’s senior leaders and is responsible for making recommendations 
on the Corporation’s diversity and inclusion strategy and goals, tracking progress, 
and reporting to the Senior Leadership Team and Board of Directors. 

The Corporation is committed to ensuring that it attracts and retains the most highly 
qualified and experienced directors and executive officers and recognizes that 
diversity is an important consideration to achieve effective management. 

Diversity Amongst Designated Groups 

The Corporation conducts an annual voluntary survey of its directors and officers 
asking whether they identified with any of the four designated groups under the 
under the Employment Equity Act. The following table is based on information 
voluntarily provided by the directors and executive officers in response to this 
survey. Out of respect for the privacy of its directors and officers, and in accordance 
with privacy laws, the Corporation does not require anyone to disclose personal 
information, should they choose not to respond. 

Women 
Visible 

Minorities 
Persons with 
Disabilities 

Indigenous 
Persons 

Board of Directors 3/10 - - -
Executive Officers 4/21 1/21 - -

In addition to this annual survey of directors and officers, the Corporation has a self-
identification campaign amongst its employee base to collect information to use in 
setting goals, understanding its workforce, developing programs, measuring its 
progress toward its goals, and enabling it to create plans and strategies that 
improve the work experience and create a supportive, diverse, welcoming and 
inclusive work environment. 

ETHICS AND CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
Ethical Behaviour 

The Board takes all steps to assure itself of the ethics and integrity of the CEO and 
the executive officers and ensure that they establish an appropriate 
“tone-at-the-top” for ethical conduct. 

Code of Business Conduct 

The Board expects directors, officers and employees to act ethically at all times and 
to acknowledge their compliance with the Corporation’s Code of Business Conduct
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Scotiabank details its targeted approach to broader diversity building 
internally, including goals for women leaders in the global vice president 
and above population to help build a talent pipeline for the executive level.

The company disclosure includes a table breakdown of women 
representation at varying levels at Tourmaline as well as a comparison 
to the company’s peers.

Focus on pipeline – Disclosing diversity within the organization more broadly

THE BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA

2022 Management Information Circular 
page 41

 

  

 
 

 

TOURMALINE OIL CORP.

2022 Management Information Circular 
page 27

Information Circular  2022

Scotiabank’s talent team has launched two programs with specific diversity objectives, Scotia 
Inspire and the Indigenous Mentorship and Development Program. Scotia Inspire is a seven-
month program for high potential, diverse directors and VPs that focuses on how talent shows up 
by providing senior leader mentorship, targeted development sessions and opportunities to build 
their network across the bank. The Indigenous mentorship program champions Indigenous 
worldviews and identifies ways the bank can incorporate more Indigenous-specific approaches 
into its practices, while supporting Indigenous employees to grow their careers. The objective of 
this program is to build career awareness, build new capabilities, increase participants’ exposure 
and build their networks. The bank has also participated in McKinsey’s Black Leadership Academy 
– a dedicated leadership development program to support Black executives and leaders on a 
global scale. Select Scotiabankers have participated in the Management Accelerator Program and 
the Black Executive Leadership Program. 

Within its accountability to ensure robust succession planning for key executive roles, the human 
capital and compensation committee has committed ongoing attention to the development of a 
diverse pipeline, and there has been significant progress made against our VP+ global goal. The 
proportion of women at the VP+ level reached an all-time high in 2021 of 37.0% globally (a 10% 
increase in the past seven years) and increased to a high of 41.1% in Canada (an 8% increase in the 
past seven years). In 2021, 43% of all VP and SVP level appointments were women. Our focus on 
identification and professional development positions us well to strengthen the representation of 
women at the executive level over the mid to long term. 

# of women in senior 
leadership roles (VP+) globally % 

2025 diversity, equity 
and inclusion goal 

progress in 
achieving target 

Fiscal 2021 256 37.0% 40% 10% increase in the 
past seven years 

As of the date of this circular, 29% or 9 of the 31 bank’s executive officers are women. The table 
below shows the representation of women at the executive level for the last two fiscal years. 

# of women executive 
officers/executive officers % 

Fiscal 2021 9/31 29% 
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Fiscal 2020 7/30 23% 

In looking at diversity and fostering broader pipelines of women for boards, the bank has also 
launched programs that support our clients and business communities. In December 2018, the 
bank launched The Scotiabank Women InitiativeTM — a comprehensive program that supports 
women-led and women-owned businesses across Canada through a commitment of $3 billion in 
capital to women-led enterprises as well as mentorship and education. Building on the success of 
The Scotiabank Women Initiative, our Global Banking and Markets team expanded the program 
in 2019, tailoring it for clients’ needs and offering exclusive access to innovation, education and 
advisory solutions to help propel their careers to the next level. We worked with clients to design 
a program tailored for women — from emerging leaders to senior executives — to help them 
pursue their highest professional ambitions and elevate their businesses. In 2020, the program 
expanded into Scotia Wealth Management. 

To date, the program has achieved the following: 

• deployed $3.8 billion in commitments to women-owned and women-led businesses, which 
exceeded our original commitment 

• engaged more than 6,000 women through boot camps and mentorship sessions 

• collaborated with more than 15 organizations across the country to extend our reach to 
women entrepreneurs and drive results. 

As part of the initiative’s advisory pillar, we created the Scotiabank Good Corporate Governance 
Program, a bespoke series of sessions for senior professional women to explore best practices 
and emerging trends, while enhancing their skills and potential as board directors. Topics 
discussed include how to approach board recruitment, how to choose a board, and how to 
contribute upon joining one. Educational programs like these help to break down barriers and 
demystify various aspects of the boardroom, which can be intimidating to some. It can also 
generate opportunities for women to serve on boards. Since we launched the program in 2020, 
four cohorts with a total of 46 women have gone through our program. 
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In 2021, the bank and its 
leadership received 
several industry-leading 
recognitions, including: 

• National Corporation 
of the Year by 
Canada’s LGBT+ 
Chamber of 
Commerce (CGLCC) 
for the second year in 
a row 

• one of the Best 
Workplaces for 
Women in Canada 
and Peru by Great 
Place to Work® 

• one of Refinitiv’s Top 
25 Most Diverse and 
Inclusive Companies 
for the fourth year in a 
row 

• Bloomberg Gender-
Equality Index for the 
fourth consecutive 
year. 

the Diversity Policy, include achieving an appropriate level of diversity, taking into account factors such as skills, business 
and other experience, education, gender, age, ethnicity and geographic location. The Corporate Governance and 
Nominating Committee reviews the Company’s progress in achieving these objectives and also refers to the objectives 
when selecting new director candidates and as part of the annual evaluations of Board and Committee performance and 
effectiveness.  

The Board and the Company are committed to ensuring a diverse and inclusive culture across the organization, including at 
the executive level. The Board encourages and supports the Company in its efforts, including seeking external independent 
advisory services as appropriate, to foster a collaborative and innovative workforce. The Company has not imposed quotas 
or targets regarding the representation of women in executive officer positions, however, the Board does understand and 
appreciate the importance of gender equality and diversification and encourages the consideration of women who have the 
necessary skills, knowledge, experience and character when considering potential candidates for executive officer 
positions. Over the last five (5) years, the three (3) of the four (4) individuals appointed to officer roles within the Company 
have been women.  

Diversity is represented at all levels of our Company. The table below provides a breakdown of women representation at 
varying levels at Tourmaline as well as a comparison to the Company’s peer group (the “Peer Group”) (see “Compensation 
Discussion and Analysis” section for a list of companies comprising the Peer Group). Three (3) of the proposed ten (10) 
director nominees are women, resulting in a 30% representation of women amongst the director nominees, compared to 
the Peer Group, which has a 31% representation by women. This percentage is consistent with the specific targets included 
in Tourmaline’s Diversity Policy and its commitments to the promotion of diversity among its board members. In addition, 
three (3) of the Company’s ten (10) officers are women, resulting in a 30% representation by women among officers, 
compared to the Peer Group, which has 20% representation by women in this category. 

CATEGORY TOTAL NUMBER OF WOMEN TOU - % WOMEN PEERS - % WOMEN 

Board of Directors 
(standing for  
election or re-election) 

10 3 30% 31% 

Independent Board of 
Directors (standing for  
election or re-election) 

8 3 38% 35% 

Officers 10 3 30% 20% 

Managers 23 3 13% 23% 

Board Interlocks 

While the Board’s mandate does not expressly prohibit interlocking board positions, the Board’s approach to board 
interlocks is aligned with the Canadian Coalition of Good Governance principles limiting the number of the same public 
companies two board members may sit on. The Board considers board interlocks and material relationships which may 
affect independence when considering new candidates and approving requests to join additional boards. There are 
currently no board interlocks among the director nominees, other than in connection with Michael Rose and Brian 
Robinson’s roles as directors of Topaz, of which the Company owned approximately 36.7% of the outstanding shares at 
December 31, 2021. Pursuant to a Governance Agreement between Tourmaline and Topaz, Tourmaline has the right to 
nominate certain directors to the board of directors of Topaz for so long as Tourmaline holds a sufficient number of the 
common shares of Topaz. Mr. Rose and Mr. Robinson are the current Tourmaline nominees sitting on the board of 
directors of Topaz, having been nominated under the Governance Agreement. Mr. Rose and Mr. Robinson are not 
permitted to vote on any matter or transaction which involves both Tourmaline and Topaz. See “Conflicts of Interest and 
Related Party Transactions” below.  
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https://www.scotiabank.com/content/dam/scotiabank/corporate/Documents/MPC-2022.pdf
https://www.scotiabank.com/content/dam/scotiabank/corporate/Documents/MPC-2022.pdf
https://tourmaline.cdn.prismic.io/tourmaline/75822840-83e1-4e2a-b667-7a643449e49e_Tourmaline+Info+Circ+2022.pdf
https://tourmaline.cdn.prismic.io/tourmaline/75822840-83e1-4e2a-b667-7a643449e49e_Tourmaline+Info+Circ+2022.pdf
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Thursday, May 5, 2022 
 
 
Dated March 16, 2022 
 

 

This company disclosure provides multi-year tables showing progress 
on gender diversity at the board level and workforce. Lundin Gold also 
reports on the variety of initiatives the company has taken during the 
year aimed at supporting the advancement of underrepresented groups 
at the company.

The bank’s disclosure breaks down the number and percentage of 
women on both the board and board committees as well as at different 
levels in the workforce.

NATIONAL BANK OF CANADA 
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Page 48

Notice of Annual Meeting of the Holders 
of Common Shares of National Bank of Canada 

Management Proxy Circular

Annual Meeting 
of Shareholders
April 22, 2022

Terms and abbreviations used ➜

Use the table overleaf to facilitate reading.

The Board’s priorities for 2022

3 IMPORTANT DOCUMENTS

NOTICE OF MEETING
Informs you of the matters being submitted to a vote 
and of where, when, and how to vote.

MANAGEMENT PROXY CIRCULAR
Current document that provides information, before you vote, 
about the matters being submitted to a vote, the experience and 
competencies of Director nominees, the compensation of the 
Director nominees, the compensation of senior management, 
and the Bank’s governance practices.

VOTING FORM
Unable to attend the Annual Meeting of Shareholders? 
Vote using the form received by mail or email.

2022

The Board of Director’s primary responsibility is to ensure the Bank’s 
sustainability and ability to create long-term value for all stakeholders. 

Here are your Board’s most important priorities for 2022: 

 > Approve and supervise the new three-year strategic plan 
as well as the Bank’s major projects 

 > Oversee the digital transformation and technology investments

 > Ensure the effectiveness of cybersecurity and of data privacy 
programs and practices

 > Oversee the implementation of our environmental, social, 
and governance (ESG) guiding principles

 > Ensure the successful transition of the new President and 
Chief Executive Officer and plan the succession of senior management
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Gender Diversity 
 
Last year, the Board adopted a Diversity Policy that requires that 30% of directors be women by 2023 and that the 
Board maintain that level of female representation thereafter.  The Board achieved its target last year and, assuming 
Shareholders elect all of the Nominees, the Board will again meet its target of 30% female in 2022.  The Diversity Policy 
is available on the Company’s website at www.lundingold.com. 
 
The Board believes that diversity leads to the creation of a stronger company and recognizes that women are 
underrepresented in management roles at the Company and in the mining industry generally.  While the level of women 
in senior management roles has ranged between 20% to 29% at Lundin Gold and 30% to 38% at the Company’s material 
subsidiary, Aurelian Ecuador S.A. (AESA), women represent 15% of Lundin Gold’s overall workforce.  
 
Lundin Gold’s progress on gender representation over the last five years1 is set out below:   
 

 Board Members  Executive Officers2 

Year1 Female  
% 

Female at 
Lundin Gold 

 
% 

 
Female at AESA 

 
% 

2022 3/10 30 2/8 20 3/10 30 
2021 2/10 20 2/7 29 3/8 38 
2020 3/10 30 2/7 29 3/8 38 
2019 2/10 20 2/7 29 3/8 38 
2018 2/10 20 2/7 29 3/8 38 

Notes: 
1. Measured as of the date of the management information circular for the annual meeting of shareholders each year. 
2. Executive Officer (an EO) means an individual who is: a chair, vice-chair or president; a chief executive officer or chief financial officer; 

or a vice-president in charge of a principal business unit, division or function including sales, finance or production; or performing a 
policy-making function.  At Lundin Gold and AESA, the EO’s form the senior management teams. 

 
Lundin Gold has not established targets for the representation of women 
on its senior management team or the senior management team for 
AESA.  Rather Lundin Gold has chosen to support the advancement of 
women in management roles and among the workforce generally through 
its commitment to adopt the Women’s Empowerment Principles (WEPs); 
WEPs are a set of Principles established by UN Global Compact and UN 
Women.  Under the WEPs umbrella, Lundin Gold establishes annual 
action plans on matters, such as diversity and inclusion training, 
mentorship for women and employee training aimed at preventing 
discrimination, sexual harassment and violence in the workplace.  Alignment with WEPs has been incorporated into 
Lundin Gold’s Five-Year Sustainability Strategy and is one of the performance measures against which executive 
compensation is determined.  
 

 

WOMEN’S 
EMPOWERMENT 
PRINCIPLES 
Established by UN Women and the 
UN Global Compact Office 
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Diversity beyond Gender 
 
While a diverse board is the goal, and is part of the consideration for nominating directors, measurable objectives for 
persons with disabilities, aboriginal peoples and members of visible minorities are not currently included in the Board’s 
Diversity Policy.  The Board does not have any directors who have self-identified as persons with a disability, aboriginal 
peoples or members of visible minorities.  
 
One individual on the senior management teams of Lundin Gold and AESA has self-identified as a member of a visible 
minority.  No member of either team has self-identified as a person with a disability or an aboriginal person.  Lundin 
Gold has not established targets for the representation of persons with disabilities, aboriginal peoples or members of 
visible minorities on its senior management team or the senior management team for AESA.  Instead of targets, the 
Company is working to improve the inclusion of underrepresented groups at Lundin Gold under the framework of its 
Five-Year Sustainability Strategy which is discussed in more detail below. 
 
Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DE&I) at Lundin Gold  
 
In 2021, Lundin Gold established its Five Year Sustainability Strategy built around eight strategic pillars, one of which 
pertains to human rights.  In line with this strategy, Lundin Gold implemented a variety of measures aimed at supporting 
the advancement of underrepresented groups at Lundin Gold: 
 

✓ Lundin Gold became a signatory to the Women’s Empowerment Principles early in 2021; WEPs are a set of 
Principles established by UN Global Compact and UN Women.  By joining WEPs, Lundin Gold has committed 
to fostering business practices that empower women, such as diversity and inclusion training, mentorship for 
women at Lundin Gold and zero tolerance against sexual harassment and discrimination in the workplace. 

✓ Throughout 2021, Lundin Gold ran a communications campaign throughout the Company based on the 
Company’s Fundamental Principle of Respect.  One third of this campaign promoted respect for women. 

✓ Through a policy update, the Company adopted a new Workplace Discrimination Harassment and Violence 
Policy.  In 2021, the Company also rolled out training module focused on harassment which was mandatory 
for all personnel and contractors who engage with the Company’s workforce. 

✓ The Company renewed its “Cuidémonos Para Estar Bien”  employee mental health program, with two webinars 
exclusively for its female workers. 

✓ The Senior Management Team embarked on DE&I training facilitated by an external consultant.   

✓ Lundin Gold implemented a recruitment program to support the hiring of people with disabilities at Fruta del 
Norte.  Through this program in 2021, the Company hired 40 local community members with physical 
disabilities as part of the site services team. 

✓ The Board has incorporated DE&I factors into Lundin Gold’s executive compensation program. In 2021, DE&I 
measurements factored into the compensation of two of the Company’s senior officers, and in 2022, progress 
on DE&I actions will impact the compensation of the whole executive team.  See “Executive Compensation”.   
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The following statistics reveal the results of the Board’s constant  
commitment and the strategies it has deployed over the years.

At the date of this Circular: 

• 36% of the Board’s members were women (i.e., 5/14), which exceeds  
the Board’s commitment to have women account for at least one-third of its Directors.

• Half of the candidates selected to fill vacant Director positions are women.

• The representation of women on committees is as follows:

For more information about the Board Diversity Policy, refer to the “Governance” subsection under 
“About Us” on the nbc.ca website. 

Senior management and management (1)

Providing an inclusive and diverse environment, where individuals can develop with confidence, is 
essential to helping everyone reach their full potential. To cultivate such an environment, the Bank 
is constantly deploying a variety of initiatives that foster inclusion and promote the development of 
its different groups of employees.

When appointing candidates to Executive Officer positions, the Bank considers the representation 
level of women and diversity. The Bank has not set a specific target for these positions, as there are 
too few Executive Officers for a realistic target to be set. However, the succession plan is monitored 
to ensure the fair representation of women among this group. Furthermore, on a quarterly basis, 
Employee Experience dashboards are used to inform the Office of the President and the Human 
Resources Committee about the progress being made in such representation. 

The following table shows the representation level of women holding Executive Officer and Officer 
positions at the Bank in Canada:

Executive Officers 

Officers

Executive Officers and  
Officers (combined)

■ Men ■ Women

60% (6) 40% (4)

69.4% (77) 30.6% (34)

68.6% (83) 31.4% (38)

(1) As at December 31, 2021.

Board AC RMC CRCGC HRC TSC

5/14  
(36%)

3/5  
(60%)

2/6  
(33%)

2/5  
(40%)

2/6  
(33%)

2/3  
(67%)
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https://lundingold.com/site/assets/files/110078/2022_circular_final_website.pdf
https://lundingold.com/site/assets/files/110078/2022_circular_final_website.pdf
https://www.nbc.ca/content/dam/bnc/a-propos-de-nous/relations-investisseurs/assemblee-annuelle/2022/nbc-circular-2022.pdf
https://www.nbc.ca/content/dam/bnc/a-propos-de-nous/relations-investisseurs/assemblee-annuelle/2022/nbc-circular-2022.pdf
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Your vote 
matters
Please take a moment to vote. 
Your participation as a shareholder 
is important to us.

Notice of 2022  
Annual Meeting  
of Shareholders
To be held on June 8, 2022  
and Management Information Circular

The company provides a good explanation for the absence of executive 
officer targets. The company discloses that in accordance with its corporate 
diversity policy, the corporation conducts an annual review of its workforce 
diversity in each job classification and within each operating segment to 
track key workforce metrics, including leadership diversity. This review in 
turn facilitates the consideration of the level of representation of certain 
diverse groups when appointing members of senior management.

Hydro One clearly breaks down the number and percentage of women 
and those individuals that identify as Black, Indigenous and Persons of 
Colour at the senior management levels of the organization. While the 
company has not implemented formal targets with respect to women 
in executive officer positions, the company indicates that its granular 
diversity census completed in 2021 and current systemic barrier review 
will be foundational to setting accurate and realistic diversity targets 
focused on increasing diverse representation at various levels in the 
organization including its senior leadership level and talent pipeline.

Reasons for not adopting targets

2022 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION CIRCULAR  
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Corporate Diversity Policy
 
In 2015, the Corporation adopted a written corporate diversity policy in 2015, as amended in March 2020 (the 
“Corporate Diversity Policy”) which sets out the Corporation’s ambitions and objectives for shaping its workforce 
and management. 
 
The Corporate Diversity Policy provides a framework for the Corporation to build and ensure a diverse influx of 
entry-level through top-tier talent needed to position the Corporation for success, maintain its diverse workforce 
and promote an inclusive workplace environment that values and utilizes the contributions of employees with 
diverse backgrounds. This includes a specific focus on attracting, hiring and retaining a growing population of 
members of the Diverse Groups and the advancement of these employees into leadership positions within the 
Corporation. 
 
Progress is measured quantitatively by conducting an annual review of the Corporation’s workforce diversity in 
each job classification and within each operating segment to track key workforce metrics and qualitatively by 
reviewing feedback from employee surveys, focus groups, town hall meetings and members of the DI Council (as 
defined below). 
 
While the Board recognizes the value of the contribution of members of the Diverse Groups in executive officer 
positions, the Corporate Diversity Policy does not establish specific diversity targets in respect of the Diverse Groups 
at the executive officer level due to the small size of this team and the need to carefully consider a broad range of 
criteria, most importantly, skills, experience in Aecon’s industry and the appropriate matching of business needs to 
drive long-term value for the Corporation’s stakeholders. In accordance with the Corporate Diversity Policy, Aecon 
conducts an annual review of its workforce diversity in each job classification and within each operating segment to 
track key workforce metrics, including leadership diversity. This review in turn facilitates the consideration of the 
level of representation of Diverse Groups when appointing members of senior management. 
 
At this time, the Corporate Diversity Policy does not include measurable objectives related to the Diverse Groups 
because progress against our EDI strategic objectives, in each of our focus areas (Indigenous, People of Colour, 
Women, LGBTQ2+, and Disabled) is measured by Management regularly and includes a review of talent pipeline 
makeup i.e., candidate diversity, (as part of our talent acquisition efforts), number of diverse participants in our 
development programs, and internal mobility of diverse talent. However, the CGNC Committee considers the 
effectiveness of the Corporate Diversity Policy on an ongoing basis, and more formally on an annual basis as part of 
its review of Aecon’s corporate governance policies. As described in more detail below, Aecon’s Diversity and 
Inclusion Strategy is aimed at actively developing a diverse pipeline at Aecon. 
 
Diversity and Inclusion Strategy

Aecon’s ability to remain at the leading edge of innovations and expectations in its rapidly changing industry rests 
on its ability to build strong relationships with people and communities. This year, with the strong support of 
Aecon’s executive team, diversity and inclusion in general, and anti-racism efforts in particular, became even more 

 

                                                   #                   % 
Visible Minorities 0 Nil 

75% of executive officers were born outside of 
Canada, contributing to geographic diversity 

Persons with 
Disabilities 

0 Nil 

Indigenous Peoples 0 Nil 

The Corporation recognizes that important 
strides must still be made and is working 
diligently to put programs in place to improve its 
representation and retention of women and 
other underrepresented groups.  

50% of Aecon’s 
executive officers are 
under 50 years old 
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BlackNorth Initiative Pledge Signatory 
since 2020

Committed to ending systemic Black racism through various 
activities including achieving 3.5% Black executives and 
board members, and 5% Black student hires by 2025. As of 
December 31, 2021, we have 9% Black students and no Black 
executives. We increased the number of William Peyton Hubbard 
awards given out to exceptional Black students from two to four 
and expanded our diversity census to include race and ethnicity 
in order to capture more granular information. In 2022, we are 
undertaking a systemic barriers review of our talent management 
processes, practices and policies and have begun offering anti-
Black racism training to our people managers.

Catalyst Accord Signatory since 2017 Committed to achieving 30% female executives and 30% female 
board directors by 2022. Our 2021 annual average of executives 
identifying as a woman is 31% with 45% board directors.

The Leadership Accord on Diversity, 
Equity and Inclusion Signatory since 2017

Committed to removing barriers to entry for diverse employees 
who are underrepresented and measure change over a 
two-year timeframe. 

Executive Leadership Team (ELT)

Senior Management – Gender

75%25%

62%38% 79%21%

69%31%

VP & Above (including ELT)

All EmployeesManagement-Level Directors

Women

Above data based on sex at bi�h. Data based on overall average in 2021.

Men

1,924 7,38834 55

11 262 6

Executive Leadership Team (ELT)

Senior Management – Black, Indigenous and People of Colour

87%13%

85%15%

76%24%

VP & Above (including ELT)

Management-Level Directors

BIPOC 

Above data based on all employees Hydro One Census data

Non-BIPOC

14 78

9 291 7

86%14%

All Employees

1,206 7,192

Gender and BIPOC Representation in Management
On average in 2021, 31% of our executives (11 individuals), including two of eight (or approximately 25%) ELT 
members and one of six (or approximately 13%) executive officers, are women. The average total number of 
women holding executive roles increased by 5% from 2020 to 2021. This increase enables us to meet our 
target of 30% female executives by 2022 set out in the Catalyst Accord. 

40 Hydro One Limited | 2022 Management Information Circular

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

In 2021, we also completed a broader Diversity Census. As at December 31, 2021, based on our entire 
population of 8,398 employees, 14% identified as BIPOC. Our ELT consists of one person who has 
self-identified as BIPOC. For vice president and above, 24% self-identified as BIPOC and 15% of our 
management-level directors self-identified as BIPOC. Hydro One strives to source and select diverse 
executives and considers the level of representation of women in executive officer positions when making 
executive officer appointments. The company has not implemented formal targets with respect to 
women in executive officer positions. The company launched a granular diversity census in 2021 to better 
understand our employee population and is currently conducting a systemic barrier review. In our view, 
these two initiatives are foundational to setting accurate and realistic diversity targets focused on increasing 
diverse representation at various levels in the organization including our senior leadership level and talent 
pipeline. For 2022, we plan to set broader diversity goals. 

You can meet our executive leadership team here:  
https://www.hydroone.com/about/corporate-information/senior-leadership-and-board.

Workplace Diversity and Inclusion Policy and Related Initiatives
In 2021, we continued to focus on our commitments highlighted in Hydro One’s corporate Workplace 
Diversity and Inclusion Policy, including the following initiatives: 

1.  Conducted CEO conversations on racism with our employees that identify as Indigenous and People of 
Colour building on the conversations we had with our Black employees in 2020 to listen and learn from 
their lived experiences. These conversations will be an important input into a review on systemic barriers 
we will undertake in 2022.

2.  Held our 2nd Virtual Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Symposium, attended by over 1,000 participants over a 
two-day period and focused on the Black, Indigenous and People of Colour experience in our workplace 
and introduced employees to our first anti-Black racism workshop. 

3.  Conducted Men Advocating Real Change (MARC) workshops for our field managers and supervisors 
focused on how to advance gender equity in the workplace.

4.  Launched a Diversity Census and Inclusion Index that was part of a broader employee engagement 
survey. The census included diversity dimensions on gender identity, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, 
people with disabilities and immigrant professionals. The expanded baseline demographic data collected 
in the census will help inform future programming as well as target setting.

5.  Developed a foundational DEI 101 workshop that we will begin rolling out to employees in 2022.

6.  Continued to work with our Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Council comprised of directors and vice 
presidents and co-chaired by our senior vice president, strategy and growth and vice president, tax.  
The role of the Council is to:

 a. Advise on diversity and inclusion strategies, programming, initiatives, and policies;

 b. Advocate for diversity and inclusion issues; and

 c.  Act as diversity and inclusion champions and change agents promoting diversity and inclusion and 
disseminating best practices throughout Hydro One. 

7.  Continued to evolve our ‘Step Up’ program to address respect and psychological safety in the field which 
included developing short interactive modules that will be rolled out as part of safety meetings in 2022.

8.  Continued to partner with our Employee Resource Groups which are voluntary groups of employees 
organized around a specific identity or interest. To date, we have eight employee resource groups at 
Hydro One that bring together women, People of Colour, Indigenous employees, 2SLGBTQIA+ employees, 
employees with visible and invisible disabilities, men and supporters and allies to connect, develop, learn 
from each other and to support the advancement of inclusion at Hydro One.

9.  Continued to collaborate with our unions through our Diversity Committee to advance diversity 
and inclusion. Our Diversity Committee is comprised of representatives from management, the 
Canadian Union of Skilled Workers (CUSW), the Power Workers Union (PWU) and the Society of 
United Professionals.

https://www.sedar.com/DisplayCompanyDocuments.do?lang=EN&issuerNo=00004778
https://www.sedar.com/DisplayCompanyDocuments.do?lang=EN&issuerNo=00004778
https://www.hydroone.com/abouthydroone/CorporateInformation/Documents/2022-MIC_EN.pdf
https://www.hydroone.com/abouthydroone/CorporateInformation/Documents/2022-MIC_EN.pdf
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Lundin Gold provides a good explanation of why the company has 
decided not to establish targets for the representation of women on its 
senior management team. 

RBC describes its focus on accelerating the development of diverse 
leaders to strengthen its succession bench and its consideration of 
diversity when identifying development opportunities for its high-
potential employees.

Lundin Gold - 42 

 

Gender Diversity 
 
Last year, the Board adopted a Diversity Policy that requires that 30% of directors be women by 2023 and that the 
Board maintain that level of female representation thereafter.  The Board achieved its target last year and, assuming 
Shareholders elect all of the Nominees, the Board will again meet its target of 30% female in 2022.  The Diversity Policy 
is available on the Company’s website at www.lundingold.com. 
 
The Board believes that diversity leads to the creation of a stronger company and recognizes that women are 
underrepresented in management roles at the Company and in the mining industry generally.  While the level of women 
in senior management roles has ranged between 20% to 29% at Lundin Gold and 30% to 38% at the Company’s material 
subsidiary, Aurelian Ecuador S.A. (AESA), women represent 15% of Lundin Gold’s overall workforce.  
 
Lundin Gold’s progress on gender representation over the last five years1 is set out below:   
 

 Board Members  Executive Officers2 

Year1 Female  
% 

Female at 
Lundin Gold 

 
% 

 
Female at AESA 

 
% 

2022 3/10 30 2/8 20 3/10 30 
2021 2/10 20 2/7 29 3/8 38 
2020 3/10 30 2/7 29 3/8 38 
2019 2/10 20 2/7 29 3/8 38 
2018 2/10 20 2/7 29 3/8 38 

Notes: 
1. Measured as of the date of the management information circular for the annual meeting of shareholders each year. 
2. Executive Officer (an EO) means an individual who is: a chair, vice-chair or president; a chief executive officer or chief financial officer; 

or a vice-president in charge of a principal business unit, division or function including sales, finance or production; or performing a 
policy-making function.  At Lundin Gold and AESA, the EO’s form the senior management teams. 

 
Lundin Gold has not established targets for the representation of women 
on its senior management team or the senior management team for 
AESA.  Rather Lundin Gold has chosen to support the advancement of 
women in management roles and among the workforce generally through 
its commitment to adopt the Women’s Empowerment Principles (WEPs); 
WEPs are a set of Principles established by UN Global Compact and UN 
Women.  Under the WEPs umbrella, Lundin Gold establishes annual 
action plans on matters, such as diversity and inclusion training, 
mentorship for women and employee training aimed at preventing 
discrimination, sexual harassment and violence in the workplace.  Alignment with WEPs has been incorporated into 
Lundin Gold’s Five-Year Sustainability Strategy and is one of the performance measures against which executive 
compensation is determined.  
 

 

WOMEN’S 
EMPOWERMENT 
PRINCIPLES 
Established by UN Women and the 
UN Global Compact Office 
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The representation of talent in executive and senior manager roles is a reflection 
of the diversity of our talent pipeline which drives better performance, stronger 
growth and greater innovation. We focus on accelerating the development of 
diverse leaders to strengthen our succession bench through a number of 
programs, including: Women in Leadership, Ignite, (our leadership program for 
individuals who identify as Black, Indigenous or people of colour) and RLaunch 
(a program for senior-level individuals who have been on a career break for longer 
than one year). 

We also consider diversity when identifying development opportunities for our 
high-potential employees, such as inclusion on executive staffing lists, 
directorships on subsidiary boards, targeted development plans and participation 
in formal development and mentoring programs. Recognizing that what gets 
measured gets managed, we set specific time-bound goals to increase the 

38% 44% 

23% 

of women from 38% 
to 44% since 2015 

Increased executive 
representation 1

16% 
of Black, Indigenous 
and people of colour 
from 16% to 23% 
since 2015 

2015 2021 

2015 2021 

diversity of our leadership. We have been making progress on the representation of women in executive roles increasing 
from 38% to 44%1, and executives who identify as Black, Indigenous or people of colour increasing from 16% to 23% since 
2015. In 2020, we committed to tackle systemic racism and bias across three key pillars through our Actions Against Systemic 
Racism, one of which was Redefining Inclusive Leadership. As part of those commitments, our executive staffing goals for 
fiscal 2021 were 50% women and 30% Black, Indigenous or people of colour (up from 20%). In fiscal 2021, people who identify 
as women represented 41% of our new executive appointments and people who identify as Black, Indigenous or people of 
colour represented 43%. Our executive appointment goals are a key enabler for ensuring continued progress on 
representation. We enable leaders across our businesses to support staffing goals in a number of ways, such as building a 
strong pipeline to support diverse candidate slates and establishing programs to develop the skills, capabilities and 
experiences of our diverse talent across RBC. Additionally, at all levels, people who identify as women accounted for 54% of 
promotions2 in fiscal 2021, while people who identify as Black, Indigenous or people of colour represented 43%. 

We do not establish specific diversity targets at the Group Executive level due to the small size of this group and the need to 
carefully consider a broad range of criteria; most importantly, the appropriate matching of business needs to drive long-
term value for our stakeholders and the proven skills and capabilities of new appointees. As of the date of this circular, 30% 
(3 out of 10) of the executive officers who make up the Group Executive identify as women. 

The RBC Diversity Leadership Council, which is chaired by the CEO and comprises senior executives from across our 
businesses, promotes diversity and inclusion and oversees strategies and action plans with measurable outcomes for all of 
RBC. We believe that in order to speak up for inclusion, we need to speak about inclusion and we are taking action to 
empower, enable and engage our colleagues, communities and clients to have meaningful conversations through our 
diversity portal at rbc.com/diversity. 

Engaging with shareholders and other stakeholders 
Continuous and open dialogue with shareholders and other stakeholders is a key priority for us. The board encourages all 
stakeholders to provide timely and meaningful feedback, facilitates constructive engagement and regularly reviews the 
bank’s engagement with shareholders and stakeholders for alignment with best practices. 

There are many ways people can engage with us and access important information: 

Board of 
directors 

Stakeholders can communicate with the directors or the board chair as described at rbc.com/governance. 

Management The CEO and other members of the Group Executive, senior management, Investor Relations, and the secretary meet 
regularly with financial analysts, investors and other stakeholders. 

Investor 
Relations 

Investor Relations is responsible for communicating with the investing public on behalf of RBC. 

Live broadcasts We broadcast our quarterly earnings calls with analysts live and archive them on our Investor Relations site for a period of 
three months after each call. Shareholders can also participate in our annual meeting via a live webcast, which is archived 
on our Investor Relations site until the next annual meeting. 

Please see the back cover of this circular for the contact details of the board chair, secretary and Investor Relations. 

1 Represents data based on self-identification for our businesses in Canada governed by the Employment Equity Act. 
2 “Promotions” are defined as upward change in position level or human resources class. The values included here exclude summer interns, students and co-ops. The values for women and 

men represent data from our global operations, while values for Black, Indigenous and people of colour represent data from our businesses in Canada and the United States.
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Diversity and inclusion in action 
Diversity and inclusion has always been a core value at RBC. Our vision is to be among the most inclusive and successful 
companies, putting diversity into action to help employees, clients and communities thrive. To support that vision, we seek 
to be a recognized leader in inclusion and leadership diversity and the financial institution of choice for diverse client 
markets, and to leverage diversity and inclusion for the growth and success of RBC, our clients and communities. We also 
seek to attract and retain the best talent from the entire talent pool, which requires considering a diverse range of skills and 
backgrounds and embracing differences. The board is committed to diversity and inclusion at all levels as it provides RBC 
access to a wider pool of talent and drives creativity, innovation and growth. 

Board Diversity Policy 

A balanced and diverse board is critical to successful 
board oversight. We firmly believe that the board 
should reflect the diversity of our clients, employees, 
shareholders, and communities. We are proud of the 
leadership role we play in promoting board gender 
diversity in corporate Canada and the progress we 
have made toward achieving a diverse board that 
today has 46% of members who identify as women. We 
recognize that we 

46% 6 nominees have identified as women 

3 nominees have identified as Black, 
Indigenous or people of colour1 23% 

Diverse representation at the board 

need to continue to enhance the representation of people who identify as Black, Indigenous, people of colour as well as 
members of other historically underrepresented groups among board members. 

To help achieve our diversity objectives, the board has approved a Board Diversity 
Policy which establishes that diversity is a critical lens through which the governance 
committee assesses each director candidate necessary to meet our goals of 
excellence, innovation and success. Pursuant to our commitment to a balanced and 
diverse board, gender and non-gender diversity, ethnicity, race, ancestral origin, age, 
geography, background, sexual orientation and other dimensions of diversity are 
always important factors considered by the governance committee. The Board 
Diversity Policy also requires that men and women each comprise at least 35% to 45% 
of directors. 

When identifying and 
nominating director candidates, 
the governance committee 
considers representation of 
women, Black, Indigenous, 
people of colour and other 
historically underrepresented 
groups. 

Every year, the governance committee completes a self-assessment that measures, among other things, its effectiveness in 
guiding the board toward its diversity objectives. It also reviews the board’s composition and any anticipated vacancies 
through the lens of our Board Diversity Policy and our objectives. 

Diversity of the executive team 

Diversity is integrated throughout our approach to talent management, which is highlighted on page 56. We believe a 
stronger future relies on a pipeline of diverse leaders. We align our talent strategies and succession planning with our 
business strategies and leadership model and use metrics to ensure we are preparing a diverse talent pool for growth and 
future leadership roles. In our approach to succession planning, we assess, identify and develop executives and 
high-potential talent to build leadership capabilities with a goal to create a diverse group of leaders who will drive our 
performance. 

1 We may at times use different terminology to describe demographic groups. For example, throughout this proxy circular we will refer to Black, Indigenous and people of colour. This term 
recognizes the unique histories of racism that Black and Indigenous people have lived through. While the terminology originated in the United States, its meaning has significance worldwide. 
Similar acronyms are used in different regions; for example, BAME, which is commonly used in the UK, stands for Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic. Referring to Black, Indigenous and people 
of colour is not intended to be a catch-all as RBC recognizes that not all racialized people experience racism in the same way.

https://lundingold.com/site/assets/files/110078/2022_circular_final_website.pdf
https://lundingold.com/site/assets/files/110078/2022_circular_final_website.pdf
https://www.rbc.com/investor-relations/_assets-custom/pdf/2022englishproxy.pdf
https://www.rbc.com/investor-relations/_assets-custom/pdf/2022englishproxy.pdf
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The company provides a chart detailing its director and management 
diversity matrix.

The company has established diversity goals and processes that 
encompass all levels of leadership (which includes managers and above) 
as the company believes broader diversity goals will have a more 
impactful positive result for its overall diversity vision. The company 
objectives are for: women to hold 40 per cent of all leadership positions 
in its corporate locations of Calgary, Houston, Charleston and Mexico 
City by 2025; members of visible minorities to hold 17 per cent of all 
leadership positions across its Canadian and U.S. workforce by 2025; 
and 100 per cent of leaders and employees to be trained on how to 
recognize and mitigate unconscious bias and how to create and sustain 
an inclusive workplace by 2022. The company discloses outcomes in 
a chart displaying year-over-year progress against certain diversity 
objectives that have not yet been met.

Diversity beyond gender

meeting in 2022. On January 25, 2022 the Company announced the appointments of Ms. Gaveau and Ms. Murray to 
the Board, which appointments were effective January 24, 2022, such that as of the date of this Circular 44% of the 
members of the Board identify as women (and 57% of the independent members of the Board identify as women). 
Furthermore, the Board has established a new target to maintain at least 37.5% of the Board's membership as 
directors who identify as women through to the annual general meeting in 2023. 

The Board has not set targets for the representation of other specific designated groups preferring instead to consider 
diversity of experience, perspective, education, background, race, gender and national origin as part of its overall 
evaluation of director nominees for election or re-election to the Board and as part of its evaluation of candidates for 
management positions. 

Recommendations concerning director nominees and appointment of executive officers are based on competence, 
merit and performance, as well as expected contribution to the Board or management’s performance. Commitment 
to diversity is, and will remain a key priority and consideration, as it is beneficial that a diversity of backgrounds, 
views and experiences be present at the Board and management levels.

As of March 31, 2022, the following chart presents the diversity on the Board and senior management, as well as the 
percentage of the Board and senior management comprised of persons from each such designated group.

Director and Management Diversity Matrix
Country of Principal Executive Offices Canada

Foreign Private Issuer Yes
Disclosure Prohibited under Home Country Law No

Total Number of Directors 9
Part I: Gender Identity

Female Male Non-Binary Did not Disclose Gender
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Board 4 44.4% 5 55.6% 0 0% 0 0%

Senior 
Management 3 27.3% 8 72.7% 0 0% 0 0%

Part II: Demographic Background

LGBTQ2S+ Visible Minorities Aboriginal peoples Persons with 
disabilities

Did not Disclose 
Demographic 
Background

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
Board 1 11% 2 22.2% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%
Senior 
Management 1 9% 2 18.2% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

STATEMENT	OF	CORPORATE	GOVERNANCE	PRACTICES

MANAGEMENT	INFORMATION	CIRCULAR	76

Our outcomes
Since the establishment of our corporate leadership goals in 2018, we have increased the representation of 
women in leadership positions at our Calgary, Charleston, Houston and Mexico City corporate locations from 
32 per cent to 36 per cent. We have increased the representation of visible minorities holding leadership 
positions across our Canadian and U.S. workforce from 11 per cent to 14 per cent.

Eighteen per cent, or two of 11, of our Senior Management team are women. When we exclude the Chair of 
the Board, 20 per cent, or two of ten, of our executive leadership team are women. 

Members of visible minorities hold 14 per cent of leadership positions in the Canadian and U.S. workforce. 
Currently one out of 11, or nine per cent of the Senior Management team identify as members of visible 
minorities.  When we exclude the Chair of the Board, ten per cent, or one of ten, of our executive leadership 
team identify members of visible minorities. 

Persons with disabilities hold three per cent of all leadership positions in our Canadian and U.S. workforce. 
Currently one out of 11, or nine per cent of the Senior Management team identify as persons with disabilities. 
When we exclude the Chair of the Board, ten per cent, or one of ten, of our executive leadership team identify 
as persons with disabilities. 

Aboriginal peoples hold two per cent of leadership positions within the Canadian workforce. Currently zero 
out of 11 members, or zero per cent of members of the Senior Management team identify as Aboriginal 
peoples.

Data requirements for the designated groups vary in the geographic areas in which TC Energy operates, as per 
the prescribed definitions and governing laws of such jurisdictions. Self-disclosure is voluntary for members of 
visible minorities, persons with disabilities and Aboriginal peoples and as a result, representation may be 
under-reported.

As of the date of this circular, over 99 per cent of our workforce has completed the inclusion and unconscious 
bias awareness training with an ongoing commitment to expanding education within this space. 

TC Energy Management information circular 2022   |  53
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https://s28.q4cdn.com/517092977/files/doc_financials/2022/ar/ProxyCircular(Eng).pdf
https://s28.q4cdn.com/517092977/files/doc_financials/2022/ar/ProxyCircular(Eng).pdf
https://www.tcenergy.com/mic
https://www.tcenergy.com/mic
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The trust discloses a strong focus on diversity, including a focus on 
visible minorities. The trust also collects self-dentification data on 
gender identity, race and ethnicity, sexual orientation, age and disability 
on a voluntary basis from employees to better understand where gaps 
exist and to monitor progress on diversity initiatives.

due	 regard	 to	 the	benefits	of	diversity	and	 the	needs	of	 the	Board	and	 the	Trust.	The	Board	Diversity	Policy	 states	 that,	
among	 other	 qualities,	 a	 nominee’s	 gender,	 age,	 ethnicity	 and	 geographic	 background	may	 be	 considered	 in	 his	 or	 her	
assessment.	 The	 Board	Diversity	 Policy	 also	 requires	 that	 the	Governance	 Committee	measure	 and	 report	 to	 the	 Board	
annually	 with	 respect	 to	 the	 Trust’s	 progress	 in	 identifying	 and	 considering	 diverse	 candidates	 for	 appointment	 to	 the	
Board.	 To	 measure	 the	 effectiveness	 of	 the	 Policy,	 the	 Governance	 Committee	 reviews:	 (i)	 the	 number	 of	 candidates	
representing	various	diversity	categories	considered	or	brought	forward	for	Board	positions;	and	(ii)	the	skills,	knowledge,	
experience	and	character	of	candidates	representing	various	diverse	categories	to	ensure	that	these	candidates	are	being	
fairly	 considered	 relative	 to	 other	 candidates.	 The	 results	 of	 the	 Governance	 Committee’s	 review	 is	 taken	 into	 account	
when	 identifying	 and	 nominating	 candidates	 for	 election	 or	 re-election	 to	 the	 Board.	 The	 Governance	 Committee’s	
approach	in	circumstances	where	diverse	candidates	are	not	selected	for	Board	positions	is	to	satisfy	itself	that	there	are	
justifiable	reasons	to	support	the	selection.	

The	Board	Diversity	Policy	includes	a	target	that	people	who	identify	as	women	will	comprise	at	least	40%	of	the	Trustees	by	
2024	 (increased	 in	2021	 from	30%	when	 the	Trust	exceeded	 that	 target).	 This	 year,	 three	of	 the	nine	Trustee	nominees	
identify	as	women,	representing	approximately	33%	of	the	Board’s	composition.	In		2021,	the	Board	further	enhanced	the	
Board	Diversity	Policy	by	adding	a	target	that	people	who	identify	as	visible	minorities	comprise	at	least	20%	of	the	Trustees	
by	2024.	This	year,	one	of	the	nine	Trustee	nominees	identifies	as	a	visible	minority,	representing	approximately	11%	of	the	
Board’s	composition.	The	Board	Diversity	Policy	does	not	currently	specifically	address,	or	include	formal	targets	for,	board	
representation	of	aboriginal	persons	(being	Indian,	Inuit,	Métis)	and	persons	with	disabilities(1)	(together	with	women	and	
visible	minorities,	the	“designated	groups”	as	defined	under	Article	3	of	the	Employment	Equity	Act	(Canada)),	as	diversity	is	
already	an	important	factor	that	is	considered	in	the	trustee	identification	process,	and	ultimately	it	is	the	skills,	experience,	
expertise,	 character	 and	 behavioral	 qualities	 of	 an	 individual	 that	 are	most	 important	 in	 determining	 the	 value	 that	 an	
individual	could	bring	to	the	Board.	The	Trust	will	continue	to	monitor	its	level	of	board	diversity	and	consider	whether	it	
would	be	appropriate	 to	 include	specific	 reference	to,	or	 formal	 targets	 for,	 the	representation	of	certain	other	diversity	
categories,	including	the	designated	groups,	in	the	future.
(1)	 “Persons	with	disabilities”	means	persons	who	have	a	long	term	or	recurring	physical,	mental,	sensory,	psychiatric	or	learning	impairment	and	who:	(i)	consider	themselves	

to	be	disadvantaged	in	employment	by	reason	of	that	impairment;	or	(ii)	believe	that	an	employer	or	potential	employer	is	likely	to	consider	them	to	be	disadvantaged	in	
employment	by	reason	of	that	impairment.	This	definition	also	includes	persons	whose	functional	limitations	owing	to	their	impairment	have	been	accommodated	in	their	
current	job	or	workplace.

Management	

The	Trust	is	committed	to	an	inclusive	and	diverse	workplace	and	recognizes	that	diversity	is	an	important	consideration	in	
creating	and	maintaining	an	effective	management	 team.	The	Trust	believes	 the	most	effective	way	to	 realize	 its	goal	of	
increasing	the	representation	of	diverse	groups	at	the	management	level	is	to	continue	to	grow	the	pipeline	and	create	a	
diverse	and	 inclusive	culture.	The	Trust	has	established	a	number	of	 talent	 initiatives	 to	support	 this	objective,	 including	
mentoring	 and	 recruiting	 practices	 based	 on	 inclusion	 strategies	 and	 principles	 and	 maintaining	 active	 diversity	 and	
inclusion	 initiatives	within	 the	workplace.	 	 These	 programs	were	 established	 to	 ensure	 that	 the	 Trust’s	 rich	 and	 diverse	
talent	pool	is	supported	and	provided	opportunities	to	grow	their	careers	to	the	highest	levels	within	the	organization.	

In	2021,	the	Trust	adopted	formal	targets	to	improve	gender	and	ethnic	diversity	in	management	positions.	Specifically,	the	
Trust	has	set	a	target	that,	by	2024,	at	least	45%	of	executive	positions	(Vice	President	or	higher)	will	be	held	by	people	who	
identify	as	women	and	at	least	30%	of	such	positions	will	be	held	by	people	who	identify	as	visible	minorities.	In	addition,	
the	Trust	set	a	target	that,	by	2024,	at	least	50%	of	management	positions	(Senior	Manager	to	Associate	Vice	President)	will	
be	held	by	people	who	identify	as	women	and	at	least	25%	of	such	positions	will	be	held	by	people	who	identify	as	visible	
minorities.	The	Trust	has	not	adopted	 targets	 in	 respect	of	other	designated	groups,	as	diversity	 is	already	an	 important	
factor	 that	 is	 considered	 in	 hiring	 and	 promoting	 management,	 and	 ultimately	 it	 is	 the	 skills,	 experience,	 expertise,	
character	and	behavioral	qualities	of	an	individual	that	are	most	important	in	determining	the	value	that	an	individual	could	
bring	 to	 the	Trust	as	a	member	of	management.	The	Trust	will	 continue	 to	monitor	 its	 level	of	diversity	 in	management	
positions	 and	 consider	whether	 it	would	 be	 appropriate	 to	 adopt	 formal	 targets	 for	 the	 representation	 of	 certain	 other	
diversity	categories,	 including	 the	designated	groups,	 in	 the	 future.	The	Trust’s	approach	 in	circumstances	where	diverse	
candidates	are	not	selected	 for	management	positions	 is	 to	satisfy	 itself	 that	 there	are	 justifiable	reasons	to	support	 the	
selection.

Diversity	Survey	Results	

In	early	2022,	the	Trust	surveyed	the	Board	and	senior	management	to	determine	the	number	and	proportion	of	individuals	
that	self-identified	as	belonging	to	one	or	more	of	the	designated	groups.	Participation	in	the	survey	was	voluntary	and,	as	
such,	the	results	represent	only	those	individuals	who	elected	to	participate	and	may	not	be	entirely	representative	of	the	
designated	groups	at	the	Board	and	senior	management	level.	

CHOICE	PROPERTIES	REAL	ESTATE	INVESTMENT	TRUST		I		MANAGEMENT	PROXY	CIRCULAR		I		39

https://www.choicereit.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/2022_Choice_MPC_EN.pdf
https://www.choicereit.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/2022_Choice_MPC_EN.pdf
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Cameco’s disclosure provides details on building a diverse pipeline with 
a particular focus on Indigenous training. 

SNC-Lavalin provides disclosure of its commitment to Indigenous 
Peoples and states that the company honors Indigenous rights and 
culture and requires respectful and fair dealing with Indigenous 
communities, businesses, entities and community members in all 
business activities conducted by the company’s employees, entities and 
operations within Canada. The company highlights its commitment 
to the Progressive Aboriginal Relations (PAR) program and goal of 
becoming a PAR-certified member in 2022. 

Focus on Indigenous peoples

50 CAMECO CORPORATION 

Commitment to inclusion and diversity 
Our formal commitment to inclusion and diversity is communicated company-wide through our value statements.  
We understand the value of a diverse workforce and we embrace, encourage and support workplace inclusion  
and diversity. Members of a diverse workplace bring new ideas, perspectives, experiences and expertise to the 
company. Our diversity vision is to create a work environment where inclusion is the goal, and a diverse and 
representative workforce is our measure of success. Our people policy sets out our commitment to developing  
and supporting a flexible, skilled, stable and diverse workforce, and acting to eliminate racism wherever it exists.  
The policy is supported by multiple corporate human resource programs, standards and practices, including giving 
preference to Residents of Saskatchewan’s North (RSNs) for employment opportunities in our northern 
Saskatchewan operations. The policy is available on our website at cameco.com/about/governance/policies-
programs. 

Diversity is an important factor in our ability to continue to innovate, manage change and grow as a respected 
industry leader and employer of choice. We implemented a number of initiatives in 2021 to make continued  
progress in achieving our long-term inclusion and diversity plan. 

We want a culture where each of our workers feels welcome, valued and an integral part of the team. We recognize 
that to successfully progress towards this culture, we must engage members of the workforce throughout the 
journey. In 2021 we established an Inclusion and Diversity committee to champion this diversity work. Members 
were drawn from across the organization, helping us engage the workforce through open and respectful 
communication, advocating, leading and supporting change, and generating awareness and increasing 
understanding of the benefits of inclusion and diversity. The committee reports to the President and CEO and  
the Senior Vice-President and Chief Corporate Officer. 

Indigenous workforce 
Cameco is a large employer of First Nations and Métis people and our Indigenous employees make up almost 48% 
of the workforce at our northern Saskatchewan operations. In order to continue to build and sustain our Indigenous 
workforce, we offer strong support and development opportunities for our Residents of Saskatchewan’s north (RSN) 
employees, the majority of whom are Indigenous. This includes our talent acquisition and development practices, 
collaboration and participation agreements with northern communities and our community liaisons located in 
northern Saskatchewan. We also have a dedicated team of employees in our stakeholder and sustainability relations 
department at our head office in Saskatoon and human resources representatives at our four northern 
Saskatchewan operations and corporate office who focus their efforts on supporting our RSN employees. See our 
STI scorecard for details about our 2021 compensable objectives relating to the development of our RSN and 
Indigenous workforce. 

Women in leadership 
Cameco is committed to putting women in leadership at the forefront of our inclusion and diversity agenda. In 2021, 
we undertook several initiatives to increase women in leadership: 

• reviewed and updated recruitment practices to ensure women in non traditional roles are given preference and 
prioritized  

• introduced multi-level evaluators in the recruitment process to mitigate potential biased decision making 

• updated jobs postings to ensure more inclusive, gender neutral language is used to attract more a diversity of 
applicants 

• developed an inclusive language guide to help bring awareness to masculine and feminine words. This will help  
with the use of more inclusive, gender neutral language  

• to help ensure qualified women are not disadvantaged in recruitment and developmental opportunities, encouraged  
a broader view of job qualifications to challenge the idea that “more” does not necessarily mean better  

• formally re-introduced Cameco’s Inclusion and Diversity committee with representatives from in scope and out of 
scope roles from all equity groups throughout our Canadian operations 

• conducted an audit of our facilities in Canada and the US to determine availability and adequacy of personal 
protective equipment and facilities for women 

• prepared an internal diversity dashboard which assists with decision making during recruitment and development and 
includes diversity metrics that allow us to measure our progression towards a more equitable workplace  
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Indigenous Peoples

Aligned with SNC-Lavalin corporate vision and 
values, we honor Indigenous rights and culture, and 
require respectful and fair dealing with Indigenous 
communities, businesses, entities and community 
members in all business activities conducted by our 
employees, legal entities, partnerships (including 
joint ventures) and operations within Canada. 

SNC-LAVALIN’S COMMITMENT 
TO INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

In early 2019, we became a committed member 
of the Progressive Aboriginal Relations (“PAR”), 
an online management and reporting program 
that supports progressive improvement in 
Aboriginal relations, and a certification that 
confirms corporate performance. This program 
is overseen by the Canadian Council of Aboriginal 
Business (“CCAB”). The PAR Certification will 
lead to improving our practices in four (4) key 
areas for Aboriginal inclusion, namely leadership 
actions, employment, business development and 
community relationships. By passing annual audits, 
we aim at becoming a PAR-Certified member 
in 2022. In September, the CCAB recognized 
SNC-Lavalin’s successful completion of the 
requirements for the first year of the PAR program. 

As part of the PAR program, in 2020, we 
published our commitment towards Indigenous 
Peoples to guide us in achieving and sustaining 
Indigenous inclusion, and in developing 
positive relations with Indigenous Peoples:

OUR COMMITMENT TOWARDS 
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

Aligned with SNC-Lavalin’s corporate vision 
and values, we honor Indigenous rights and 
culture, and require respectful and fair dealing 
with Indigenous communities, businesses, 
entities and community members in all 
business activities conducted by our employees, 
legal entities, partnerships (including joint 
ventures) and operations within Canada.

SNC-Lavalin is committed to establishing 
and maintaining mutually respectful and 
meaningful relationships between Indigenous 
communities, our clients and our Company. 
Consistent with that approach, SNC-Lavalin 
is committed to increased collaboration with 
communities and partnering with Indigenous 
businesses for the benefit of all parties.

Guided by the Constitution of Canada, the 
United Nations Declaration on the Rights 
of Indigenous Peoples (“UNDRIP”) and the 
recommendations of Canada’s Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission as a framework, we 
are committed to taking ongoing positive and 
concrete steps towards reconciliation.  

 In 2021, we also undertook the following: 

 › We observed National Indigenous Peoples 
Day, a day for all Canadians to recognize and 
celebrate the unique heritage, diverse cultures 
and outstanding contributions of First Nations, 
Inuit and Métis peoples. We hosted Tabatha 
Bull, President and CEO of CCAB for a dialogue 
session on actions we can each take to support 
and promote indigenous prosperity; and 

 › To further formalize our commitment towards 
Indigenous Peoples, and as another step forward 
in our involvement in the PAR program, we 
issued an Indigenous Relations and Inclusion 
Procedure, the purpose of which is to apply the 
Company’s values, direction and know-how to 
our actions and decision-making as they relate to 
Indigenous inclusion and to the development of 
positive relationships with Indigenous Peoples. 

In September 2021, we observed the National 
Day of Truth and Reconciliation. The day honors 
the lost children and survivors of residential 
schools, their families and communities.

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/assets-us-west-2/annual/cameco-2022-management-proxy-circular.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/assets-us-west-2/annual/cameco-2022-management-proxy-circular.pdf
https://www.snclavalin.com/~/media/Files/S/SNC-Lavalin/investor-briefcase/en/2022/snc-lavalin-proxy-circular-2022-en.pdf
https://www.snclavalin.com/~/media/Files/S/SNC-Lavalin/investor-briefcase/en/2022/snc-lavalin-proxy-circular-2022-en.pdf
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The company discloses its commitment to maintaining and 
strengthening its long-term relationships with Indigenous peoples and 
communities. 
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The Insider Trading and Disclosure Policy is available on the Corporation's website at www.megenergy.com under "About Us" – 
"Governance".   

Lobbying Policy 

As part of the Corporation’s commitment to maintaining and enforcing the highest standards of ethics and professionalism, the 
Corporation has adopted Lobbying and Advocacy Policy to govern the Corporation’s activities relating to public policy, 
participation in industry groups and lobbying and political contributions. The Policy requires transparency with stakeholders with 
respect to the Corporation’s activities in relation to public policy matters and requires that the Corporation disclose a list of industry 
group memberships that it maintains to which the Corporation pays annual dues greater than $5,000 and which may participate 
in lobbying activities. The Policy also requires compliance with all applicable laws respecting lobbying, including the Lobbying 
Act (Canada) and the Lobbyists Act (Alberta).  The Corporation maintains the required registrations of lobbying communications 
with public office holders, including reporting of employees who are lobbyists for or on behalf of the Corporation and maintaining 
internal procedures and protocol to ensure compliance. 

The Corporation does not make contributions, financial or in kind, to political parties, committees or candidates and does not 
expressly support or advocate on behalf of such political parties, committees or candidates. Directors, officers and employees of 
the Corporation may make political contributions or become involved in political activities provided such contributions and 
activities are undertaken on their own behalf, on a personal level, and not as a representative of the Corporation. 

All directors, officers and employees of the Corporation are required to acknowledge their understanding of and compliance with 
this Policy upon appointment to their position or the commencement of their employment with the Corporation and annually 
thereafter.  The Corporation also requires its third-party contractors and consultants to abide by these same principles. 

The Lobbying Policy is available on the Corporation's website at www.megenergy.com under "About Us" – "Governance".   

Human Rights Policy Statement 

In support of the Business Conduct Charter, the Corporation has adopted a Human Rights Policy Statement to ensure that the 
Corporation’s directors, officers, employees and consultants, as well as the Corporation’s suppliers and service providers, uphold 
and respect human rights as reflected in the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the Canadian Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms in their business practices.  The Corporation is committed to compliance with all laws, regulations, rules and standards 
concerning respect for human rights of each country in which the Corporation conducts business.  In addition, the Corporation is 
committed to ensuring that human rights are respected in the conduct of all of its activities, including prohibiting discrimination 
of minorities, whether based on gender, race or other minority status; prohibiting child labour, forced, involuntary, compulsory or 
slave labour, or modern slavery practices; respecting fundamental freedoms of all individuals, including freedom of thought, 
belief, opinion and expression, the freedom of peaceful assembly, the freedom of association and collective bargaining and other 
rights and freedoms; ensuring safe working conditions for all employees and contracts in accordance with applicable laws and 
best industry practices; and ensuring its security policies and guidelines are consistent with applicable laws and best industry 
practices. 

 The Human Rights Policy Statement is available on the Corporation's website at www.megenergy.com under "About Us" – 
"Governance".   

Indigenous Peoples Policy 

The Corporation is committed to maintaining and strengthening long-term relationships with Indigenous peoples and 
communities.  In 2021, the Corporation adopted an Indigenous Peoples Policy.  The key principles of the policy are:  

• Acknowledge the importance of both the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) 
within the Canadian legal framework and the 94 Calls to Action in the Final Report from the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission of Canada, in recognizing the role that the corporate sector can play in the path towards reconciliation; 

• Foster a work environment that recognizes the importance of learning from and respecting the cultures in which 
the Corporation operates, in order to create an inclusive work environment and a better relationship with 
Indigenous peoples and communities; 

• Engage in an early, inclusive and collaborative consultation process that meets or exceeds governmental standards 
but also the unique needs of each community through meaningful engagement throughout the life of the project; 
and 

• Commit to working with Indigenous peoples to achieve benefit from MEG’s operations on their traditional land, 
through opportunities in procurement, employment, business development, training, education and community 
development. 

These key principles are a shared responsibility involving all of the Corporation’s directors, executives, employees and contractors.  
The Corporation’s Executive ESG Committee is responsible for establishing and annually reviewing measurable objectives for 
achieving sustainable relationships with Indigenous peoples and communities based upon the foregoing policies. 

https://www.sedar.com/DisplayCompanyDocuments.do?lang=EN&issuerNo=00029933
https://www.sedar.com/DisplayCompanyDocuments.do?lang=EN&issuerNo=00029933
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Linamar acknowledges the challenges of the historically male 
dominated manufacturing and automotive industries and highlights 
its commitment to women in the trades and Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Math.

The company highlights the challenges of mining being considered an 
industry with few opportunities for women. 

Acknowledging challenges

Page 27 of 71 
 

in conjunction with its local university to encourage high school girls to enter into the trades, engineering, science 
and technology professions. Although it takes time to effect change with respect to gender representation overall 
in the industry, and therefore, in more senior positions in the manufacturing industry, great progress is being 
seen overall with percentages of women in both skilled trades and engineering, science and technology 
programs dramatically higher than what it was a decade ago and momentum continues to build. When a director 
or executive candidacy opens up, the HRCG Committee evaluates the most qualified candidates for nomination 
and election, ensuring inclusion of a diverse candidate group in terms of gender, ethnicity and other forms of 
diversity. The Company actively encourages inclusion of a diverse variety of qualified candidates in this process, 
which of course includes women. Our goal, as pertains to all matters regarding diversity, is opportunity for 
everyone with advancement and appointment on merit and proportionate representation without quotas.  

 

This commitment is further exemplified by the announcement in 2017 of a $5 Million scholarship at Western 
University, funded by Linamar and the Hasenfratz family. This fund provides 10 scholarships per year to women 
enrolled in the combined engineering and business dual degree program. Recipients will also receive work terms 
and a job offer upon graduation. The Company looks forward to seeing the broad impact of encouraging more 
women in STEM careers of this program and more specifically, seeing more female engineers at Linamar as a 
result. 

The Company also founded and is the presenting sponsor of a program called See it Be it STEM it (“SBS”), which 
expressly encourages middle and high school girls to pursue studies and a career in Science, Technology, 
Trades, Engineering and Math through the use of role models. Visit our website at seeitbeistemit.com for more 
information and some inspiration.  

 

Consideration of Representation of Women in Executive Officer Appointments 

As mentioned, Linamar is actively involved in many projects encouraging women to enter the trades & STEM in 
the automotive industry. The Company’s Executive Chair and CEO, Linda Hasenfratz, is deeply committed to 
encouraging women to enter increasingly senior positions and has worked extensively with the Vice President 
Global Human Resources (also a woman) to encourage women to be properly groomed and considered for 
promotions within the Company. Approximately 25% of all critical roles have a female employee identified as a 
potential candidate for succession as these positions become available. The representation of women at each 
level of management in Linamar is slightly over-representative of the overall percentage of women in the 
Company. Linamar is optimistic that the increase of females in all divisions of the business will continue to foster 
the organic growth of female representation within its management.  
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included learning more about the various sustainability standards that are gaining market acceptance, including 
the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (“TCFD”), the Global Reporting Initiative (“GRI”) and 
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (“SASB”) frameworks.  

 

The HRCG Committee recommended, and the Board accepted, that Linamar’s management should move towards 
the adoption of the SASB standards for annual public disclosures pertaining to environmental management. The 
HRCG Committee also noted that the SASB standards do not go far enough in disclosing certain social 
responsibility standards, such as the minimization of the usage of conflict minerals, and therefore requested that 
management make disclosures that, in certain instances, go further than what is required by SASB. Given the 
breadth of those disclosures and the limitations of this Circular, we ask that you review the “Sustainability” 
portion of the Linamar website www.linamar.com/sustainability for the specifics around this program and 
Linamar’s efforts to improve the communities it works in while also reducing its environmental footprint.  
Linamar has reported to the SASB framework and does not currently track all metrics included in the Auto Parts 
Sector Standards, but we look forward to including more data in the future. 

For more on Linamar’s Sustainability efforts, please see the recently published Linamar Sustainability Report 
available on www.linamar.com/sustainability   

In 2021 Linamar established a Long-Term Sustainability Goal to be “Net 0” by 2050. Our facilities, our supply 
chain, and the customer products we supply will all be factored into that calculation. This is a bold goal and will 
require significant efforts in terms of identifying metrics, tracking, and actioning items to drive change. We have 
formed a Sustainability Council including individuals from across our global business to guide and track these 
efforts. This is a key piece of strategy we will engage in and start to drive real progress and momentum on in 
2022. 

 

Representation of Women on Boards 

Of the six members of the Board, two are female, one of whom is also the Executive Chair and CEO and one of 
the largest shareholder of the Company. The Company has a written policy approved by the Board: its stated 
objective is to see a proportionate representation of women at all levels of management at Linamar, including its 
Board. More specifically, its goal is to attain a comparative level of female representation at each level of 
management commensurate with the overall representation of women in the Company’s overall workforce. The 
Company is currently in compliance with this policy including at the Board level.  

 

Linamar’s policy made it eligible to become a founding member of the Catalyst Accord, which sets objectives and 
requirements for the representation of women on boards in Canada. One of the key Catalyst objectives is to 
increase its members’ current percentage of women on its boards. This strategic collaboration with Catalyst has 
the objective of expanding opportunities for women on boards and in executive positions in business, which 
Linamar wholeheartedly supports. Ms. Hasenfratz, the Executive Chair and CEO, is a member of the Catalyst’s 
Canada Advisory Board. 

 

Consideration of Representation of Women in Director Identification and Selection  

Historically, the manufacturing and automotive industries have been very male-dominated and, although the 
majority of people in the industry are still male, the landscape has been consistently changing over the last 20 
years and, particularly, the last 5 to 7. Linamar is very committed to women in the trades and in Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) and has been actively involved with local schools in initiatives working 
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historically been considered an industry with few opportunities for women for a variety of reasons. Among other consequences, the 
mining industry has not been regarded as an attractive career choice for women, and this further perpetuates the traditionally low 
representation of female employees and leaders. We are actively trying to change that dynamic in our own business. For example, we 
have increased our emphasis on the recruitment and promotion of women and are encouraging more female employees to participate 
in our mentoring and leadership development programs. Perhaps even more importantly, we are looking for opportunities to enhance 
awareness of diversity issues and to create a positive environment for change throughout our organization. We have established an 
internal diversity and inclusion working group at our corporate office to help us with this task. We are also keenly aware that our 
ability to attract highly qualified female candidates in the future is, at least in part, dependent on increasing gender representation in 
career fields relating to our business. As such, we also support a number of external programs that seek to inspire women to enter 
and stay in science and mining related careers, that promote women in mining and, more generally, that champion women in 
leadership.  For example, in 2021, we established the Pan American Silver Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Award in Science at the 
University of British Columbia.  Gender diversity objectives form part of our Annual Incentive Plan goals each year.  

Board and Senior Management Diversity  
We consider it important to have diversity amongst our Board and senior management team, and we have therefore adopted our 
Board Diversity Policy to reinforce this commitment, which was most recently revised in March 2022. The Board Diversity Policy works 
in parallel with the Inclusion and Diversity Policy that is applicable broadly across the organization. 

The Board Diversity Policy provides a basic framework within which the Company will consider the principle of diversity, referring to 
those varied characteristics that make individuals unique from one another, when recruiting, developing and appointing our Board 
members and our senior management team, with the goal of having talented, knowledgeable persons with diverse experiences, 
backgrounds and perspectives guiding the Company.  While recruitment, development and appointments for the Board and our senior 
management team will be primarily merit-based in order to ensure that their composition will ultimately reflect the particular skills, 
knowledge and experience that are required to effectively run our business, due consideration will also be given to the present level 
of diversity, including gender diversity, within the leadership of the Company and the positive impact that further diversity might have 
on our business.  Gender diversity will be accorded particular attention when considering Board and senior management appointments 
with a view to increasing the representation of women amongst the Company’s leadership. 

The N&G Committee will have the most direct impact on developing diversity amongst Board members as a result of its oversight 
responsibilities on Board composition and function, and with regard to the nomination of candidates to fill Board vacancies. Similarly, 
the Chief Executive Officer, together with the HRC Committee, manage the succession planning process and make recommendations 
to the Board for the appointment of the Company’s senior management team. As such, the N&G Committee, the CEO and the HRC 
Committee are in unique positions to encourage diversity by recognizing diversity, in particular gender diversity, as an important factor 
when fulfilling their responsibilities with respect to nominating, recruiting, hiring, and promoting persons for the Board and senior 
management. Under both the N&G Committee Charter and the Mandate of the CEO, diversity has been specifically identified as a key 
consideration in the recommendation of new nominees to the Board and in the recruitment and development of individuals for senior 
management positions.  

In March 2022, we formally set a target for the Company to maintain representation by women on the Board of at least 30%.   We 
currently have three Board members who are women, representing 38% of our Board.  Four of our vice presidents and three of our 
director-level members of corporate management are women. One of our officers is a woman, but we do not have any executive 
officers who are female. We have included specific requirements relating to gender in our candidate searches and will actively pursue 
diversity, and in particular gender diversity, in future recruitment processes and nominations. We believe that the goal of having 
talented, knowledgeable persons with diverse experiences, backgrounds and perspectives guiding the Company is achievable. 

The N&G Committee considers gender and other diversity regularly and reports to the Board annually on the Company’s advances 
with respect to the Board Diversity Policy. In connection with this review, the N&G Committee will consider the effectiveness of the 
Company’s approach to diversity and will recommend to the Board any changes that it considers appropriate.  

The following board diversity matrix provides the demographic composition of our Board as disclosed by its members: 

Board Diversity Matrix as of March 21, 2022 

Country of Principal Executive Offices: Canada 

Foreign Private Issuer listed on NASDAQ Yes 

Disclosure Prohibited Under Home Country Law No 

Total Number of Directors 8 
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effectively to the oversight and guidance of Pan American. The Board has a majority of independent directors. Independence is in part 
a legal and regulatory construct but is also evaluated on the basis that such directors are able to act objectively and in an unfettered 
manner, free from material relationships with us.  

The Board currently has five committees that each play a role in our business:  

• Audit Committee; 
• Communities and Sustainable Development Committee (“CSD Committee”); 
• Health, Safety and Environment Committee (“HSE Committee”);  
• HRC Committee; and 
• N&G Committee. 

Each committee acts on issues that fall within its purview, and on matters that overlap between committees and ultimately may 
involve the Board as a whole. The Board has developed charters for each of its committees which establish their specific roles and 
responsibilities. It has also adopted governance guidelines for certain of its committees. Committee members are appointed annually 
following our annual general and special meeting of shareholders.  

In fulfilling its governance responsibilities, the Board has delegated significant responsibility for corporate governance matters to the 
N&G Committee. The N&G Committee is responsible for developing and implementing governance best practices and works closely 
with our General Counsel and our Corporate Secretary to ensure that the N&G Committee is aware of developments and emerging 
trends in corporate governance. The N&G Committee regularly reports, advises and makes recommendations on governance related 
matters to the Board. See page 25 for a more detailed description of the N&G Committee’s composition, function, and responsibilities.  

In addition, the Board relies on management to ensure we are conducting our everyday business to the appropriate standards and 
also providing regular, forthright reports to the Board and its committees. The Company is not indebted to any of its directors.  

The Board works with management to develop our strategic direction, including matters relating to the long-range strategic plan, 
budgets, financial plans and strategies, and corporate opportunities, as well as identifying strategic risks. The Board and management 
regularly discuss strategic issues at quarterly Board meetings and as needed throughout the year.  

Composition of the Board and Independence  
The Board currently consists of eight directors, seven of whom, Messrs. Carroll, de Gelder, Jeannes, Segsworth and Mmes. Maki, 
Sendall and Winckler (Chair), qualify as independent directors under the Corporate Governance Disclosure Rules and the Nasdaq Rules. 
They are independent of management and free from any interest and any business or other relationship which could, or could 
reasonably be perceived to, materially interfere with their ability to act in our best interests. Mr. Steinmann is not independent due 
to his current position as our Chief Executive Officer.  The Board is currently 88% independent. If all the nominees are elected to the 
Board, the Board will continue to be 88% independent immediately following the Meeting. None of the Board nominees have a familial 
relationship with another nominee or with any senior management of the Company. 

Diversity  
Our operations span North and South America, and this geographic breadth is further complemented by our regional and local 
diversity. As such, we benefit from a multi-faceted and multi-cultural work force that brings a wide array of experience, knowledge, 
background, culture and heritage to our business.  To us, diversity reflects all of the varied characteristics that make individuals unique 
from one another, whether that be gender, ethnicity, age, race, religion, disability, cultural and socio-economic background, 
nationality, sexual orientation, language, educational background, or expertise. Diversity encourages varied perspectives and an 
enhanced ability to critically evaluate how we operate our Company and interact with our various stakeholders. Awareness and 
promotion of diversity also fosters an inclusive work environment where individuals are treated fairly and with respect and are given 
equal opportunity to develop and advance. These attributes also assist us in integrating international business standards and practices 
into all of our operations, while being mindful of regional and local norms. In an ever-changing global environment, we believe that 
the benefits from diversity and inclusion are key components in our long-term success.  

In 2020, we adopted our Inclusion and Diversity Policy that is applicable across our entire organization.  Among others, this policy sets 
out our commitment to providing a respectful, safe and healthy work environment free from all forms of violence, harassment, 
intimidation, racism and discrimination, and a workplace where all individuals feel safe, valued, welcomed, and supported in achieving 
their full potential.  The Inclusion and Diversity Policy also recognizes the importance of addressing and alleviating racism, including 
systemic racism, wherever it may exist.  We joined the BlackNorth Initiative in June 2020 as part of our ongoing commitment to 
inclusion and diversity and to support the fight against racism. 

While gender is only one aspect of diversity, it is a significant area of focus for us. In the jurisdictions in which we operate, mining has 

https://www.sedar.com/DisplayCompanyDocuments.do?lang=EN&issuerNo=00001239
https://www.sedar.com/DisplayCompanyDocuments.do?lang=EN&issuerNo=00001239
https://www.panamericansilver.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/2.-2022-InfoCirc-v14-FINAL.pdf
https://www.panamericansilver.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/2.-2022-InfoCirc-v14-FINAL.pdf
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The company acknowledges that women in particular are 
underrepresented in management roles at the company and within 
the mining industry as a whole. Teck sets out the concrete steps it is 
taking to strengthen the diversity of its talent pipeline and increase the 
representation of women in management roles within the company and 
provides a good explanation for the absence of targets at the executive 
officer level. The company also highlights that it has conducted multiple 
internal reviews of its workforce, including a gender equity pay review 
in 2021 and a company-wide inclusion and engagement survey for the 
purpose of gathering baseline data and insight on inclusion and diversity, 
employee engagement, and workplace culture. Results from the survey 
are intended to inform the development of an inclusion and diversity 
strategic plan and the survey is expected to conducted again in 2022.

Information about Corporate Governance 
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• four of 14 directors, or 29%, will be visible minorities, (33% of independent directors); and 
• no directors will be Aboriginal peoples or persons with disabilities.    

The Governance Committee will annually review the process for ensuring that diversity criteria are 
considered in accordance with its policy when nominees to the Board are reviewed.  The Board will 
measure the effectiveness of its policy over time by tracking Board diversity and reviewing candidate 
pools for diversity criteria. 

Executive and Workforce Equity, Diversity and Inclusion 

The Board believes that diversity at Teck can help create a stronger company.  We recognize that women 
in particular are underrepresented in management roles within our company and within the mining 
industry as a whole.  Although the number of women in leadership roles within Teck has almost doubled 
since 2010, women still represent only 21% of all employees (a 9% improvement since 2011).  We are 
committed to equality of opportunity and are taking concrete steps to strengthen the diversity of our talent 
pipeline and increase the representation of women in management roles within Teck.  These include:  

• proactively reviewing development plans for high-performing and high-potential women;  
• identifying talented individuals for leadership development programs and encouraging them to 

apply for more senior roles;  
• developing family-friendly flex-work policies to assist with recruitment and retention;  
• regularly measuring gender pay equity to detect potential systemic pay gap issues;  
• and changing job descriptions, titles, policies and procedures to be gender neutral and inclusive. 

With respect to members of senior management, the Board considers the level of representation of 
women in executive officer positions when making executive officer appointments, as part of a broader 
focus on diversity in our workforce and management.  For this purpose, we define diversity to include 
differences in age, race, gender, physical attributes, belief, language, sexual orientation, education, social 
background and culture. 

Teck has not adopted specific numerical targets regarding number of executive officers who are women, 
visible minorities, Aboriginal peoples, or persons with disabilities at this time, on the grounds that 
appropriate skills and experience must remain the primary criteria for such appointments, and out of a 
concern that the establishment of numerical targets could create a perception that persons in those roles 
have been appointed solely or primarily on the basis of those characteristics rather than their specific 
qualifications.  We are committed, however, to taking measures to enhance the advancement of women 
in management.  To that end, our Executive Equity, Diversity & Inclusion Committee, chaired by the 
Senior Vice President and Chief Human Resources Officer (“CHRO”) and with representation from senior 
management, has adopted objectives regarding the further development of an equity, diversity and 
inclusion strategy, the implementation of specific measures aimed at attracting and retaining a diverse 
workforce, and ensuring that diversity is taken into account in management appointments.   

Teck is seeking to increase participation of women and other diverse employees in all levels of its 
workforce.  Teck completed its fifth annual gender equity pay review in 2021, including an analysis of 
annual incentive and review rankings by supervisors and promotions during the year.  The review found 
no evidence of a systemic gender pay issue and continues to assist Teck in tracking progress of high 
potential female employees.  In 2020, Teck launched its first company-wide inclusion and engagement 
survey for the purpose of gathering baseline data and insight on inclusion and diversity, employee 
engagement, and workplace culture.  Results from the survey are intended to inform the development of 
an inclusion and diversity strategic plan and the survey is expected to conducted again in 2022. 

Of Teck’s 17 members of senior management as defined in the CBCA, currently two (or 12%) are women, 
including the Board Chair, one (or 6%) is a member of a visible minority, and there are no members who 
identify as Aboriginal peoples or persons with disabilities.  Out of Teck’s larger senior management team, 
an additional ten of the 23 members (43%) are women and no additional members identify as members 
of a visible minority, Aboriginal peoples, or persons with disabilities.  

https://www.teck.com/media/Information-Circular-2022.pdf
https://www.teck.com/media/Information-Circular-2022.pdf
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The company includes targets for women at multiple levels within 
the organization and discloses its progress towards those targets. 
SNC-Lavalin also provides a detailed description Equality, Diversity & 
Inclusion Program and outlines its 2021 initiatives. 
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3. Persons with disabilities (defined as persons who 
have a long-term or recurring physical, mental, 
sensory, psychiatric or learning impairment and 
who (i) consider themselves to be disadvantaged 
in employment by reason of that impairment, or 
(ii) believe that an employer or potential employer 
is likely to consider them to be disadvantaged in 
employment by reason of that impairment), and 

4. Members of visible minorities (defined as 
persons, other than Aboriginal peoples, who are 
non-Caucasian in race or non-white in color). 

The Diversity Policy reflects the Company’s view 
that diversity within its ranks is important to ensure 
that the profiles of Directors, executive officers 
and senior leaders provide the necessary range of 
perspectives, backgrounds, experience and expertise 
required to achieve effective stewardship and 
management. It is an important means to ensure that 
a wide-variety of perspectives are brought to bear on 
issues, while enhancing the likelihood that proposed 
solutions will be nuanced and comprehensive. 

The GES Committee (for Directors) and the HR 
Committee (for executive officers and senior 
leaders) are responsible for annually monitoring 
the implementation of the Diversity Policy and 
reviewing its content as well as assessing the 
effectiveness of the Director nomination and the 
hiring, promotion, retention and succession planning 
for executive officers and senior leaders processes 
against the progress made towards achieving the 
Company’s diversity objectives outlined in the 
Diversity Policy and reporting to the Board thereon.

The Company is of the view that it is preferable 
to identify and develop its internal talent pipeline. 
The Company considers the level of representation 
of individuals from the Designated Groups and 
other components of diversity within its ranks 
and considers both as important factors in its 
search process for new candidates. Talent review 
sessions are held at least once a year to assess 
the succession plans for all executive officers 
and key senior leader positions and to adjust the 
strategy so as to ensure that talent is properly 
developed. The Company requires that succession 
plans for all executive officer and key senior leader 
positions should include successors from the 
Designated Groups. The Company also measures, 
year over year, the representation of individuals 
from the Designated Groups in its talent pool. 

BOARD APPOINTMENTS 

The GES Committee is responsible for 
recommending qualified persons for Board 
nominations. As mentioned in the Diversity Policy, 
the GES Committee has developed a set of criteria 
for Board membership that strives to attain a 
diversity of backgrounds and skills for the Board 
and, through its Board member search practices, 
seeks out qualified Board candidates, including 
individuals from the Designated Groups. The 
GES Committee mandate expressly provides for 
the GES Committee to abide by the provisions 
of the Diversity Policy to select new Directors. 
For details on our process for nominating new 
Directors, see the “Board Succession Planning 
Process” subsection of this Circular. 

As mentioned in the Diversity Policy, in fulfilling 
their role, the HR Committee and the Board of 
Directors, when appointing the President and 
CEO and executive officers, and the various senior 
leaders, consider candidates that are highly 
qualified based on their experience, education, 
expertise and personal qualities. They review 
potential candidates from the Designated Groups 
and with diverse perspectives, with the Company’s 
diversity objectives in mind, and consider the 
level of representation of candidates from the 
Designated Groups in executive officer and senior 
leader positions before making such appointments. 
As reflected in its mandate, the HR Committee 
monitors the effectiveness of programs, targets 
and initiatives put in place by management to meet 
the goals and objectives of the Diversity Policy.  

ED&I TARGETS 

Women 

In 2020, we set out revised gender targets 
to be met by the end of 2025. These 
diversity targets are as follows: 

 › Commitment from the Board to maintain 
at least 30% representation by women

 › Female representation among 
executives(1) – 25% by 2025

 › Female representation in managers and 
senior professionals(2) – 25% by 2025 

 › Female representation in all 
regular staff – 33% by 2025 
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At the end of  2021 our impact towards 
our 2025 targets was as follows:(3)(4)(5)

 › Female representation among executives(1) 
– baseline as at December 31, 2020 was 
18.3%, now 19.7%, an increase of 1.4% 
in year (target of 25% by 2025) 

 › Female representation in managers and senior 
professionals(2) – baseline as at December 
31, 2020 was 19.9%, now 21%, an increase 
of 1.1% in year (target of 25% by 2025)

 › Female representation in all regular staff 
–  baseline as at December 31, 2020 
was 30.3%, now 30.9%, an increase of 
0.6% in year (target of 33% by 2025)

Our local action plans are being revisited 
to make sure we have appropriate actions 
in place to meet our gender targets. 

After the Meeting, if all Directors nominees are 
elected, 36% of our Board Directors will be women. 

ABORIGINAL PEOPLES, PERSONS 
WITH DISABILITIES AND MEMBERS 
OF VISIBLE MINORITIES 

SNC-Lavalin has not set specific targets regarding 
the representation of Aboriginal peoples, persons 
with disabilities and members of visible minorities on 
its Board, in executive officer positions and in senior 
leader positions for the time being. The Company 
will evaluate the possibility of establishing targets 
for the representation of Aboriginal peoples, persons 
with disabilities and members of visible minorities on 
its Board, in executive officer positions and in senior 
leader positions. SNC-Lavalin recognizes, however, 
the important role Aboriginal peoples, persons with 
disabilities and members of visible minorities, with 
appropriate and relevant skills and experience, 
can play in contributing to different views and 
perspectives within the Board and management. 

As at March 14, 2022, there were no 
(i.e. 0%) Aboriginal peoples, persons 
with disabilities or members of visible 
minorities represented on the Board. 

As at March 14, 2022, no (i.e. 0%) Aboriginal peoples, 
four (4) (i.e. 3.1%) persons with disabilities and ten 
(10) (i.e. 7.8%) members of visible minorities occupied 
senior executive positions as at March 14, 2022(5).

(1)  This category comprises members of the  
Executive Committee and other executives  
(such as senior vice presidents and vice-presidents) 
and senior project managers.

(2)  These categories include managers, senior 
professionals and project managers.

(3)  For 2021, the increase between the baseline 
and the year on year progress is the same as the 
cumulative increase.

(4)  Both the current and historical data takes into 
account the transfer of employees following the sale 
of the Company’s Resources Oil & Gas business.

(5) The foregoing disclosure is derived from 
information provided by Directors and employees. 
In accordance with privacy legislation, such 
information was collected on a voluntary basis, 
and where a particular individual chose not to 
respond, SNC-Lavalin did not make assumptions 
or otherwise assign data to that individual. 

ED&I PROGRAM 

2021 was a pivotal year for SNC-Lavalin in terms 
of our longstanding commitment to ED&I. Our 
commitment grew stronger with the launch of 
our global ED&I program “Different makes a 
difference”. The program, which was co-created 
with our employees, recognises the strength of 
the SNC-Lavalin family by acknowledging and 
celebrating our differences around the world. 
It puts our employees, our clients and our 
communities at the heart of everything we do 
and helps us to deliver fully inclusive design.
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Our program also recognises that we all need to 
change to truly deliver on our ED&I commitment. 
To recognise the changes required, we are 
delivering our program at both the global and 
local level – co-creating robust and relevant 
action plans across all of our regions.

As part of our new program we revisited 
our commitment and our approach:

OUR COMMITMENT:

is to create and maintain an inclusive culture 
where everyone belongs, can be their true 
self and can reach their full potential.

OUR APPROACH:

is to continue to build engagement, broaden 
awareness, empower our employees and 
communities to make a difference and continue 
to hold ourselves and others to account.

To help us stay accountable, we have 
set clear objectives which include 
targets and we will formally evaluate 
our progress against them annually.

We want to make sure that all of this work 
is informed by the personal experiences of 
our employees and endorsed and accredited 
by ED&I partners where appropriate.

2021 ED&I INITIATIVES

In support of our program, a number of initiatives 
were held across our regions. In the U.S., our 
Women Inspiring Leadership group (“WIL”) held 
quarterly “Career Conversations” and nationwide 
panel discussions, recognizing and celebrating 
Women of Color. WIL also increased their 
presence from 2 to 9 “chapters” across the U.S..

Our 16 Employee Resource Groups (ERGs), which 
are dedicated networks owned and managed by 
our employees, demonstrated their collaboration 
across the world by coming together and creating 
our very own “Difference Makers in Living Color” 
awards. These awards recognized our black and 
ethnic minority employees around the world who 
are truly making a difference to our culture and 
representing our core SNC-Lavalin values.

Our learning and talent development programs 
also supported our commitment this year 
with the introduction of Female mentoring, 
Reverse mentoring, and dedicated programs 
for under-represented communities. Learning 
interventions on eliminating racial discrimination 
and conscious inclusion also continued to be 
delivered around the world. Additionally, returners 
programs were developed to support our drive to 
attract and retain diverse talent around the world.

Recognising and celebrating our differences was 
a key theme throughout 2021 as we celebrated 
PRIDE month, Black History month, International 
Women’s Day and International day of persons 
with disabilities. We also recognised International 
Men’s day and International day against 
homophobia, biphobia and transphobia in May.

Our second dedicated ED&I month in October 
brought our celebrations to a successful conclusion 
as we dedicated the month to key themes such 
as Allyship and Inclusive Design. The latter was 
a key priority for the month and saw us introduce 
our first ever global inclusive design panel. The 
panel attracted over 2,000 employees who came 
together to share their expertise on how we can 
deliver inclusive and accessible designs for our 
clients and our communities. Allyship was another 
key theme and saw several events delivered 
around the world to help us all understand how 
to become active and visible allies to particular 
communities. As part of the month, our Executive 
Committee and our OLG made individual 
commitments to become active and visible allies 
to at least one under-represented community. 
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Other disclosure

https://www.snclavalin.com/~/media/Files/S/SNC-Lavalin/investor-briefcase/en/2022/snc-lavalin-proxy-circular-2022-en.pdf
https://www.snclavalin.com/~/media/Files/S/SNC-Lavalin/investor-briefcase/en/2022/snc-lavalin-proxy-circular-2022-en.pdf
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8
Our report analyzes diversity disclosure provided by

• reporting issuers required under Canadian securities laws to provide disclosure respecting the 
representation of women on boards and in executive officer positions under National Instrument 58-101 
Disclosure of Corporate Governance Practices (NI 58-101) (Diversity Disclosure Requirement)

• corporations governed by the CBCA with publicly-traded securities that are required to provide disclosure 
respecting the representation of women, Indigenous peoples, members of visible minorities and persons 
with disabilities (CBCA Requirement)

The Diversity Disclosure Requirement applies to all Canadian reporting issuers other than venture issuers, 
exchange-traded funds, closed-end funds and structured notes, including CBCA corporations that are 
listed on the TSX. The CBCA Requirement applies to all “distributing corporations” governed by the CBCA, 
including venture issuers. As a result, CBCA corporations that are listed on the TSX are subject to both the 
Diversity Disclosure Requirement and the CBCA Requirement.

The methodology employed in gathering and analyzing the data for this aspect of the report remains 
substantially unchanged from prior years. Each year we report results to date for the current year and full- 
year results for the prior year and we find they are consistent.

Our methodology
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Diversity Disclosure Requirement
The data presented in this report in response to the Diversity Disclosure Requirement was obtained by 
surveying public disclosure documents filed on SEDAR by all TSX-listed companies that are subject to  
that requirement.

• In reporting on disclosure for full-year 2021, we reviewed disclosure documents provided by 792  
TSX-listed issuers that were not investment funds as of July 31, 2021. Of those companies, 700 provided 
disclosure wholly or partially in compliance with the Diversity Disclosure Requirement. We excluded 92 
companies from our analysis because they are either prescribed foreign issuers, exempt from disclosure  
or wholly non-compliant.

• For 2022, there were 794 TSX-listed issuers that were not investment funds as at July 31, 2022. Of those 
companies, 666 had provided full or partial diversity disclosure by that date and 67 are expected to file later  
in 2022. We excluded a further 61 companies from our analysis because they are prescribed foreign issuers, 
newly listed or otherwise exempt from disclosure in 2022 or are wholly non-compliant with the Diversity 
Disclosure Requirement.

• For comparison purposes and to highlight year-over-year progress, we compared data for all companies 
subject to the Diversity Disclosure Requirement in the January 1 to July 31 period of each of year, rather 
than limit our results solely to companies that were subject to the requirement in all periods on which we 
report this year.

	{ This approach generally provides a close approximation of the results for the full years in previous years, 
as more than 90% of the relevant companies have generally filed their disclosure by July 31 of the 
applicable year, and our final results approximate the results we have previously reported for the January 
1 to July 31 comparison period for those years.

	{ There is potential for some variation as a result of changes in the composition of the relevant lists from 
year to year. However, given the sample size and the objective of testing the disclosure practices of the 
companies as a group, rather than on an individual basis, generally we do not regard this variation as 
material to our results.

	{ For 2020 there was increased divergence between the full-year results and mid-year results for that year 
as some issuers decided to take advantage of permitted extensions of normal annual meeting and filing 
deadlines to file their materials after the July 31, 2021 cut-off. Many of the companies that took advantage 
of the permitted delay in reporting had below average diversity results which had a favourable impact  
on our results for the January 1 to July 31, 2021 period.
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	{ In addition to our year-over-year comparison, we provide a selection of comparative data for companies 
included in the S&P/TSX 60 Index as a means of offering insight into the practices at Canada’s largest 
companies. In the report, we refer to such companies as the “S&P/TSX 60 companies.” For 2022, 55  
S&P/TSX 60 companies had filed their management information circular or annual information form  
(as applicable) on or prior to July 31, 2022, with the remaining five either expected to file after that date 
or otherwise being exempt from the Diversity Disclosure Requirement.

• We also include select data for the 224 companies included in the S&P/TSX Composite Index as of  
July 31, 2022 that had reported as of that date. This group includes more of Canada’s largest issuers and 
provides for more meaningful comparisons of diversity practices of Canadian issuers with those in other 
jurisdictions, such as the U.K. and Australia, where studies typically focus on the 200 or 300 largest  
issuers in the jurisdiction. 

CBCA Requirement
The data presented in this report in response to the CBCA Requirement was obtained by surveying public 
disclosure documents filed on SEDAR by “distributing corporations” governed by the CBCA, including 
venture issuers, that are subject to that requirement. Generally speaking, a “distributing corporation” is a 
corporation with publicly-traded securities.

• In the absence of a centralized database of such companies, we identified them based on the reported 
jurisdiction of incorporation on SEDAR for issuers listed on a recognized Canadian stock exchange or 
certain stock exchanges in the U.S., U.K. and Australia (i.e., TSX, TSX Venture Exchange, Canadian 
Securities Exchange, NEO Exchange, New York Stock Exchange, NASDAQ, American Stock Exchange, 
London Stock Exchange, AIM and Australian Stock Exchange).

• Based on these search results, for 2022, we identified 519 “distributing corporations” subject to the CBCA 
Requirement as at July 31, 2022. Of those companies, 366 had provided full or partial diversity disclosure 
by that date and 91 are expected to file later in 2021. We excluded a further 62 companies from our 
analysis – either because they are newly listed or otherwise exempt from disclosure in 2022 or because 
diversity disclosure for that company was not available.

	{ The mid-year data for the companies subject to the CBCA Requirement includes 193 TSX-listed 
companies that are also subject to the more general Diversity Disclosure Requirement. The results for 
these companies are also reflected in our reporting on disclosure provided in accordance with the 
Diversity Disclosure Requirement.
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Other matters
• For each data point provided in this report, the percentages are calculated as a percentage of the total 

number of companies that provided disclosure on the disclosure item in question.

• Because neither the Diversity Disclosure Requirement nor the CBCA Requirement offers specific 
guidance on the issue, we accepted disclosure that was provided in respect of either the current board 
or the proposed director nominees and, in those cases where disclosure was provided for both, we based 
our analysis on the disclosure provided in respect of the board being nominated for election at the 
shareholders’ meeting in question. A similar approach was adopted with respect to disclosure relating to 
executive officers.

• Data gathered for our reporting on the number and percentage of women appointed to fill vacancies or 
nominated to fill new positions on boards of directors was gathered by identifying the number of directors 
being nominated for election for the first time at each company that provided full or partial diversity 
disclosure and the number of those nominated directors who were women. Similarly, the data regarding 
the number of companies that have a woman as the chief executive officer, chair of the board of directors 
and/or committee chair(s) is reported based on those companies that provided full or partial diversity 
disclosure in response to the Diversity Disclosure Requirement.
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